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Abstract

The marine domain is fundamentally challenging for collaborative, multi-robot sens-
ing and tracking operations. Accurate mapping and modeling of an underwater en-
vironment is both time consuming and difficult, especially when robots have limited
access to a high-quality localization solution such as GPS. Communications over dis-
tances greater than one hundred meters necessitates the use of acoustics (acomms),
which introduces networking challenges such as limited throughput and bandwidth.
Successful execution of a highly dynamic and co-operative task such as target-tracking
requires optimization of the information-gathering process, probabilistic inference
over disparate, noisy sensor data, and exchange of local information over a costly
communication link. This thesis presents two formulations of the co-operative un-
derwater target-tracking task: a dynamic nonlinear sigma-point joint estimator and
a non-Gaussian, non-parametric, multi-modal factor graph formulation of SLAM.
Within the field of SLAM simultaneous estimation of a robot's state (localiza-
tion) and modeling of its environment (mapping), there is a wealth of research into
approaches using point estimate representations and Gaussian sensor noise. The ma-
rine domain presents two challenges not well addressed by the usual formulation:
(1) measurements obtained from diverse sensors often require extensive filtering and
parametrization to fuse in a Gaussian syntax and (2) acomms between multiple robots
significantly limits the amount of local information that can be shared over the net-
work. The non-Gaussian approach presented here utilizes the technique of synthetic
aperture sonar (SAS) to relate disparate acoustic measurements in a consistent prob-
abilistic framework. Experimental results under real-world acoustic conditions are
gathered onboard our custom-built lightweight and low-cost ASVs in the Charles
River, and detailed design specifications are presented for our testbed robots.

Thesis Supervisor: John J. Leonard
Title: Samuel C. Collins Professor of Mechanical and Ocean Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The importance of the oceans covering most of our planet cannot be overstated. They

are our global shared resource; central to the regulation of our climate and weather

systems, habitats for a vast number of living species, reservoir of renewable and non-

renewable natural resources. Studying the ocean is a challenging open problem. The

underwater environment remains expensive, time-consuming and dangerous for hu-

mans to operate within. Autonomous robotic systems stand to provide an effective

low-risk, low-cost solution to exploring, instrumenting and studying the ocean. Over

the last few decades, there have been large advances in surface and underwater robotic

systems with increasingly sophisticated navigation, autonomy and computation ca-

pabilities. Individual robotic platforms are now commonly commercially available

and exploited in many underwater applications. In the fields of ocean science, map-

ping, archaeology, oil and gas industry, fishing industry, naval operations, etc. these

systems have already made a huge impact. Now teams of underwater robots stand

to carry out missions of increasing complexity, along with increased challenge. We

look to improving the behavior and control of fleets of robotic vehicles, enhancing

their collaborative capabilities of sensing, maneuvering and task-completion, so as to

effectively tackle the scope of this area of operations.
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1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

At this time, robots have been operating underwater for more than fifty years, and the

list of high-profile successes is ever-growing. In 1966, the United States Navy Cable-

Controlled Undersea Recovery Vehicle (CURV) recovered a hydrogen bomb from the

floor of the Mediterranean Sea. The original cable teleoperated vehicle was equipped

only with an array of optical cameras and spotlights for sensing underwater. Nearly

fifty years later, in 2010, two REMUS 6000s and ROV Jason Jr. operated by the Ad-

vanced Imaging and Visualization Laboratory (AIVL) at Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution (WHOI) returned to the RMS Titanic to map the site, and captured for

the first time comprehensive optical and sonar images of the wreck. Robots were

undertaking missions underwater that pushed beyond the boundaries of what was

humanly achievable. Starting in 1995, the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science

and Technology (JAMSTEC) operated Kaiko as the first unmanned vehicle to reach

the bottom of Challenger Deep and return with biological samples. In 2009, WHOI's

Nereus followed suit, descending an unprecedented 6.8 miles down the Mariana Trench

in the Pacific Ocean to sample the seafloor.

The success of government-funded vehicles and operations resulted in a surge of

investment in the technology from private industry, and the growth of commercially

available vehicles and sensors. In 2018, the private company Ocean Infinity signed a

contract with the Malaysian Authorities to deploy 8 AUVs to search for the missing

airplane flight MH370 that was lost over the Southern Indian Ocean. Although the

AUVs were not able to locate the wreckage, by the end of the search over 112,000

km2 of ocean floor had been covered. The maturation of the industry has seen two

contrasting developments side-by-side. First, the increasing sophistication of large

high-powered working robots equipped with a full complement of sensors, put to

work monitoring and maintaining deep subsea drilling infrastructure or search and

salvage operations. For example the work-class Nexxus ROV from Oceaneering, or the

Bluefin-21, an AUV with a 21" diameter hull. Since these state-of-the-art robots are

expensive to manufacture and operate, particularly with specialized support ship time
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being at a premium, vehicle operations tend to be risk-averse. True fleet deployments

are rare.

The second development has been the increasing availability of small, low-cost and

low-power platforms with a minimal configuration of sensors, intended to be quick

and simple to operate, or to be launched in quantity. For example, the VideoRay

[190], which is typically equipped with a camera and a sonar, the recent Bluefin

SandShark [1761, or the Hydroid REMUS M3V, a Micro-AUV only 36" by 4.8" in

size. In particular, it is the potential of deploying a fleet of lightweight, low-cost un-

derwater vehicles that motivates this work. One model for this large-scale deployment

is the work that has been done deploying global arrays of free-drifting instrumented

buoys known as drifters. Since the start of the Global Drifter Program in 1979, the

Physical Oceanography Division of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion (NOAA) has deployed over 1400 drifters in an array around the world. Similarly,

the ARGO program, begun in 2000, has a network of 3800 drifters [144]. Continuous

real-time in-situ observations of the ocean for the last few decades have now been

made freely available, enabling exciting new work in climatology and ocean modeling

(166], [47],[941).

Deploying a fleet of autonomous vehicles capable of carrying out a planned mis-

sion as opposed to passive drifting is the next logical step, and the advancement of

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) technology has made this development not

only possible but likely. Consider deploying a fleet of AUVs to autonomously track

and sample an oil plume, to continuously patrol and monitor a harbor, to operate and

maintain at-sea fisheries or track and observe wildlife for many days and months. The

possibilities of missions with new capabilities are rich and their inherent challenges

remain to be solved.

We propose target-tracking and pursuit as one canonical mission for a team of

collaborating underwater vehicles, and describe the task as follows: A group of agents,

in a centralized or de-centralized architecture, fuses local and team measurements to

estimate their states, the states of their collaborators (if necessary), and the states

of one or more targets over the time period of the mission. Each agent should be
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able to dynamically plan and navigate to maintain the best possible estimate within

the boundaries set up by the specific mission. The tracking and pursuit problem

is a canonical problem in many fields, and has been studied extensively in robotics

[183]. This task takes on the key challenges of multi-vehicle operations underwater:

GPS-denied localization, low-throughput lossy communication channels and sensors

that are limited by the fundamental properties of the environment. The following

section covers background and prior work in these areas of research.

1.2 Prior Work

This section will present an overview of the wide range of topics unified by underwater

autonomy. Most of these topics are not specific to the underwater domain: Vehicle

dynamics, control, planning and navigation. Multi-vehicle strategies and operations.

The Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) framework. Keeping in mind

the diverse amount of work that has been done under these broad topics, we will

approach specifically with the perspective of the underwater domain. In addition,

several topics relate more closely with the underwater domain, in particular acoustic

sensing and communications. More detailed literature reviews are also presented in

specific chapters. Chapter 3 reviews field experiments in the context of underwater

target pursuit. Chapter 4 provides more background on the specific implementations

of SLAM that are the most closely related.

1.2.1 Vehicle Control and Navigation

A standard suite of navigation sensors for an underwater vehicle includes: a com-

pass or gyrocompass providing magnetic heading, orientation and their respective

rates, a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) providing speed over ground, acoustic position-

ing systems such as Long Baseline (LBL), pressure depth sensors and an Inertial

Measurement Unit (IMU) 1891. Depth can be estimated by applying the hydrostatic

equation to a pressure measurement from a pressure sensor, with errors around 0.1m

at 6000db of pressure 1152]. Obtaining an accurate geo-referenced longitude and lati-
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tude is typically more challenging. GPS location fixes, the go-to localization solution

for out of water applications, are only available at or near the surface since the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum is severely attenuated in water. Although underwater vehicles

are usually equipped with GPS receivers, surfacing is typically costly in time and

power for an underwater vehicle traveling around 1-2m/s that may be performing a

mission at several hundred meters depth.

Odometry-based solutions can be accurate with sophisticated sensors. DVL-aided

INS comprising of a DVL and IMU can potentially provide sub-meter navigational

accuracy. The Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) is a multi-beam acoustic sensor that

provides accurate speed over ground data on the order of centimeters per second.

An array of transducers transmit an acoustic pulse and record its reflection off the

sea floor. The Doppler (frequency) shift in the returns are proportional to the speed

at which vehicle is traveling. The operational range to the seafloor is frequency

dependent and inversely proportional to the measurement accuracy. A DVL payload

is also relatively large, in the range of 0.2m2 and 15kg, and may not be practical

for use in smaller AUVs, although there have been recent developments in reducing

these constraints [160]. The cost of a DVL unit is in the tens of thousands, and a

high-end IMU is in the hundred of thousands, a prohibitive price for a fleet of vehicles.

Additionally, inertial and Doppler methods are subject to incremental errors and drift

over long periods of time, as they rely on integration over accelerations and velocities.

Position drift rates for commercial INS units can be on the order of several kilometers

per hour, and positioning error increases without bound as the distance traveled by

the vehicle without a position fix increases [95].

Acoustic localization techniques can provide globally-referenced positions without

the need to surface ([1111,[182]). LBL systems provide networks of acoustic transpon-

ders as reference points for vehicles to interrogate and compute their locations from

the responses via two-way travel time ranging. The drawback is the time and cost

associated with setting up the transponder network, although there has been work

in reproducing the LBL network with a more convenient setup, for example, a set of

mobile beacons [39]. The Ultra Short Baseline (USBL) technique allows the vehicle
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to instead interrogate a single, typically hull mounted transducer with a physical re-

ceiver array, and perform a similar two-way travel-time computation. These systems

are also limited in the number of vehicles that can be supported over the acoustic

communications channel [139].

The motion of underwater vehicles is described by nonlinear equations and con-

trol schemes can range from simple PID controllers to sophisticated nonlinear and

adaptive methods [57]. Often an inner-outer loop structure performs sufficiently well,

where low-level controllers handle in a high rate closed-loop the vehicle's attitude and

forward velocities, while a trajectory controller in a slower outer loop plans control

actions assuming the vehicle achieves its desired actuation setpoints [110. Sliding

Mode Control (SMC) is a well-known nonlinear control method that is robust to non-

linearities and parameter uncertainties that often arise in an underwater system [751,
[161. Briefly the controller attempts to drive the nonlinear system to a sliding surface

in the state space, designed for its stability and performance characteristics, typi-

cally passing through the point of zero error, and then attempt to keep the nonlinear

system in the neighborhood of the sliding surface.

1.2.2 Acoustic Communications

The capability and limitations of the inter-vehicle communication network is criti-

cal to a dynamic and collaborative multi-vehicle task, especially where underwater

sensor data is typically sparse or under-constrained. Acoustics is the main wireless

underwater channel for moderate to long distances, ranging from a hundred meters to

kilometers. Radio frequencies, the ubiquitous ground, air and space carrier, are dra-

matically attenuated, propagating only meters at frequencies higher than 1kHz [25].

Extremely low frequency (30-300Hz) or long-wave transmissions propagate through

seawater and are used for communication by US Navy submarines [741 but are imprac-

tical for smaller autonomous vehicles due to power usage and required antenna size.

Optical modems have been demonstrated over ranges of 100m, potentially providing

high data rates but are fundamentally limited by water quality as light is scattered

and absorbed underwater ([521, [48]). Currently, over moderate ranges, acoustics is
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the practical method of choice. An upper bound on performance is given to be 40km

- kbps as the range-rate product, however this is for the best case scenario of verti-

cal channels in deep water, and shallow-water or horizontal channels are expected to

perform less effectively [1241.

The speed of sound in water is approximately 1500m/s, and over an operating

area that may range in hundreds of meters, results in significant propagation delays.

The channel is characterized by path loss that depends on frequency as well as travel

distance 11641. High frequencies are attenuated faster from absorption loss as the

signal is converted to heat energy. This imposes a limit on the available bandwidth

of the channel. Additionally, underwater acoustic channels are wideband or ultra

wideband since the ratio of the carrier frequency to the signal bandwidth is small.

Reflectivity at the surface or seafloor can result in multi-path interference, although

results have been shown in exploiting this problem for a multiuser system [163].

Ambient acoustic noise in the ocean can be modeled empirically from four sources,

thermal noise, turbulence, shipping and waves, each in a different frequency band.

The resulting noise is not white, and the power spectral density decays at the rate of

approximately 18 dB/decade 11651. Physical properties of the water channel such as

temperature, salinity and density vary significantly in space and time. This results in

a relatively high bit error probability in acoustic signals, usually requiring some form

of error correction for high-rate signals. Acoustic transducers cannot simultaneously

transmit and receive, typically resulting in the need for a medium access control

(MAC) scheme, which is an active area of research for underwater acoustic networks

15]. Additionally, over long ranges, specific propagation paths can be emphasized,

creating an effect such as the Sound Fixing and Ranging (SOFAR) channel [115],

or suppressed, resulting in shadow zones. The shallow water acoustic channel in

particular is affected by extensive time-varying multi-path [27].

1.2.3 Acoustic Localization

Acoustic localization of a source from a mobile robot is an active field of research

both above and underwater 11381. Fundamental challenges arising from the acous-
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tics are multipath (reverberation), signal interference especially in the presence of

multiple sources and the inherent ambiguity of TOA/TDOA methods. There are

two main approaches to the localization step, although the methods by which the

location estimate is then tracked in time are more varied. Computing Time Differ-

ence of Arrival (TDOA) measurements with stereo microphones using Generalized

cross-correlation with phase transform (GCC-PHAT) is a widely used approach that

is simple implementation-wise and relatively robust [91], [166]. Given a set of TDOA

measurements, the location of the source can then be estimated by triangulation (or

multilateration), and with some assumptions, a set of simultaneous equations can be

solved for approximate closed-form solutions [24].

Steered power response (SRP) or multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algo-

rithms compute the pseudo-likelihood of candidate locations on a grid instead, typi-

cally selecting the maximum as the estimate 1451. In [184, the next pose of the robot

is computed via dynamic programming so as to minimize the information entropy

of the grid. DOA techniques are used in conjunction with Bayes filtering techniques

such as Kalman filtering [1331, nonlinear Extended Kalman filtering [131, and par-

ticle filtering. Conventional beamforming cascaded with a particle filter has been

demonstrated for tracking a single source (181, 191]), and multiple moving sources

[179]. [107] modeled the TDOA measurements as conditional likelihoods, resulting

in a measurement model with a von Mises distribution, and handling the nonlinear

tracking with a particle filter.

We mention here that the localization pipeline used in this thesis is matched fil-

tering, conventional beamforming and non-Gaussian SLAM respectively. The key

difference in approaches is the inclusion of non-Gaussian TDOA measurement like-

lihoods directly in the inference step, informing both the pose of the vehicle and

the location of the source simultaneously. This is made possible by a SLAM solver

that handles arbitrary measurement distributions. Related SLAM frameworks will

be discussed in the following section.
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1.2.4 Underwater Autonomy

There four main categories of marine robot are Human-Operated Vehicle (HOV),

Remote-Operated vehicle (ROV), Autonomous Surface Vehicle (ASV) and Autonomous

Underwater Vehicle (AUV). ROVs can be further differentiated between Intervention-

class and Inspection-class vehicles [23]. Intervention or work-class ROVs are large

vehicles in the range of 1000-5000kg, intended to perform tasks such as mainte-

nance, inspection or drilling at depths up to 6km (821, 11931). These are typi-

cally equipped with high-powered hydraulic propulsion and manipulation systems

and high-performance Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)s and exterior optical and

sonar sensors. As a result, they make use of sophisticated controllers for finely con-

trolled trajectories and manipulation 11581. Inspection-class ROVs are on the order

of 5-100kg, and have overall lower power, volume and depth ratings. As the class

suggests, they are designed for inspection tasks around underwater structures and

ships and may carry accurate navigation systems and high-resolution imaging sen-

sors. Since these vehicles are usually teleoperated, they do not require and are not

equipped with mission-level autonomy. Bluefin Robotics' Hovering Autonomous Un-

derwater Vehicle (HAUV) is one notable exception to this rule [1781.

AUVs on the other hand, are designed to function for long periods on time un-

derwater with minimal human input. Their original purpose, to survey the seafloor,

remains one of their main applications at present. Given the challenges associated

with the acoustic communications channel and the high manufacturing and opera-

tion costs for a platform, it is not surprising that a majority of underwater missions

comprise of simple autonomous behaviors such as lawnmower trajectories. There is

tremendous active research effort to provide more sophisticated techniques, and ad-

ditional related field experiments are outlined in the following section and respective

chapters. AUVs vary in size, capabilities and purpose, notably the past few years have

seen the introduction of smaller, lightweight and low-cost platforms aided by the in-

creasing miniaturization of compute resources. Vehicles such as the Bluefin Sandshark

[1761, the ecoSUB 1132], the Korea Ocean Research and Development Institute (KO-
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RDI) ISiMI1 84] or the Hydroid REMUS M3V belong to this new generation of AUVs

in the range of 5-15kg and 1-3m in length. The design of these vehicles promotes fleet

deployments and multi-vehicle operations, however their payload capacities limit the

type and complexity of sensors they can carry. Localization and navigation without

the aid of expensive IMUs, DVLs or side-scan sonar but with the possibility of col-

laborative behaviors and improved computing resources represents an exciting new

domain for algorithm development.

AUVs equipped with sonars have been applied to missions as diverse as surveying

and imaging the seafloor and marine habitats [156],[671, mine detection and coun-

termeasures 11511,1126], ocean feature and plume tracking 1531, imaging under arctic

ice 11851, search and salvage operations [1341 and many others. The vast majority

of applications are dependent on an AUV's ability to localize itself or other acoustic

targets, and in many cases the uncertainty or error in the location estimate translates

directly to an overall decrease in mission performance or imaging resolution.

Survey, mapping and inspection correspond to one broad category of applica-

tions, with an emphasis on positioning accuracy, coverage and resolution. AUVs have

been used to capture high-resolution maps of shipwrecks and archaeological sites

117,1461, marine habitats and coral reefs [155], and geological features 11961. Target

or feature tracking and adaptive sampling corresponds to another, where navigation,

path-planning and dynamic estimation and control are critical to the mission. AUVs

have been integral to dangerous missions such as tracking chemical plumes [1011, oil

spills, [901 harmful algae blooms 11431, as well as oceanographic features such as tem-

perature gradients and fronts [2001, [351. Path-planning and control for tracking or

adaptive sampling applications making use of predictive models or estimators is an

active area of research. Optimal methods include mixed-integer linear programming

11991, 11881, model-predictive control 1141], shortest-path planners on graphical mod-

els [130]. Stochastic methods like rapidly exploring random trees (RRT*) [36] have

also been studied.
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1.2.5 Multi-Vehicle Operations

We briefly overview the current state of underwater multi-vehicle operations with

a specific focus on field experiments, roughly organized by but not limited to the

general topics of infrastructure, navigation, dynamic control (formation-flying), target

tracking and pursuit.

Various acoustic communications infrastructures intended for multi-vehicle de-

ployments have been presented. Cruz et al. described a framework named SUNSET

consisting of a MARES AUV, two ASVs and Navigation and Instrumentation buoys

1341. The Underwater Acoustic Network (UAN) project included a network of bottom-

fixed acoustic nodes and mobile nodes mounted on Folaga AUVs 122]. In Monterey

Bay, the Persistent Littoral Undersea Surveillance Network (PLUSNet) was deployed

with the goal of tracking diesel submarines and included gateway buoys, Seaglider

AUVs, Bluefin AUVs and fixed bottom nodes [70]. Monterey Bay Research Insti-

tute's (MBARI) Controlled, Agile and Novel Observing Network (CANON) fields

Dorado and Long-Range AUVs as well as drifters, gliders and wave-gliders [1].

Among the most dynamic missions that have been studied are formation flight

and target pursuit, which demand tight coordination and communication to operate

at a high closed-loop bandwidth. Fiorelli et al. demonstrated formation flying with

three gliders in a fixed triangle formation 1551. During the AOSN II sea trials in Mon-

terey Bay in 2003, the gliders performed missions to climb and descend a temperature

gradient, as well as follow a propeller-driven Dorado AUV. The centralized mission

planner was located on an onshore computer, and gliders had to surface to received

updated plans. This was followed by the development of Glider Coordinated Con-

trol System (GCCS) which similarly relayed pre-computed trajectories to surfacing

gliders, but predicted their underwater motion and locations using ocean models that

could be used to update the control laws 1231. Field experiments were conducted

with two Slocum gliders in Buzzards Bay [621 and ten gliders in Monterey Bay 1971,

showing successful co-ordination over very long missions (24 days). Similarly, Das et

al. demonstrated at the 2010 CANON field trials a Dorado AUV executing a trajec-
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tory with reference to a drifter's position, which was transmitted through an Iridium

satellite link 1411.

Formation flying field trials with leader-follower strategies in generally straight

trajectories have been presented in several works. In [12], with a fleet of five AUVs

in a centralized architecture where followers reported acoustically to the leader and

could be designated for replacement, in [20] with two AUVs of differing capabilities,

one that could hover at the surface providing radio communication with the support

ship, and the second following a trajectory underwater, and in [161], describing a

vehicle following two leaders in a triangle formation at 0.5m/s speed, with a 4s cycle

time communicating ranges to each of the leader vehicles.

Recently, Branch et al. demonstrated two front-tracking behaviors onboard three

types of AUVs, small Iver AUVs, Kongsberg Seagliders and MBARI's Long-Range

AUVs [191. Each vehicle was commanded using the Iridium satellite network during

an automated process of surfacing, data transmission and receiving commands from

the shore station, for a total cycle time of 5 minutes and 40 seconds not including

transit to the surface. Temperature samples were used to estimate the front's position

and generate trajectories that transected the front. Experimental results for two

AUVs performing co-operative adaptive surveys for detecting internal waves are given

in [1311. A collaborative decentralized area coverage behavior for the task of asset

protection was demonstrated with the UAN network in 1211. Paull et al. integrated

adaptive path-planning with probabilistic SLAM-based trajectory estimation to show

co-operative area coverage with two vehicles in a shallow-water environments [1251.

Clark et al. presented a stereo hydrophone system for autonomously tracking

marine life, and experimental results tracking a tagged 1-m leopard shark 1311. The

hydrophones were set 2.4m apart and towed at least 1m below the surface of the water,

providing bearing and signal strength to commercially available fish tags, which were

then passed to a particle filter to estimate the location of the shark. Lin et al.

described a similar stereo-hydrophone system for tracking with two AUVs, with the

addition of a leader-follower control system to generate pursuit trajectories [104]. The

hydrophones generated bearing and distance measurements to the tag, which were
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fused with a particle filter for estimation, while an A* path planner was used for

obstacle avoidance and target-pursuit.

1.2.6 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping

SLAM refers to the simultaneous construction of a map of a robot's environment and

estimation of its state. Since this field was first introduced in the early 1990's 196],

as the need for robust, autonomous localization increased with the capabilities of

mobile robot platforms, a vast amount of research has taken place. We present here

a general overview of the field, and subsequently a more specific subset of domain

and application specific results. For additional details, the reader is referred to more

thorough reviews by Durrant-Whyte and Bailey 19], 110], Cadena et al. [98] and others,

11501, [77]. In particular, the marine domain is an appealing application for SLAM

due to the above-mentioned challenges of underwater navigation, the difficulty of

obtaining a global reference, underwater feature (landmark) extraction, and the need

to effectively fuse measurements obtained from a diverse set of underwater sensors.

A good review of the underwater field is given in 11271.

A SLAM system is typically described by front-end and back-end components.

The front-end system consisted of the models by which sensor data and raw mea-

surements from the robot(s) are abstracted, represented and related to each other,

i.e. relative frames, rigid transforms, measurement residuals, graphical models etc.

with the purpose of generating a consistent estimation framework from a set of raw

data. The back-end, which we also call the solver, performs joint inference over the

framework constructed by the front-end, in order to find the best possible estimate

for every unknown variable in the problem. The standard SLAM formulation is a

front-end describing Gaussian measurement likelihoods, and a back-end Maximum a

posteriori (MAP) estimator.

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)-SLAM is one of the first standard MAP formula-

tions [1591. A standard EKF update is used to propagate an augmented and linearized

state vector containing the poses of all relevant robots and landmarks towards an MAP

solution. The transition (observation) model comprises of all of the residuals between
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the measurements and the predicted state vector. Since this approach requires invert-

ing the large, potentially dense covariance matrix, it can be computationally intensive.

Ribas et al. described a front-end line-detecting feature from sonar scans used with an

EKF pose-graph SLAM back-end and demonstrated experimental results on an AUV

traveling in a marina [142]. The computational complexity of the EKF approach was

addressed by building and joining sequences of local maps. Recently, Mallios et al. [4]

showed experimental results for pose-based EKF-SLAM solution in an underwater

cave system, cross-registering returns from imaging and profiling sonars to bound the

inertial drift of the vehicle. Experimental results have also been demonstrated on

features such as reefs [194], seabed objects [1711 and bathymetry 154]. EKF methods

are extended by Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [109], Extended Information filter

(EIF) [491 and Sparse Extended Information filter (SEIF).

Particle filtering methods are another standard back-end implementation. Del-

laert et al. demonstrated Monte Carlo localization using non-Gaussian measurement

likelihoods [44]. However, for high-dimensional augmented state vectors, particle de-

pletion becomes a problem. Each resampling step represents a loss of information

on unlikely modes, which depending on the application may be undesirable. Using a

Rao-Blackwellized particle filter is one possible solution. FastSLAM 1172] is a state-

of-the-art solution, wherein each particle is used to represent a full augmented state

vector, and a set of particles tracks a subset of Gaussian parametric solutions to

the inference problem. In [73], FastSLAM was demonstrated with an AUV, fusing

AHRS, DVL and imaging sonar to improve inertial navigation. Barkby et al. in-

troduced BPSLAM, an implementation of FastSLAM in which particles are used to

record trajectories and their corresponding bathymetry maps, rather than individual

feature estimates [111. The consistency between new observations and each particle's

map can then be used to weight the particle set during resampling.

Finally, Graph-based SLAM is the third current state-of-the-art category of meth-

ods, in which a factor graph front-end is used to represent conditional dependencies

between variables and measurements at large-scales 1921. A factor graph is a graphical

model of the inference problem. Dependent variables are connected to each other only
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via nodes known as factors that represent their conditional likelihood functions. Typ-

ically, these likelihoods are assumed to be Gaussian, such that the inference problem

can be written as a nonlinear least-squares optimization minimizing the error of the

measurement residuals. Solving the factor graph refers to computing the marginal

posterior state estimates over variables in the graph. If all the likelihoods are assumed

Gaussian, solving forward-only over the graph as a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

reproduces the optimal KF solution. Solving over all variables corresponds to the

move from a filtering approach to a smoothing approach, in which the entire tra-

jectory is estimated; this problem was first described by Lu and Milios [105]. Many

back-end solvers have since been developed. GraphSLAM proposes solving the nonlin-

ear least-squares problem with iterative Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt local

linearizations 169]. Loopy Belief Propagation by Ranganathan and Dellaert 1137] it-

eratively propagates beliefs directly on the factor graph in the presence of loops on

the network.

Kaess et al. made the key insight that the least-squares optimization could be

solved incrementally on a triangular decomposition of the square root information

matrix instead of performing the full QR factorization for every variable at each

step, leading to the iSAM algorithm [871. The square root information matrix is in-

crementally updated by a series of Givens rotations that modifies only the updated

columns and rows, thus recycling the rest of the computation. The limitation of the

method was fill-in of the triangular matrix due to loop closures, which required com-

putationally expensive periodic variable reordering. This was addressed in iSAM2

186] by introducing belief propagation on the Bayes (Junction) Tree. Bayesian net-

works was introduced by Pearl as graphical models for probabilistic inference [1291.

Much like the factor graph, the Bayes network and Bayes Tree described the condi-

tional likelihood between dependent variables, and it was straight-forward to go from

one representation to the other. In particular, the Bayes Tree turns a factor graph

with loops into a tree with special structure, on which incremental operations can be

solved locally without the need for batch re-ordering. We continue the discussion on

the Bayes Tree in Chapter 4.
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Experimental results with Graph-based SLAM underwater have demonstrated

the benefits of the smoothing approach and full trajectory estimation. In 11171,

range-only SLAM was tested experimentally on a single AUV. The nonlinear least-

squares inference problem included TOF measurement residuals and was solved using

a standard Gauss-Newton approach. Fallon et al. applied the iSAM algorithm on-

line to fuse acoustic range-only and side-scan sonar measurements with INS data

onboard a REMUS AUV [511. Single-beam sonar registration without the need

for inertial/odometry measurements was demonstrated with iSAM 11891, and with

forward-looking sonar and pose-graph SLAM in [100]. Acoustic structure from mo-

tion (ASFM) 1801 presents a factor-graph formulation for fusing odometry and imaging

sonar measurements to recover environmental point features in 3D.

Newman et al. [118] demonstrated incorporating range, azimuth, and elevation

measurements from a SAS system into a constant-time SLAM (CTS) framework with

manual data association, while indicating that a graph-theoretical perspective would

likely resolve some of the limitations encountered by the CTS method. In contrast

to CTS, our approach uses a non-Gaussian factor graph approach, and does not di-

vide the problem into submaps. Instead, the Bayes (Junction) Tree strategy is used

to decompose the full graph problem into statistically independent branches, in a

mechanism that allows previous computations to be recycled in a near-optimal man-

ner 158, 85, 861. Additional work specific to our application is discussed in Chapter 4.

1.2.7 Collaborative Localization

The goals of collaborative (collective/co-operative) localization are closely related to

that of dynamic multi-vehicle target-tracking and pursuit. The task is to describe an

algorithm or set of behaviors by which a collaborating team can improve local naviga-

tion at each agent by exchanging certain information. The capabilities of each agent,

their operating environment, available sensors and characteristics of the communica-

tion channels are the main variables of the problem. This mission was first described

by Kurazume et al. [931. The implementation was for a rotating subset of agents to

remain stationary, acting as temporary landmarks. Roumeliotis et al. extended this
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to an online de-centralized KF estimator that fused relative pose information received

from collaborating team members in range 11461. As discussed by the authors in 11461,

this problem can be viewed as a special case of multi-robot SLAM, needing only the

inclusion of relative measurements to landmarks in the environment. Subsequently,

Mourikis and Roumeliotis showed an upper bound on the expected rate of uncertainty

increase that was independent of the topology and accuracy of relative position mea-

surements, and dependent only on the accuracy of local inertial sensors 1147], [1141.

The KF approach was subsequently extended to an EKF-based implementation [1081.

Along similar lines as the development of SLAM solutions, a particle filter ap-

proach was demonstrated by Fox et al. [1731. As the full joint posterior over all

states was impractical to compute, each agent estimated their marginal posterior be-

liefs with a local particle filter, performing incremental and independent updates for

each sensor, odometry or detection input.

Multi-vehicle collaborative and in-the-loop acoustic navigation has been demon-

strated in the field. Two-node experiments were presented in [501 with a ship to DVL-

aided AUV configuration and in 1187] with a pair of AUVs. In each it is assumed

nodes are equipped with synchronous clock enabling exchange of One Way Travel

Time (OWTT) measurements, and DVL, attitude and depth sensors. Sensor fusion

was handled by a maximum likelihood approach, solving a nonlinear least-squares op-

timization minimizing the measurement log-likelihood with the Levenberg-Marquardt

algorithm. Recently, Claus et al. demonstrated OWTT closed-loop navigation with

three AUVs and a topside transponder located on a support ship 132]. Nonlinear con-

trol was handled by an EKF and range measurements were estimated with a particle

filter. Vehicles exchanged information with a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)

cycle time of 60s. Co-operative navigation in the form of collaborating vehicles provid-

ing a moving baseline network was presented in [381, and for optimal path-planning

given a single beacon AUV in [281. Visual odometry has also been tested in clear

water and compared with a traditional hyperbolic localization method 1331, using a

network of fixed sensor nodes and two AUVs with differing capabilities, where the

visual odometer was shown to have around 5% error of along track distance.
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In 18], Bahr et al. described the main challenges to co-operative navigation un-

derwater, namely, the Gaussian distribution is not a good description of the acoustic

channel and fundamental sensing capabilities. Outliers, reflections, discontinuous

properties of the water column all contribute to signal noise that is not normally

distributed. Additionally, the measurement distributions are inherently multi-modal

and often of lower dimension. An algorithm was proposed that iteratively minimized

a cost function based on odometry and detection residuals using the Kullback-Leibler

divergence as a distance metric [7]. Experimental results were shown with ASVs and

an AUV, and compared to conventional EKF/PF approaches.

1.3 Conclusion

The rapid technological advance of autonomous underwater robotic systems in re-

cent years, especially with regards to lightweight and low-cost platforms, promotes

the development of highly dynamic co-operative multi-vehicle missions. Underwater

operations have by and large been undertaken with small numbers of vehicles that

are highly capable, but also extremely costly to operate. The current push towards

using more vehicles with less individual capability runs in contrary to the established

paradigm, and demands smarter, more robust autonomy. The underwater environ-

ment represents significant challenges in navigation, sensing, and communication that

are not seen in other domains. The target-tracking archetype demands the full pack-

age of effective navigation, localization, and cooperation between multiple dynamic

agents, and this thesis presents two algorithms for collaborative underwater multi-

vehicle joint estimation and inference. An autonomous vehicle testbed was designed

and built to provide experimental data for all methods presented, addressing the

plethora of challenges that real-world conditions present in the field of acoustics. The

structure of the remainder of this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2 details the design and build of a small, low-cost ASV, as well as its

applicability to multi-vehicle field experiments at the MIT Sailing Pavilion on the

Charles River in Cambridge, MA. The design specifications of the ASV seek to close
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replicate the functionality provided by low-cost marine vehicles used for multi-vehicle

deployments as mentioned in the problem statement. The following chapters describe

the overall capabilities and limitations of the hardware and software package, as well

as the specific suite of sensors, most notably the acoustic modems and transducers.

Field experiments presented in Chapters. 3 and 5 were conducted using these vehicles.

Finally, local bathymetry data and acoustic channel statistics for the shallow-water

operational area of the Lower Charles River, collected over the course of several field

trials, are shown.

Chapter 3 presents a de-centralized joint estimation and control framework for

multiple underwater agents collaborating to track a maneuvering target. In particular,

the problem of range-only (TDOA) pursuit in a shallow-water acoustic environment

is studied with the goal of characterizing the performance of acoustics-in-the-loop, in

which the acoustic modem is used as the measurement as well as the main commu-

nications channel. The effects of cycle time, packet loss, and de-centralization on the

frequency response of the full integrated system are analyzed, and we demonstrate

an implementation of partial information updates that decreases the effective cycle

time. Experimental results are presented with three ASVs in the field and four WHOI

Micro-Modems forming the acoustic network, showing that at present, an acoustics

channel can sustain highly dynamic multi-vehicle missions.

Chapter 4 introduces our formulation of Synthetic Aperture Sonar (SAS) in the

context of non-Gaussian SLAM. We detail an acoustic data processing pipeline for

waveforms recorded by an underwater vehicle equipped with a single hydrophone, in

which TDOA measurements are obtained by matched filtering and DOA measure-

ments are obtained by conventional beamforming. Measurements are subsequently

modeled as non-Gaussian probability distributions via kernel density estimation, with

a key goal of retaining ambiguous multiple modes without the computational cost of

explicit hypothesis tracking. These non-Gaussian likelihoods are then directly formu-

lated in a factor (pose) graph SLAM framework. We summarize the main algorithm

of the non-Gaussian mm-iSAM back-end solver. The marginal posterior distributions

of every variable in the factor graph can be resolved via approximate belief propa-
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gation on a Bayes Tree graphical model. Finally, we formulate a factor that can be

used to represent synthetic aperture sonar in a general factor graph framework, com-

prising of forward (array to beacon) and backward (beacon to array) non-Gaussian

measurement likelihoods.

Chapter 5 presents experimental results from solving non-Gaussian SAS-SLAM

on field data collected in the shallow-water environment of the Charles River. Three

types of missions are considered, characterized by varying the trajectories of the ASV

and a stationary, drifting, or maneuvering beacon. Each resulting factor graph im-

plementation is discussed. Performance of the algorithm at simultaneously localizing

the beacon and vehicle locations is evaluated against GPS ground truth data. Addi-

tionally, we consider the multi-modality of estimated posterior distributions with the

Kullback Leibler Divergence (KLD) from a Gaussian distribution as a metric.

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with a summary of the main contributions, crit-

ical analysis of the methods and experiments that have been presented, and last but

not least avenues for future work.
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Chapter 2

An MIT Experimental Autonomous

Surface Vehicle

A fleet of low-cost, lightweight autonomous surface vehicles were designed and built

at MIT for field experiments in underwater navigation, control and acoustic commu-

nications. In particular, the underwater acoustic channel for both sensing and com-

munications is fundamentally challenging to accurately model, increasing the value of

evaluating the performance of our algorithms on real-world field data. This chapter

discusses the design decisions, hardware and software architectures that comprise our

ASV platform, which is subsequently deployed for the field experiments detailed in

Chapter 3 and 5. The ASV's dynamic control, sensing and autonomous capabilities

are summarized. RTK-GPS is presented as the ground-truth localization solution en-

abling objective evaluation of our algorithms' performance. Additionally, we overview

presently available robotic systems with comparable design parameters, and show

bathymetric and acoustic data characterizing the main operating area in the lower

Charles River Basin, as part of a laboratory at the MIT Sailing Pavilion, Cambridge,

MA 12].
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2.1 Comparable Watercraft

We briefly overview comparable marine systems that have been reported in litera-

ture. The main reference vehicle for this ASV is Joseph Curcio's MIT SCOUT kayak

[371. The Surface Craft for Undersea and Oceanographic Testing (SCOUT) was de-

signed and manufactured at MIT in 2004 as an inexpensive robotic platform providing

autonomous navigation and control for algorithm research with various underwater

payloads and sensors. SCOUT's main design goals, portability, low cost and mini-

mal support infrastructure are shared by this vehicle design. In 2010, a laboratory

was installed at the MIT Sailing Pavilion on the Charles River, providing easy ac-

cess to the water, fixed infrastructure and a dedicated shore station. This meant in

part, the SCOUTs designed for the open ocean were larger than necessary for the

shallow-water river environment and less maneuverable than desired for experiments

in dynamic control. Additionally, more features could be incorporated that took ad-

vantage of the dedicated shoreside laboratory space, most notably accurate RTK-GPS

for ground truth position information.

Figure 2-2: Clearpath Robotics
Figure 2-1: MIT SCOUT ASV Heron M300 USV

The Kingfisher (M100/M200) and Heron (M300) unmanned surface vehicle series

produced by Clearpath Robotics are comparable robotic systems designed for shallow,

fresh-water operations. The catamaran-style robot has separate compute and pay-

load bays centered over two pontoons inset with jet propulsion thrusters. A switch

away from regular propeller thrusters allows launch and recovery by a single person

sliding the vehicle into the water from a flat surface but trades off the ability to op-
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erate in saltwater, and fouling is a concern. However, we draw two important design

specifications from this vehicle for the ASV. The shallow draught and low thruster

power means it cannot tow a WHOI Micro-Modem transducer towfish at sufficient

speed and depth. Additionally, the maximum battery size (nominal 2.5hrs at 1m/s

constant) and power infrastructure cannot sustain the acoustic modem transmitting

at 50W burst.

-- -- ----

Figure 2-3: WHOI Jetyak Figure 2-4: Bluefin SandShark

The WHOI Jetyak is a modified Mokai jet-powered kayak with added infrastruc-

ture for instrumentation and autonomous operation [881. It is capable of operating

for 8-10 hours at a maximum speed of 3.5-5.5 m/s, and with a draft of less than 20cm,

can traverse very shallow waterways. The total cost of replacement for the vehicle

was reported to be $15,000, excluding sensor payloads, and including the base $6000

price tag of the unmodified Mokai.

Finally, the Bluefin SandShark was designed specifically as a low-cost research

and development AUV to reduce the barrier of entry for multi-vehicle operations

[1211. Its smaller hull size makes deployments in operating areas such as the Charles

River more practical, but limits the maximum dimensions and power consumption

of potential payloads. The autonomy package consists of a Raspberry Pi computer,

an Arduino microcontroller and a 9DOF microelectricalmechanical IMU. The vehicle

is also equipped with GPS, WiFi modules, and a Microsemi chipscale atomic clock

(CSAC). Fischell et al. presented experimental results characterizing the autonomous

behaviors and acoustic payload performance of this AUV in the same operating region

of the Charles River [561.
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2.2 Hardware Design

The key design features for the MRG-ASV and the respective design solutions are:

" Stable, seaworthy, low-cost and man-portable platform

" Dynamic capability on the order of a typical medium-sized AUV: REMUS taken

as reference (Turning radius 4.6m traveling at 0.8m/s)

• Provide accurate ground-truth states for experimental verification of simulated

inertial odometry: Tilt-compensated compass/ RTK-GPS [1671

" Remote and autonomous control: WiFi and Freewave comms/ MOOS/MOOS-

IvP software suite [119, 15]

" Acoustic communications: Two acoustic transducer packages (WHOI MicroMo-

dem and MIT pi-USBL) [63,149]

Figure 2-5: MRG-ASV Nostromo on the dock of the MIT Sailing Pavilion and in

the harbor of Boston

2.2.1 Mechanical Designs and Electronics

The hull is a commercial WaveSport Fuse 35 whitewater kayak. At 178cm by 58cm and

10.5kg, it is small and lightweight, satisfying the requirement of easy transport, launch

and recovery. The whitewater hull shape is distinctly different from the traditional

kayak hull used by others such as SCOUT, almost completely-flat at the bottom and
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sloping up towards either end. The greater volume to length ratio and increased

stability (as well interior space) of a wider hull led us to choose the whitewater kayak

over a traditional design. Although less efficient for transit, it is highly maneuverable

and seaworthy despite the size, having been used on both the Lower Charles River

where wind speeds can reach 50mph 131, and in the harbor of Boston.

A Minn-Kota trolling motor rated for 501b of thrust is mounted on a ServoCity

servo at the bow. Smaller thrusters did not provide sufficient thrust when towing a

modem towfish. Traditionally the thruster is mounted in the stern of the vehicle, but

for several reasons we opted to mount the thruster near the bow of the vehicle. The

flat-bottomed hull means that the kayak does not track straight by default, greatly

increasing the complexity of control for a stern-mounted thruster. Since the kayaks

were also expected to have to station-keep frequently, a bow-mounted thruster pro-

vides greater maneuverability and accuracy when doing so. Finally, a bow-mounted

thruster means the transducer towfish can be towed astern of the thruster and the

vehicle driven forwards without risk of the propeller hitting the cable.

An MS530-1 Mega Servo is used to turn the thruster shaft, which is directly

clamped to the output of the servo to minimize slipping. A plastic cylinder housing

an o-ring and sleeve bearing is bolted directly to the hole in the hull for the shaft

and for water tightness there are both interior and exterior o-ring seals. Both servo

and motor controller receive Pulse-width Modulation (PWM) command signals from

an Arduino board which in turn receives power and angular commands from control

software onboard a Linux gumstix-Duovero (Fig. 2-7). A fixed skeg is mounted at the

stern for stabilization in yaw and sway. The vehicle's maximum speed when towing a

transducer towfish is roughly 1.6 m/s (3 kts), and over 2 m/s (4 kts) when not towing

a modem. The maximum turn angle is a software-limited t30, and the maximum

turn rate is a software-limited ±10°/s. In practice the ASV is able to turn 180° in

approximately 3 seconds. The dynamics of the tow-cable are not modeled.

A hardware-based emergency stop switch is located on the front of the kayak

and disconnects the battery from the power distribution circuit. Self Power Reset

is an additional safety feature provided by the power circuit shown in Fig. 2-6 that
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enables the Arduino Microcontroller to power cycle the vehicle autonomously or via

RC command. This feature helps the vehicle to recover from temporary loss of power,

software or computing failures.

1 LOU00 10A

TLC 37021P
L ~ 101, 

LooooI]I

Figure 2-6: MRG-ASV Self Power Reset Circuit

While the vehicle is turned off, the switch is closed, shorting the comparator input

to ground and turning off the output. When the vehicle is turned on, the switch is

opened. The 100pF capacitor begins to charge from the battery through a OOkQ

resistor. After a few seconds, it raises the input to the comparator enough that the

output turns on, powering on the vehicle. During a reset event, or initiated by the

Arduino via the transistor, charge is dumped out of the capacitor, switching off the

comparator output. Since power is no longer available, the transistor immediately

returns to its original state. The capacitor can then recharge directly from the battery,

and after a few seconds, switches the comparator's output back to on, repowering the

vehicle. The drawbacks of this design are the short delay of a few seconds every time

the vehicle turns on, and the idle power draw of around 100pA.

2.2.2 Sensing and Connectivity

An OceanServer tilt-compensated compass provides angular and angular rate data up

to 40Hz (10Hz reporting) up to 0.5° nominal heading accuracy. In practice, surface

conditions represent a significant source of noise, and the raw compass data is filtered

with a first-order low-pass filter of time constant r = 2 seconds. Variance in heading

is empirically estimated at 10deg 2. It is mounted in the bow to isolate interference

from other electronics, specifically the Micro-Modem.
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An uBlox NEO GPS receiver is used in conjunction with Real-time Kinematic

(RTK) positioning provided by the open source package RTKLIB [167] to reduce

atmospheric effects, compensate for periods of poor satellite coverage and improve

overall positioning accuracy. Our RTK system has a single fixed base station installed

above the MIT Sailing Pavilion Laboratory providing a reference server to all mobile

field agents. We briefly outline the positioning algorithm below.

RTK positioning uses a standard EKF to optimally estimate the state of an agent

given a known reference (base station). The typical mode of operation is fixed-base

short baseline without receiver dynamics. Let an agent a be subscribed to a base

station b. Let the carrier-phase D single difference between satellites i,j for either

receiver be Gi, a -4j, a= 4. Let the double difference carrier-phase measurement be

(Da - G = Gab,ij. Similarly, this notation defines double-differences in pseudorange

P and geometric range p, expressed in meters. For the sake of notation we omit Li

and L2 carrier-phase frequency dependence except in the cases where they have to be

distinguished.

Let m be the number of satellite fixes. Define ri as the position of satellite i in

an Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF) frame, FT as the base-station antenna position

and Fa as the position of the vehicle's antenna. Since the GPS antenna is mounted

directly over the vehicle's array mounting point, we will also consider this to be the ve-

hicle's experimental location without co-ordinate transformation. The measurement

equations are:

©(ab,ij) = P(ab,ij) + A(Ba-ib- B) +ce (2.1)

P(ab,ij) = P(ab,ij) + Ep (2.2)

PO(ab,ij) =Fa - ri I- - rFa H- f - fi + Fb - (2.3)

where B' represents the single difference of carrier-phase ambiguity. A is the wave-

length of the carrier and c is measurement error. The positioning state vector at time

t is Tt and its covariance be P, where:
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The state update of 7 are described by the following Linear Time-Invariant (LTI)

system with additive white noise of covariance Q:

IPt+1 = APQ

Pt+1 = AP A T + Q

I3x3

A

o[03x3

Q =

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

13A3

13(m-1)x3(r-1)]

031)

03(mn-1)x3(m-1)_

The update at time t of the state x(t) given a measurement vector yt is a standard

EKF update:

2 = l- + Kt(yt - h(st)

P = (I - KtH(i(t)Pt

Kt = (PtH(±t)(H(it)Pt)T + Rt)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

The measurement model (h) is given by:

h [,L2 6,L1 hPL2 (2.13)
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P(ab,12) + A(B -- Bi2) P(a,12)

- P(ab,13) + A(B'b - Bib) 3P(a,13)
p = (2.14)

P(ab,l) + A(Blb - Bm)a P(ab,lrnt)

Define Ej as the line of sight vector from the vehicle antenna to satellite i, and o.2

as the covariance of carrier-phase or pseudorange error, determined by an a priori

model. Define the single differencing matrix D:

1 -1 0 ... 0

1 0 -1 ... 0
D = 0 (2.15)

1 0 0 - -1

Finally, the Jacobian H and the covariance of measurement error R are:

-DE 0 AL1D 0

-DE 0 0 AL 2D
H =(2.16)

-DE 0 0 0

-DE 0 0 0

E [44.. T (2.17)

R =diag [DR(D,Ll)DT, DR(D,L 2 )DT , DR(P,Li)DT , DR(P,L2 )DT] (2.18)

For further RTK hardware and software implementation details, the reader is

referred to 1168]. WiFi connectivity is required for transmission of the base station

reference and therefore RTK accuracy. In the event of temporary loss of connectivity

or satellite fix, a local GPS Kalman Filter (KF) estimate is recorded instead, however

these events are a negligible portion of experimental time. Additionally, we note

that both satellite fix and number of satellites fixed are used heuristically to improve
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positioning accuracy by switching positioning modes, where 10 satellites is considered

a good fix. Variance in vehicle positioning is empirically estimated at 10- 4m 2 , and

this is the noise covariance used in subsequent experiments.
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Figure 2-7: Schematic of Electronic System Components and Architecture

Radio frequency (RF) communication with the vehicle is provided by two radios.

A 2.4 GHz Bullet M from Ubiquiti provides typical WiFi functionality and bandwidth.

Good performance is observed out to 600 meters using an omni-directional antenna

(7 dBi) on the vehicle and a sector antenna on shore (12 dBi). Additionally, a longer

range communication option is provided by Freewave FGR2-PE 900 MHz ethernet

radio. The radios are lower bandwidth (115 Kbps shared among all active radios)
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but much longer range, with good performance up to 1km away depending on surface

conditions. A full list of component specifications is included in Appendix A.

x y 
Mcr Moeme

Motor

Figure 2-8: MRG-S Main Electronics Box (Top and Bottom Layers) Annotated.

Fig. 2-7 presents aschematic view of the ASV's system components, while Fig. 2-8

shows the actual layout in the waterproof box mounted in the seat of the ASV. The

ASV is additionally able to mount apayload compute box. The payload compute can

run its own MOOS community and interface with the community run on the gumstix.

It is powered by the ASV's onboard battery.

2.2.3 Acoustic Modems and Transducers

Two acoustic source and transducer setups, depicted in Fig. 2-9, are used with the

MRG-ASV. TheWHOIMicro-Modemwithasingletransducertowfishandfour-

element arrayisableto transmit andreceive encoded information packets(used in

Chapter 3). The pyramidalhydrophonearray which onlyreceives isused in conjunc-

tion withaLubellacoustic source for transmitteduser-defined waveforms (used in

Chapter 5).
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Figure 2-9: Two acoustic systems: WHOI MicroModem Transducer Towfish [631
and piUSBL pyramidal hydrophone array 1149]

The WHOI Micro-Modem is a commercially available and widely used acoustic

modem [63]. The WH-BT2 transducer towfish is capable of transmitting and re-

ceiving. It is towed by the kayak at a depth of 1.5m on a flexible cable, simulating

underwater acoustic communications with the experimental benefits of ground-truth

RTK-GPS and RF connectivity. This is the maximum depth possible while also

ensuring that the vehicle does not run aground on the shallow shelf of the Charles

River, so as to reduce the acoustic interference from surface effects. For additional

robustness to multipath and packet loss, a four-element HTI-96 MIN array is towed

alongside the cable.

Several data packet types differing in error-coding schemes, lengths and data ca-

pacities are provided by the Micro-Modem. All Micro-Modem packet types are sent

at 25kHz and an acoustic source level of 190 dB rel pPa. Packet types with the Micro-

Modem 1 are not flexible, and six types are available with different pairs of coding

type and data capacity, potentially allowing selecting a tradeoff between robustness

and bitrate. Although encoding, processing and decoding of the binary data into

packets is handled exclusively by the Micro-Modem, we present briefly the types of

packets used in our field experiments and reasoning for their usage. With all packets

one-way travel-time ranging is calculated assuming a time-synchronized source, with

onboard clocks synchronized using standard network time protocol via WiFi connec-

tivity pre-launch. In Chapter 3 we use two packet types, the mini-packet and the

Rate 0 packets. Both packets are modulated by frequency shift keying (FSK). The
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mini-packet is the most robust to packet loss Statistics for acoustic communications in

the operational area are provided in Section 2.4. Chapter 3 presents field experiments

utilizing the Micro-Modem

Chapter 5 presents field experiments with a pyramidal hydrophone array (receive

only) [116]. The array is mounted off the stern of the ASV at a depth of 1.5m. Fig. 2-

9 shows the in-water elements of both acoustic systems. A Lubell Labs underwater

speaker is used as a transmit source for this array (Fig. 2-5 Left). The element

positions of the stern-mounted receiver array are specified (in meters):

0 0 0.05657

0.04 0.04 0

P -0.04 0.04 0 (2.19)

-0.04 -0.04 0

0.04 -0.04 0

2.3 Autonomy and Operations Software

Mission-Oriented Operating Suite (MOOS) is a lightweight communications architec-

ture built in C++ [1191. Comparable open-source software available include Robot

Operating System (ROS) and Lightweight Communications and Marshaling (LCM),

however MOOS is convenient for its suite of available marine behaviors provided by

MOOS-IvP autonomy software 1151. Fig. 2-10 shows a high-level schematic of the

software architecture. The primary communication principle of MOOS is the elim-

ination of peer to peer communication between applications. Instead, a database

called the MOOSdb maintains every variable in the operating system to be shared.

Apps update these variables according to their functionality asynchronously, and are

always pushed the most recent variables they maintain a subscription for.

For example, the GPS driver updates the vehicle's x-y position in the database at

a rate of 10Hz, as well as a set of status messages (no. of fixed satellites etc.). The

mission-level behavioral driver determines, based on the most recent mission-level

command, the appropriate low-level thrust and heading setpoints and communicates
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an update to the MOOSdb. This update is immediately served to the drivers for

low-level control, which then compute control updates based on the current vehicle

position and speed, and translates these into Microcontroller instructions. Every

vehicle, and the shoreside station, maintains a separate database. Unless otherwise

noted, vehicles perform their missions autonomously.

Onboard Drivers

pMarineViewer Sensor Drivers Low-Level Control
(Visualization) (GPS, Compass..) (Heading, Thrust)

Vehicle Low-Level Actuator
Positions Mission-Level Set oints Control

Commands Signals
(Go-To,
Station-keep) Sensor

Data Mission-Levelo-e l

Acousti (Tempeaturenow-Leve

Commands Control
( e (ManAne

Shoreside Wiai Vehicle Low-Level Behaviors)
MOOSdb MOOSdb aerh Setpoints

A --- Receive

Low-level Watchdog
Commands, Feedback

Expto Acoustic emea iLow-Level
Data Packets etc. State, Voltage) Commands Config,

Transmit

atal Sofwr A uo Acosi s ala

Figure 2-10: MOOS/MOOS-IvP Shoreside and Onboard Vehicle software archi-

tecture for the MRG-ASV. The MOOSDi database architecture stores all relevant

global variables and provides communication between low-level control and mission-

level behaviors.

2.3.1 Autonomous Marine Behaviors

The marine behaviors of waypoint transit with trackline following and station-keeping

are implemented within the MOOS-IvP autonomy framework. Integrating these two

behaviors with a mission-level state-machine is used to build more complex autonomy

instructions. Unlike a typical AUV, the ASV has a very tight turning radius but is

prone to side-slip due to the shape of its hull.
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The MOOS trackline controller reduces crosstrack error by steering the vehicle

towards a point on the trackline (the straight line connecting the vehicle's previ-

ous waypoint to its next waypoint) a constant lead distance d, = 15 meters ahead.

The vehicle drives towards its leadpoint Id along the trackline, otherwise it drives

directly towards the waypoint when it is less than d, away. This creates a feedback

loop where the vehicle turns more towards the trackline as crosstrack error increamses.

thereby driving down the error. Once the vehicle enters the capture radius (4m), it

is considered to have arrived and transitions to a station-keeping behavior. Fig. 2-11

depicts these behaviors in terms of their algorithmic parameters. Holding a stationl-

ary position is typically very difficult for the thrusters/actuators of most AUV/ASVs.

and station-keep or loiter behaviors are used instead. Within the inner radius (5m)

around the station-keep point, the vehicle is considered close enough and does not

drive. Within the outer radius (10m) around the point, the vehicle drives at a limited

speed back towards the point. Beyond the outer radius, the vehicle is then free to

drive at its maximum transit speed.

,, ,,~st Speed

O'.R ad ius

outer Speed

Un InnerRadius

Previous Ufl s~m e
Waypoint Side slip - a#ig9 Waypoint

Lead Lead-point

Ca ptu re
Radius

Figure 2-11: Waypoint, Trackline and Stationkeep Autonomous Behaviors

Control commands are typically issued as waypoints. Depending on the mission,

waypoint and station-keep behaviors are integrated with a state machine to construct

a trajectory. Low-level PID controllers are relied on to drive thrust and heading

actuators to their setpoints at a rate that is significantly faster than the trajectory-

following dynamics. Low-level setpoints and their respective actuator controls are

heading (servo angle) and thrust (motor power). The heading controller is a tuned
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PID with a rise time of 4s and 30% overshoot for closed-loop control.

2.4 Operations in the Charles River

All field experiments were performed on the Lower Charles River between the Harvard

and Longfellow bridges (Fig. 2-12 and 2-14), off the MIT Sailing Pavilin. A tutal

of three ASVs, Nostromo, Silvana and Kestrel were manufactured and aV (o1id-

ered functionally identical for the purposes of our field trials. Additionally, a mobile

station, Icarus was manufactured, consisting of the software architecture of a typical

ASV, but externally equipped with only RTK-GPS. Wii and ;auslt lc I ransducer.

Typically this mobile station serves as an acoustic ba n wit igruind-tlit locatnin

data that can be carried on a motorboat. The Charles River is a challenging shallow-

water acoustic environment with depths ranging from 2-12m, hard boundary surfaces

(seawalls) on both banks and a soft, muddy base.

0 to l.9Mete

Figure 2-12: Operational Area of the Charles River in front of the MIT Sailing

Pavilion, between Harvard Bridge and Longfellow Bridge, USGU Bathymetry map

and orthophoto map base by MassGIS [177]

A bathymetry map of the operational area is composed from altimeter data over

several la-wnmower missions and presented in Fig. 2-13 with depth scale, and Fig. 2-14

over a recent satellite image. The water level in the Lower Charles is controlled by

locks and varies seasonally. The experimental data agrees with the survey map. A

very shallow shelf towards the east prevents missions with towed transducers. There
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Figure 2-13: (Left:) Bathymetry contour map generated from two experimental
trials (Right:) Vehicle trajectories with respective bounding boxes

is a deep trench towards the southern esplanade that functions as a shadow zone for

most acoustic transmissions.

.EK

Figure 2-14: Operational Area Composite Bathymetry map

For the WHOI Micro-Modem that transmits at high frequency (25kHz)and power

(50W burst), multipath effects are the dominant source of packet loss in the shallow-

water environment. Performance of the channel varies widely in space and time,

and with weather conditions on the surface [26]. Fig. 2-15 shows SNR statistics

reported by the Micro-Modem over several preliminary missions in the direction of

either Harvard or Longfellow bridge, up to the maximum connectivity range of the

ASV. SNR and packet loss rates were observed to vary spatially and temporally over
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the length of several hours and several tens of meters. In some locations, such as a

trench observed towards the esplanade, no packets could be successfully received. A

round-robin experiment was set up to evaluate the acoustic performance at 9 sites

distributed in a square of side length 300m.

Figure 2-15: WHOI Micro-Modem SNR Statistics from ranges 0 to 700 meters.
(Top:) Towards Longfellow Bridge (Bottom:) Towards Harvard Bridge on different

experimental days and at 9 sites distributed in the nominal operating area.
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During preliminary field trials, we found that noise from the trolling motor was

significantly affecting the modem's performance, as shown in Fig. 2-16. As a result,

a default behavior was implemented in software to switch the motor off just prior to

scheduled transmits or receipts. Additionally, the Micro-Modem was isolated from

the motor driver's power distribution circuit.
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Figure 2-16: Receive SNR reported by the Micro-Modem, plotted against packet
loss (shown as points) and current Thrust for two vehicles.

Fig. 2-17 presents receive SNR reported by the Micro-Modem for a round-robin

type mission. One modem was mounted fixed at the dock and the other was towed

by an ASV visiting each of nine sites in a fixed sequence. Five two-way transmissions

of a filled FSKO packet were sent each time a site was visited. We note that SNR is

reported by the Micro-Modem if a packet was detected even if it was not successfully

decoded. Missed or corrupted packets are denoted by a grey background line.
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Figure 2-17: Receive SNR reported by the Micro-Modem for a two-way link. (Top:)

Vehicle towards the shore. (Bottom:) Shore towards vehicle, recorded at nine sites

(color-coded) in a round-robin loop. Five two-way no-ack transmissions were sent per

round-robin visit. Grey lines indicate missed packets.
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Figure 2-18: Grouped averaged Receive SNR reported by the Micro-Modem for

two-way communication between Shore and Vehicle, recorded at nine sites (color-

coded). Successful packets are grouped by site with at maximum five two-way no-ack

transmissions per grouped datapoint.
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In this instance, one direction of the channel (towards the shore) performed no-

ticeably better than the other. For each visit to a single site, SNR was grouped and

averaged, as shown in Figs. 2-18 and 2-19, and the packet loss rate was calculated.

We observe that the overall performance of the channel varies significantly in time

and space, with packet loss rates for higher bitrate packets as high as 50%. The river

environment also includes potentially random and unmodeled sources of noise such

as passing boats.
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Figure 2-19: Grouped averaged Receive SNR reported by the Micro-Modem for
the FSKO packet, color-coded by site and plotted against overall Packet Success rate,
with at maximum five two-way no-ack transmissions per grouped datapoint.

Acoustic statistics for the piUSBL pyramidal array and Lubell acoustic source are

presented in Chapter 4 together with a discussion of the data processing techniques

applied to the recorded waveforms. Experimental characterization of the SNR re-

ceived at this array are presented in Figs. 4-2 and 4-3. Additional details on this

acoustic payload can be found in 11481. The main sources of noise were found to be

low frequency acoustic noise from surface effects such as wind and waves, and high

frequency electronic noise on the power distributions circuit. Due to hardware con-

straints, the DAQ payload could not be isolated from the main power distribution

circuit, however we show that processing with a matched filter significantly eliminates

this source of noise.
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2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has detailed the design of low-cost, lightweight ASVs fully capable of

autonomous dynamic control, high-level mission behaviors and supporting a variety

of sensors and acoustic payloads. Towards the overarching goal of developing and

demonstrating highly dynamic multi-vehicle algorithms in the field, these platforms

provide a combination of real-world underwater acoustic conditions and data and

ground-truth via RTK-GPS. Preliminary characterization of the operating area in

the Charles River were presented in the form of a bathymetry map and modem SNR

statistics. In addition to the experiments presented in this thesis, we are happy to

report the use of these vehicles in other work related to the underwater and acoustic

domains [1401, 11281.
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Chapter 3

De-centralized Multi-Vehicle

Dynamic Pursuit with Acoustic

Communications

In this chapter, we present a joint estimation and control framework for multiple

de-centralized underwater agents collaborating to track a maneuvering target. In

particular, the problem of range-only (TDOA) pursuit in a shallow-water acoustic

environment is studied with the goal of characterizing the performance of acoustics-

in-the-loop, in which the acoustic modem is used as the measurement as well as the

main communications channel. The fundamental limits of the UWB channel means

without sophisticated multiplexing techniques, there exists a trade-off in the control

space of frequency and quantization of information updates against the measurement.

The effects of cycle time, packet loss and de-centralization on the frequency response

of the full integrated system is analyzed, and we demonstrate an implementation of

partial information updates that decreases the effective cycle time. Experimental

results are presented with three ASVs in the field and four WHOI Micro-Modems as

the acoustic network, showing that at present, highly dynamic multi-vehicle missions

are sustainable by the acoustics channel.
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3.1 Motivation and Prior Work

Our thesis is the advent of small, light-weight and low-cost marine robotic systems in

recent years has provided the necessary platform to undertake truly dynamic multi-

vehicle collaborative missions underwater. As a small step towards developing ad-

vanced algorithms for this purpose, this chapter studies the de-centralized multi-

vehicle estimation problem over an acoustic network of mobile agents. The general

pursuit problem has been extensively studied on land, in the air and at sea. Search

and pursuit-evasion games, also known as one-sided search and adversarial search,

are canonical missions with a broad range of algorithms and solutions 1301, 11831.

Underwater, the mission of tracking and pursuing a marine animal or oceanographic

feature such as a temperature gradient or front fits into this set of problems.

Specifically, strategies may be generally categorized over the environment of the

search, the pursuer dynamics and the target dynamics. This chapter in particular

addresses estimation of the target's dynamics. The environment may be modeled

as discrete or continuous. The former has been studied in the context of cops and

robbers games on a graph for many years 1120], while the latter has been studied

in the context of a lion-and-man game on the open plane 161, in which the purpose

is typically to identify the conditions under which the game can be 'won' by the

pursuers. On mobile robotic systems, the problem extends to include continuous

control, navigation and path-planning. Estimation and modeling of the target or

evader has long been a main area of research 11021, while the constraints of the

agent communication network such as packet loss and scheduling has received less

attention 1112. De-centralized approaches often indirectly address communication

constraints by minimizing the exchange of information between agents [291. Multi-

robot localization with kalman filters distributed to local agents was studied by [146].

Optimal path-planning to maximize the rate of information collection by the mobile

agents is an NP-Hard problem that has been variously studied with approximate

methods such as LP-relaxation and finite-horizon planning [201], [78]. In the ocean,

the presence of strong flow fields and limited vehicle dynamic capability have been
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addressed by a level-set method for time and energy optimal path-planning [99].

Above-water, there are a number of experimental results with multiple collabo-

rating robots tracking a target. In [103], tracking with range-only data was shown

with a team of mobile robots collaborating to plan paths that would increase the

accuracy of a particle-filter estimator. A particle-filter based experiment with four

robots was demonstrated to locate an unknown intruder by collaboratively distribut-

ing the search space [113]. Hausman et al. evaluated the performance of EKF and

measure of uncertainty nonlinear joint estimation algorithms onboard UAVs for one

and two robot missions in target-tracking and kidnapping [71]. Experimental works

related to pursuit in the marine environment include tracking a tagged leopard shark

in extremely shallow water with an array 2.4m in length mounted on an AUV 1311. A

real shark was tagged with an acoustic beacon as the target, although it only moved

approximately 200m in the 48 minutes reported. Bean et al. demonstrated range-only

leader-follower formation flight with WHOI Micro-Modem mini-packets [12], while a

similar mission was reported in 120] with DSPComm modems and asymmetric vehicles

operating at 0.5m/s and 3m/s respectively. Cruz et al. study a two-way centralized

link in which mobile followers communicate their positions to a controller which then

transmits back control commands [341. The agents travel relatively slowly, around

10cm/s, and the cycle time is around 20s. A vehicle following two leaders in a triangle

formation was demonstrated experimentally, with ranges around 15m, speeds around

0.5m/s and a 4 second cycle time 11611.

In earlier work 1140], we studied upper performance limits for a two-vehicle system

pursuing a target; the experiment involved acoustic range-only lateration via inter-

leaved acoustic communications. This chapter reports on time-difference-of-arrival

(TDOA) pursuit with three vehicles. Here, the target is not time-synced to the pur-

suit system, hence opening the way toward high-speed pursuit of non-cooperative

targets, i.e. those with identifiable signatures but arbitrary transmission timing. We

report experimental results for both centralized and decentralized communication

structures. In general, TDOA measurements with three or more receivers give rise

to hyperbolic functions that intersect at one or more points of origin. Hyperbolic
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estimation is a non-linear estimation problem that can be solved with approximate

closed-form solutions in some instances 1241,165], alternatively linear [197] and non-

linear optimization methods [198] have also been applied. In this work, a non-linear

sigma-point filter is used for estimation as it is well-suited to handling packet losses

as well as scheduling delays in measurement updates.

3.2 De-centralized Range-Only Estimation

The behavior of a maneuvering ocean target, i.e. a ship or an animal, can be repre-

sented by the following general-purpose nonholonomic 2D dynamic model:

Otd =Q

-d = V cos(#)

Yd = V sin(#) (3.1)

where the assumption is that the target travels at a constant along-track speed V

with stochastic noise-driven zero-mean turning rate Q(t). Let [xd , Yd] be the target's

2D Cartesian position co-ordinates, #d be the heading angle, and ck be the heading

turn rate. The target's estimated state vector is then s(t) = [kd(t) , d(t) , Qd(t).

For convenience of notation, let the estimated target position vector be P(t)=

[zd(t) , Qd(t)]. Then, the system of differential equations represented by Eqn. 3.1 is

the nonlinear motion model describing the target's state s(t) = g(st_,...,o). Although

more precise ship motion models are available in the literature, we will assume for

the mission that the characteristics of the target are largely unknown.

A nonlinear Hermite-Gauss Quadrature sigma-point filter, also known as an un-

scented filter, is used to estimate the target's location with partial or full sets of

TDOA measurements from each collaborator 1831. The principle of the sigma-point

filter is that a set of discretely sampled sigma points can be used to parametrize the

mean and covariance of a state without the need for linearization, such that the re-

sulting first and second statistical moments can be computed when the sample points
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are propagated through a nonlinear system. Sigma points are typically generated by

computing the following 2N + 1 weighted points for an N dimensional state vector

with mean x and covariance PXX, given by:

k
Xo =Nz k =(3.2)

Xi = 2+ [(N + k2P(N wi = (3.3)
])Pk

Xi+N - \(N + kW)P wi+N 23.4
2(N +k) (34

where k E R is a tuning parameter, [-]indicates the ith row or column of a

matrix, and wi is the weight associated with the ith point. The weights are selected

such that the mean and covariance of the state represented by the sigma points are

always recovered by the conventional first and second moments:

P = wiXi (3.5)

o2 = wj(X, - p1)2 (3.6)

The sigma points are then propagated through the nonlinear system g(st), and

the mean and covariance can be found by:

X(t + 1 t)= g (X(t)) (3.7)

'(t + 1 t) = wiX(t + 1 I t) (3.8)

P(t + 1I t) = wi [X(t + 1 I t) - i(t + 1 I q) x (3.9)

[X(t + 1 | t) - . (t + 1 | t)]T
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Hermite (Gaussian) quadrature sigma-points are used in our implementation, gen-

erating 3N sigma-points given by the following abscissas and weights:

x = [-1.224 0 1.224]

w = [0.2954 1.1816 0.2954] (3.10)

The mean and covariance priors, and finally the state vector can then be updated

with measurement information using a standard Kalman Filter innovation step.

K(t) =P(t I t - 1)Hk(t) x

(Hk(t)P(t I t - 1)H + R)- 1  (3.11)

s(t) =s(t I t - 1) + K(t)(z(t) - £(t)) (3.12)

P(t) =(I - K(t)Hk(t))P(t | t - 1) (3.13)

where R is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements R corresponding to the

measurement noise covariance in the respective dimensions. Experiments were per-

formed with surface vehicles for the benefit of RTK GPS ground-truth position mea-

surements, thus the system is formulated in the 2D plane. The estimator can easily

be extended to 3D by re-deriving the observation gradient, however at least one ad-

ditional tracking vehicle is required.

A full information estimate is computed as soon as the entire communication

cycle is complete. In the 2D three vehicle mission, partial and full corresponds to two

measurements (one communication) and three measurements (two communications)

respectively. If the ranging transmission is lost, or a vehicle does not receive any

additional measurements, we use a standard approach of setting the noise of the lost

measurement to infinity 1571. We define the full update for the case of 3 agents.

Let the three TOA measurements bemi, m, Mk. If a full estimate is made, the state

estimate of the partial is also updated. In both cases, the estimator gain matrix K

and covariance matrix P are then updated by typical Kalman Filter equations, where

P(t I t - 1) represents the a priori covariance.
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ri (t) - r (t)1

rj (t) - rk(t)

zr)= ni~t - mt)j

m ( - m k

0

(ri(t)(id(t I t -1) - i(t)))-1

Hk(t) -(r(t(id(t I t 1) - X,(t - , (3.14)

(ri(t)(Qd(t I t - 1) - (t))_

-(ry (t)(Qa(t I t -1) - yy (t)))-l

0

(r-(t)(k(t I t - 1) X k(t ))-

-(rk) (d(t t 1) - xk(t)B-

(rj (t) (Qa(t I t - 1)-yj (t) ) )-_

-(r(t)(Qd(t t 1) - yk(t)))

In addition to the full information update, a partial information estimate is com-

puted and acted upon as soon as any two time-of-arrival (TOA) measurements are

available at any vehicle. This decreases the effective cycle time and provides ro-

bustness in the event of packet loss of any one transmission in the cycle. Given TOA

measurements mi, my from vehicles i, j, where i , j, we compute the observed change

in target location z and the observation gradient Hk for innovation. Let vi = [Xi , yi]

as the vector of Cartesian position co-ordinates for vehicle i. Partial estimates are

generated prior to and separately from full information estimates. A zero first row

is present in the observation matrix to be consistent with the definition of the state

vector, although the target's heading is assumed to be unobserved as the acoustic

measurement is range-only.
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ri(t) = ||(t t - 1) - vi(t)| 2  (3.15)

rj (t) = |(t t - 1) - vj (t)|2 (3.16)

(t) = ri(t) - r (t) (3.17)

z(t) = c(mi(t) - mj(t)) (3.18)

0

(rj(t)(sa (t I t - 1) - zi(t)))-l

Hk (t)= -(r(t)(Xd(t I t - 1) - Xj(t))) (3.19)

((rj(t)(Qa(t I t -- 1) - yi(t)))-'

L- (ry (t)0(Q(t i t - 1) -- yj(t)))

Fig. 3-1 shows two general block diagram representations of centralized and de-

centralized feedback systems with lossy communication channels in the loop. A de-

centralized system means each agent computes its local estimate and control action

independently of collaborators as soon as the measurements are received. Agents may

take action at different times and have asymmetric estimates. A centralized system

architecture assumes measurements are communicated from local agents (followers)

to a single controller (leader) which then computes and communicates the control

actions back through the same lossy channel.

The advantages of a centralized controller are that control actions are computed

based on a single consensus estimate, whereas decentralized systems may diverge from

consensus over time. External information such as human in-the-loop decision-making

or large-scale data assimilation and cloud computation may be easily integrated.

The disadvantages of the centralized architecture is the additional control message

that has to be sent, and over the acoustic channel, susceptibility to packet loss and

two-way travel times. The consideration of acknowledgments (acks) for the control

packet to ensure networked stability may also result in a Byzantine General's problem.
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Figure 3-1: General Block Diagrams for Feedback Systems with Lossy Communi-
cation Channels in the Loop. (Top:) Decentralized system. (Bottom:) Centralized
system.

Previous work with a centralized controller has shown that the overall cycle time

has a significant impact on tracking performance when the control action must be

communicated over the acoustic link [140].

For multi-vehicle acoustic communications, time-division multiple access (TDMA)

scheduling is commonly used to prevent collisions and interference. Due to the TDMA

schedule, each vehicle updates its information state at different times, and this in-

equality is only emphasized when more agents are required. In this work we show

that a decentralized control system can effectively decrease the overall cycle time

and improve the system's dynamic response as it enables each vehicle to take action

immediately upon receiving enough information. Further, we allow each vehicle to

compute an estimate based on only partial information and start taking action even

earlier in the cycle.

Fig. 3-2 shows the slots in the TDMA schedule. The control cycle is as follows:

The target broadcasts a non-time-synced acoustic message, and the vehicles compute

TOA measurements. Follower vehicles broadcast their TOA measurements and po-
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sitions during their designated TDMA slot. Every message heard is concatenated

and repeated by the receiver for increased robustness to packet loss without affecting

packet transmission characteristics. Each vehicle computes a partial update of the

target's location as soon as possible, and begins driving toward a waypoint deter-

mined by the vehicle formation relative to the target's new position. All vehicles

compute a full update at the end of the cycle and generate new waypoint commands,

which are given priority over partial updates.

Source Slot 1 7s Slot 2 14s

N N 1

Slot 3 21s Slot 4 28s Source

0 0"0

Figure 3-2: Decentralized TDMA schedule by slot timing for field experiments with
three mobile agents. The acoustic source I is shown at the center of an equilateral
triangle formation. Agents N, K, S make a partial state update (amber state) when
two TOA data packets are available and a full state update (green state) with all
three data packets. Within the total cycle time, the source does not transmit again.

The control action is generated by assuming that agents seek to maintain the same

formation relative to the target. This is a simplification of the general path-planning

problem since the TDMA cycle time between waypoint updates is kept as short as

possible. Low-level dynamics of the vehicle such as heading control and thrust control

are handled by the controllers as described in Chapter 2.

The TDMA schedule is pre-determined and keyed off a target transmission, that is

vehicles only transmit in their designated slot if they have received new information
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acoustically this cycle (Fig. 3-3). In the event the ranging transmission from the

acoustic source is lost, vehicles continue towards or station-keep at their previous

waypoints. Experimentally, the target to programmed to broadcast approximately

every 28 seconds based on its local clock time. Each slot is 7s long, allowing 5s for

transmission and 2s of guard time. Vehicles make updates and take action as soon

as enough information is available. It is clear from the scheduling that the vehicle

transmitting last is able to make a full update first, and the time between partial

updates by each vehicle also varies. One heuristic to prevent this implicit bias could

be to implement a meta-schedule where vehicles cycle positions in the schedule every

so often. For field experiments, we designate each vehicle by their name and their

order of transmission in the TDMA schedule: Nostromo (N), Silvana (S2) and

Kestrel (K3). The source is designated Icarus (I).

Range N1 slot S2 slot K3 slot Range

Target

N1

S2

K3

S2 partial N1 partial N1 full

K3 partial K3 full S2 full

Figure 3-3: Diagram of TDMA schedule for decentralized control architecture show-

ing the broadcast transmission slot for each vehicle. Acoustic transmissions are shown

with arrows. Vehicle updates are shown below the appropriate slot in the cycle as-

suming no packet losses occur.

In addition, we implement a centralized controller with the same sigma-point fil-

ter estimator and messaging scheme. This control architecture could be preferred if

the controller was also a fusion center for outside information, if some vehicles were

out of communication with others, or if vehicles had different computational abilities.

However, the centralized controller may be less robust to packet losses. In this imple-

mentation, estimation and control are computed and broadcast acoustically from a
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centralized shore station fusing information from three pursuers. The TDMA sched-

ule is adapted to include an additional fifth slot dedicated to the acoustic transmission

of a control command (Fig. 3-4), bringing the total cycle time to approximately 35

seconds. The period of the acoustic ranging transmission is adjusted to match. As in

the decentralized schedule, each vehicle broadcasts all the information it has acquired

the current cycle. The centralized estimator computes a full update and transmits a

multiplexed control command acoustically in the last slot.

Range Ni slot S2 slot K3 slot Control slot Range

Target

N1

S2

K3

Controller

Figure 3-4: Diagram of TDMA schedule for centralized control architecture. An

additional slot is introduced for the transmission of control commands from a shore

station. Grey arrows represent redundant information paths.

No acknowledgments are sent for either control architecture. One possible imple-

mentation to avoid adding a TDMA slot is to designate one of the pursuers as the

centralized controller and broadcast control commands in its designated slot instead.

This comparison would investigate the benefits of pursuers taking partial actions

independently (as the overall communication cycle is of the same length), while the

centralized scheme we have chosen investigates the importance of shortening the over-

all communication cycle.

3.3 Field Experiments

Field experiments were performed with nonholonomic physical and virtual targets.

The physical target consisted of a motorboat towing a Micro-Modem and driven

approximately randomly at an average speed of 1m/s. The parameters of the motion

model were set to be V = 1 m/s and heading turning rate Q = 0.01 to match this
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behavior. The target's Micro-Modem is not time-synced and experiences variations

in transmission time of 200ms on average. Trajectories of the virtual target were

generated using by the differential system of Eqn. 3.1. We estimate the covariance

of the measurement noise to be R = 0.04 based on prior characterization of Micro-

Modem ranging capabilities 1631,138],

We report results for field experiments conducted with both the centralized and

decentralized controller. The decentralized controller was tested with three formations

(Fig. 3-5); 'inner' with the target at the center of an equilateral triangle, 'outer'

with the target outside the triangle, and 'line' with the vehicles in a staggered line

perpendicular to the target. The average distance from each vehicle to the target

(a measure of 'formation length') was 90m, 90m, and 75m respectively. Formations

are considered to measure the target with high fidelity in the sense of achieving good

horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP) properties. Two 'inner' and 'outer' formations

were chosen for good resolution of the target and for comparison, the 'line' formation

for poor resolution.

.. . ....... .........

Figure 3-5: Three-agent Formations for target-tracking and pursuit field experi-
ments. Target is shown in green. (Left:) Inner formation. (Middle:) Outer formation.
(Right:) Line formation.

The trajectories taken by the target acoustic source for each experiment trial are

shown in Fig. 3-6. Trials for the de-centralized architecture are shown at left. Tra-

jectories were made by a nonholonomic physical target, a human-driven motorboat

turning psuedo-randomly at a constant forward speed of 1.2m/s. The 'line' formation

shown in red is a shorter mission as its performance is expected to be poor. For the

centralized architecture, due to the hardware constraints of including an additional

modem for communicating the control packet, virtual trajectories were generated
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from the stochastic turning rate model, similar to that of the physical target. The

centralized controller was tested with two formations, 'inner' and 'outer' and two

randomly generated virtual trajectories. For field experiments with virtual trajecto-

ries, only the location of the target and the range measurement were simulated, all

acoustic transmissions and vehicle motion were equivalent to the decentralized case,

with commands being sent over the acoustic channel in the field.

0 ,C
-- Outer Physical

-50 -50- - Virtual 1
- Virtual 2

-100 -100-

-150 -150-

-200 -200

-250- -250

-300 - -300
-Inner

-350 - -Outer -350 -

--- Une _J
-400 -400G-100 0 100 200 300 40 -100 0 100 200 300

Figure 3-6: Field trials trajectories of acoustic source. (Left:) Trajectories shown
for three formations with a physical target, a human-driven motorboat. (Right:)
Two target trajectories simulated with stochastic heading rate model, plotted with
the 'outer' formation trial with a physical target for comparison.

Changes in the vehicles' formation over the mission is a intuitive visual represen-

tation of the performance of the estimator. Given an ideal estimator, the formation

maintained by the agents should always be the desired formation relative to the ma-

neuvering target. The dynamic capabilities (speed and turning rate) of the ASVs

are better than the target's. For clarity, formations are shown only every 10 TDMA

cycles in Fig. 3-7. Although the de-centralized estimator does not explicitly reach

a consensus on the target's state estimate, we observe that the vehicles in general

maintain the desired formation. As in the right plot, the de-centralized estimator

is also robust to changes in formation. The 'line' formation, which was expected to

demonstrate poor performance, is shown in Fig. 3-7. We observe in Fig. 3-7 that

the formation of the vehicles occasionally converges to a straight line, for which the

sigma-point estimator is unable to resolve target movement in the y-direction.
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Figure 3-7: Field trials formation of three tracking vehicles, shown every 10 cycles. The target is shown in orange and the

desired formation is shown in black. (Left:) Inner formation. (Right:) Outer formation. (Middle:) Line formation.
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Similarly, formations for the centralized architecture are shown in Fig. 3-8. The

centralized controller's estimate of the target is shown in black, while the vehicle's

location at that time step is shown in pink, noting that the controller is estimating

the vehicle's location approximately 30 seconds prior.
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-100
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Figure 3-8: Field trials formation of three tracking vehicles for a centralized esti-
mator. Vehicle ground truth is shown in pink and central estimate is shown in black.
(Left:) Outer formation. (Right:) Inner formation.

3.4 Experimental Results

The performance of both system architectures based on the three formations shown

in Fig. 3-5 is analyzed by two metrics: 2-norm error in the estimate state of the target

and frequency analysis of the control system's empirical transfer function. Fig. 3-9

shows the 2-norm of the tracking error ||9 - s|| for full information estimates only

by the de-centralized controller. Table 3.1 presents the corresponding means of the

tracking error.

Table 3.1: Mean Tracking Error by Formation Type

Mission Nostromo (m) Silvana (m) Kestrel (m)

Inner 28.0 27.2 8.61
Outer 30.1 28.9 17.9
Line 61.2 61.3 60.8
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Figure 3-9: Tracking Error for decentralized controller architecture by formation
and vehicle. Only the error for full information estimates are shown.

The de-centralized nonlinear sigma point filter on three agents consistently tracks

the target with nearly constant error for the full length of the mission. The tracking

errorisboundedwithin30%oftheformationlengthforthe'Outer' and'Inner'

formations, i.e. the target always stays on the interior or exterior ofthe formation

depending on where it started. The system does not gounstable despite vehicle

deviations from afixed formation and differing estimates without consensus-keeping

betweenvehicles. Forthe'Line'formation,thetrackingerroriswithin80-90% of

the formation length, keeping in mind that tracking performance was expected tobe

worse for this 'poor' formation, since the vehicles' TOA measurements contain very

little information on the target's motion in the y-direction. Even so, the system did

not go unstable and estimators did not completely lose the target.

For the 'Inner' and 'Outer' formations, ASV Kestrel has asignificantly lower mean

tracking error than the other two. This is because since itis the last in the cycle to

transmit and the first to makea full information estimate, it has an effective cycle time

that is 7seconds shorter. An equally poor estimate in the 'Line' formation supports

the conclusion that the error in the 'Line' formation is not aresult of update delays

due t cycletime.
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Figure 3-10: Full and Partial information Estimator tracking error for the 'Outer'
formation mission by vehicle. Partial information estimates allow vehicles to take
action as soon as possible, acritical benefit when TDMA schedules are long. Mean
tracking error for full information estimates are shown in red.

Each vehicle leverages partial information updates in order to decrease its effective

cycle time. With the decentralized controller, vehicles can make estimates and take

action as soon as partial information is available. Tracking error by mission time for

both full and partial information updates, and for the inner and outer formations, are

shown in Figs. 3-10 and 3-11. For each vehicle, the time delay between the partial

update and the fullupdate is{21, 14, 7}seconds respectively. The mean tracking

error is plotted in red. The tracking error of the partial information updates is not

significantly higher than for the full information update.

Table. 3.2 presents the mean tracking error of the estimates made with partial

information for each vehicle and formation type. We observe that with the inner

formation, the last vehicle in the cycle does not show assignificant ofimprovement

in tracking error as for the full information update, however in the outer formation

it has acomparable improvement. It can be seen from Fig. 3-7 that the vehicles did

not maintain the desired outer formation type asignificant amount of the time. Since

the measurement function assumes afixed formation, deviation from that desired

position is incurred as error in the target's location.
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Figure 3-11: Partial and Full information Estimator tracking error for the 'Inner'
formation mission by vehicle. Mean tracking error for full information estimates are
shown in red.

Table 3.2: Mean Partial Information Tracking Error by Formation Type

Mission Nostromo (m) Silvana (m) Kestrel (m)

Inner Partial 23.3 21.3 19.9
Outer Partial 38.6 39.0 24.9
Line Partial 64.2 65.8 62.3
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All three missions were characterized by very low packet loss rates (~3%) for

the WHOI Micro-Modem's 32-byte FSKO packet. Table 3.3 shows packet losses as a

percentage of total transmissions sent for the ranging message only, while packet loss

rates on vehicle transmissions were similarly less than 3%.

Table 3.3: Ranging Packet Loss Percentages

Mission Nostromo Silvana Kestrel

Inner 3.0 1.0 0.0
Outer 2.2 2.2 1.0
Line 2.8 0.0 0.0

In order to analyze the de-centralized controller's dynamic performance, we com-

pute a direct FFT-based empirical transfer function from the motion of the target

(rad/s) to x-y averaged 2-norm estimator error for each vehicle in Fig. 3-12. The

spectra shown have been smoothed by a 7-point centered moving average. The ap-

proximate break frequency for most of the estimators is 0.047 rad/s, relatively close

to half the theoretical Nyquist rate for a 27-second cycle. We observe for the 'Outer'

formation that vehicle Kestrel has a significantly higher approximate break frequency

as it is sampling one slot faster.

Similarly, the mean tracking error for three missions with a centralized controller

is shown in Fig. 3-13. Two missions were conducted with an 'inner' formation and

one with an 'outer' formation. Transmission loss in any slot is shown as dots by

mission color, and the average packet loss rate was less than 3%. Control commands

were sent acoustically using a stationary Micro-Modem deployed at the MIT Sailing

Pavilion. Formation lengths, vehicle speeds and the parameters of the target model

were unchanged.

The performance of the centralized controller is significantly worse, with tracking

error growing without bound over time, i.e. the estimator is unstable. The extended

cycle time, lack of partial updates and slower vehicle response means the vehicles

cannot keep up with the same turning rate and forward speed of the target. The

estimator is unable to accurately predict the target's location although we observe
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Figure 3-12: Empirical transfer function from target motion to full information
estimator error. Functions for the decentralized controller are shown by vehicle for
the 'Outer' and 'Inner' mission formations. Spectra have been smoothed by 7-point
centered moving average. An axis is shown at the approximate break frequency of
0.047 rad/s.
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from Fig. 3-8 that formations were maintained. The increase in schedule timing by

one slot has resulted a severe trade-off in the dynamic capability of the estimator.

Here we comment that it is also possible to have a centralized architecture with

the same overall TDMA schedule time. Let one of the vehicles be designated as the

leader. The leader performs the estimation and control update locally once it has

received two measurements in addition to its own, and uses its TDMA slot for the

control command. In the case of very low packet losses, this architecture is essentially

comparable with the de-centralized approach, except that no vehicles are able to make

partial information updates.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter a de-centralized sigma-point estimator was formulated for multi-vehicle

range-only underwater target-tracking and pursuit. We showed that this estimation

and control framework is capable of tracking fast-moving highly dynamic targets in

the presence of TDMA cycle times around 30s, packet loss, and formation errors.

Experimental results were presented for three ASVs in the Charles River ranging and

communicating on WHOI Micro-Modems and a pre-defined TDMA schedule.

In particular, partial information updates and earlier full information updates

were leveraged to decrease the effective cycle time, allowing vehicles to start traveling

sooner so as to maintain their fixed formation around the target. A similar centralized

controller architecture was presented with the addition of a single TDMA slot, and

shown to be unable to track a target with the same maneuvering characteristics as the

estimation system went unstable. In particular, these field experiments demonstrate

that highly dynamic co-ordinated decentralized control in the underwater environ-

ment is viable using lossy acoustic communications.

In a filtering type approach, the TDMA cycle time determines the upper bound

on dynamic performance of the joint system. This result, while reasonable, is unsatis-

fying, as the approach does not scale well to larger fleets if a TDMA approach is used

for networking. Possible solutions include multiplexing of the channel, or moving to
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the use of even smaller, faster information packets, although those methods represent

their own trade-offs in terms of bitrate and packet loss.
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Chapter 4

Synthetic Aperture Sonar with

Non-Gaussian Factor Graph SLAM

Underwater acoustic beamforming typically uses phased arrays which consist of a

fixed set of physically connected transducers that receive energy at varying times,

depending on the geometry and travel speed of transmission. Increasing the physi-

cal aperture of the array can provide finer spatial resolution but is often constrained

by the platform the array is mounted on. Synthetic aperture techniques operate

by considering the array output over a segment of the platform's trajectory, effec-

tively creating a larger virtual array with increased aperture and thus resolution.

In addition, distributing the beamforming task over a network of platforms (vehi-

cles) rather than one large expensive sensor increases resilience and exploration

rate, necessitating an accurate relative localization, mapping, and planning solution.

Conventional synthetic beamforming operations resolve the location of features in

view by assuming the locations of transducer poses to be fixed and true generally

using some method of accurate odometry[14]. The inverse problem of resolving the

transducer pose positions given a static scene assumption is more difficult. We be-

lieve that this work is the first to leverage single hydrophone acoustic waveforms in

a common simultaneous localization and mapping solution, via the synthetic aper-

ture process, to improve the accuracy of the vehicle's pose estimate without prior

knowledge of scene.
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4.1 Overview of Approach

4.1.1 Synthetic Aperture Sonar

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a well-established technique. The underwater

equivalent, synthetic aperture sonar (SAS), faces many challenges unique to the un-

derwater and acoustic environment 11351, but as we will establish, simultaneous lo-

calization and mapping (SLAM) methods can tackle these difficulties by providing

high quality navigational information to an underwater vehicle using low-cost sen-

sors. Conventionally, SAS is a method of processing sonar data in order to produce

images of significantly higher azimuthal resolution than the physical array would nor-

mally permit. If a single receiver (hydrophone) or array travels in a straight line at a

known and constant speed, the sampled acoustic data at each position in time can be

seen as having being collected from sequential elements of a much larger, synthetic

array. If the receiver's position and velocity are known, the sampled signals can be

phase-shifted into coherence, forming an image from the synthetic array.

The accuracy of SAS systems relies heavily on the positioning accuracy of the plat-

form, typically slow-moving, very stable or ship-mounted for high-resolution imaging

or object detection purposes 1721. AUVs can receive GPS localization when surfaced,

but must rely on other methods while underwater. Unaided inertial navigation is

highly susceptible to drift, and acoustic positioning systems such as ultra-short base-

line (USBL) or long baseline (LBL) are typically expensive and/or require ship sup-

port. Doppler velocity logs (DVL) are accurate but costly, and might require specific

flying altitudes. Given the increasing affordability of small light-weight underwater

vehicles 11211, we formulate the problem using low-cost hydrophone sensors.

4.1.2 Problem Statement

The main algorithm contribution of this Chapter is the incorporation of Synthetic

Aperture Sonar (SAS) via conventional beamforming (CBF) into a common factor

graph inference operation, with two immediate consequences: (i) recorded acoustic
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waveforms made by the vehicle in the field are used to simultaneously estimate the

position of the acoustic source and each of the receiver positions associated with the

synthetic array, and (ii) data-fusion inference with other data sources is performed

by non-Gaussian smoothing using a factor graph and Bayes tree formulation. The

construction of a SAS-factor that takes recorded acoustic waveforms and generates

probability distributions over range and look-angle to an unknown beacon are de-

tailed in Section 4.2, and its use in a non-Gaussian factor graph formulation of the

underwater target-tracking problem is covered in Section 4.4. Finally, the optimiza-

tion algorithm used to perform non-parametric inference over the factor graph with

multiple SAS-factors is detailed in Section 4.3.

4.2 Acoustic Processing

This section details how we construct from a dataset of recorded acoustic waveforms

fi, over i E1 ... m synthetic array elements distributed in space and time, approximate

non-parametric probability distributions over the positions of the acoustic source

and/or the array receivers. The following section will cover integrating the SAS-

factor in a general factor graph framework and solving the factor graph.

We first describe the data processing pipeline that generates discrete probabil-

ity distributions over range and look-angle to the beacon by matched filtering and

conventional beamforming. Noisy acoustic data is filtered and re-sampled before

beamforming to improve the accuracy of the beamformer. All data presented in plots

is experimental (see Section. 5.1 for a description of the field trials), unless specifically

noted as synthetic. Subsequently we detail the process of 'forward' convolution from

the array to the beacon (conventional beamforming), and 'backward' convolution from

the beacon to the array (leave one out cross-correlation).

4.2.1 Matched Filter

The raw and noisy acoustic data is filtered to maximize the accuracy of the beam-

former, and to provide a TDOA measurement. If the waveform transmitted by the
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source is known, then the Matched Filter (MF) is an optimal LTI filter that maxi-

mizes the SNR of a known signal in noise-corrupted data 1175]. As an example, the

mission of tracking a marine animal with an attached pinger (sharks) or via its calls

and clicks (whales and dolphins). The assumption of a known transmission is not

overly constraining as a signal can be also be identified from recorded data [1221.

Let s(t) = a(t) cos wt + p(t) be a known signal where a(t) is the amplitude modu-

lation, P(t) is the angle modulation and wo is the carrier angular frequency (presented

experimentally in Fig. 5-5). The filter that is matched to s(t) is defined by the impulse

response:

h(T)= ks(A- T) (4.1)

where k and A are arbitrary constants. A measurement x(t) = s(t)+n(t) is made of

the signal, where n(t) is additive, stationary white noise. We note the assumption of

white noise does not accurately reflect the characteristics of ambient acoustic noise

in the ocean which has a significant low frequency component and decays at approxi-

mately -18dB/kHz (see Fig. 4-1). In results from our field trials on the Charles River,

the measured signal is pre-whitened with a Phase Transform (PHAT) as an accurate

model for the ambient noise in the experimental area is assumed not to be known

in advance, and surface conditions on the Charles can change rapidly. However, this

method does not preclude cascading a different pre-whitening filter with the matched

filter if the characteristics of the noise is known in advance, or applying a model-based

matched filter as presented in [76].

We derive the optimality of the matched filter as follows, let signal s(t) be of finite

duration such that its total energy E is not infinite. Define its spectrum, or Fourier

Transform, and the inverse Fourier Transform to be:

S( j21rf) = s(t)e-2nIt dt (4.2)

s(t) = S(j27rf)e j"I't df (4.3)

Let w = 27rf. The signal s(t) and noise n(t) components of the filtered output
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can be computed as a convolution of the matched filter with the measurement:

y(t) = x(t) *h(t) = (s(t) + n(t)) * h(t) (4.4)

= s(t) *h(t) + n(t) * h(t) (4.5)

yS(t) + y(t) (4.6)

= s(r)h(t- T)dT + n(T)h(t- T)dT (4.7)

Since convolution is multiplication in the frequency domain, we can write the

output signal in terms of its inverse Fourier Transform:

Y(jo)= S(jo)H(jo) (4.8)

y (t)= Y,(jw)ed'tdw (4.9)

S(jw)H(jw)ejwt do (4.10)

Similarly, for the noise component,

Y (j)= N(jw)H(j) (4.11)

-y(t)= fY (jW)eLtdw (4.12)

=j N(jo)H(j)eW t dw (4.13)

The average SNR of the filtered output at time I > 0 is written:

(y2(t))
p~t) :=(4.14)

0() (y2 (t))

1 [f- S(jw)H(j)eiwtdo]2(.5[ ]2
- (4.15)

27r [f° N(jw)H(jw)etdw]

To evaluate this expression we observe that for the denominator, if the noise

is stationary and white as we previously assumed, the power density of the signal

n(t) can be written N,/2 H(j)12 , where No/2 is a constant. For the numerator, we
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observe that the integral over our given signal s(t) will be real and apply the following

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality'

f (x)g(x)dx If (x)2 dxJg(X) 2 dx (4.16)

where,

f(x) S(jOW)ejW t  (4.17)

g(x) H(jOW) (4.18)

- IS -J 2L iw1 x Wo1
.-. S(jw)H(w)etdw] S(j )e tdoj |H(j )| 2 dw (4.19)

Finally, the power attributed to the filter f_°° 1 H(jW) 2 dw drops out, leaving:

p 2 IS(W)ejwt 12 do (4.20)
No _

p 2E (4.21)

where E is the total energy in the signal. By inspection, it is clear that the SNR

of the filtered signal (Eqn. 4.21) achieves its highest bound or maximum when the

equality holds in Eqn. 4.19. It follows that this equality holds when the filter h(t)

is matched to the signal s(t) such that H(jw) = kS(j)eiL`. That is, the transfer

function of the matched filter is the complex conjugate of the Fourier Transform of

the signal, with an amplitude k and delay factor ecwA. This result is intuitively

appealing. The amplitude of the matched filter at any frequency is the amplitude of

the signal. This implies the filter minimizes the amplitude of the noise at frequencies

where there is little signal. The phase of the matched filter is the conjugate of the

signal, or reversed in time. Thereby, when the matched filter is convolved with the

measurement, this can also be seen as a cross-correlation of the measurement x(t)

and the known signal s(t) that produces an impulse response (not an exact impulse

'The Cauchy Schwarz Inequality states that the sum of the lengths of two vectors must be greater
than or equal to the length of the sum of both vectors. This can be stated more generally in inner
product space as: I(u,v)| 2 (uu)2 + |(v, v)|2
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response as it has non-zero width) at the A time in the measurement where the known

signal occurs.

For the purposes of the algorithm, the signal and measurement are represented by

discrete samples. The Fourier transform is computed as a Discrete Fourier Transform

(DFT), and the linear matched filter is represented not as a transfer function but as

a vector (and in this specific implementation, a matrix of vectors as wide (repeated

as many times) as the number of receivers in the synthetic array). Additionally,

we incorporate the PHAT as a pre-whitening weighting that discards all amplitude

information from the spectrum since the transmitted chirp does not have amplitude

modulation and the acoustic noise is decidedly non-white [166]. The notation()

denotes elementwise operations, i.e. (*)i(*)i is an elementwise multiplication.

I X (io)
X(i) - (4.22)

Here it is implemented by dividing the frequency components of the DFT of the

measurement by their magnitudes, with a very small offset to account for floating-

point numbers very close to zero.

We evaluate the performance of the matched-filter by generating empirical SNR

estimates from experimental data. For the following results, the length of the chirp

signal was m = 1024 samples and the length of the measurement was 8000 samples,

sampled at a rate of 37500Hz. The length of the zero-padded DFT was n = 8192.

The range of the chirp signal was 200-2050Hz. More details on the experimental

conditions are provided in Section 5.1.

Fig. 4-1 presents Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots computed using Welch's

method of overlapping averaged segments on experimental data. Each segment of

length 227 samples is windowed with a Hamming window. The top plot is a repre-

sentative sample of background noise without any transmitted signal, color-coded by

element of the pyramidal array. The sources of low frequency noise are expected to

be wind and wave action, as well as some propeller noise while the ASV is in transit.

High frequency noise (>10kHz) in clear repeating bands was observed and attributed
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Algorithm 1: Matched Filter

Data: s(t), the chirp signal, xi(t), the measurement signal for i E 1...m array
elements, n, the number of samples, m, the number of array elements

Result: yi(t), the match filtered signal for i1 E ... rn array elements, H(w), a
matched filter operating on m measurements of n length

Function prepMF(s, n, m):
begin

S = DFT(s) /zero-padded FFT where n > len(s)
H[1 : len(s), 1...m] =
return H

end

Function MatchFilter(xi, H):
begin

Y[:, 1...m] = DFT(xi) Vi E 1...m
Y

Y =_ // PHAT transform
|YI + le-9

y = DIFT((Y)jj(H)jj) return y[:, 1...m]
end

return

to fluctuations on the power electronics while the motor was on and the ASV was

in transit. Here we note that while the Micro-Modem was isolated from the motor's

power circuit inside the main electronics box, the separate payload computing running

the pyramidal array was unfortunately not.

A hundred samples of background noise (with the ASV in and out of transit)

were averaged and the resulting PSD is plotted in the bottom image. The regularly

spaced peaks of electronic noise become pronounced, and can also be viewed as bright

bands in the spectrograms presented in Fig.5-5. The PSD for a single experimental

waveform is shown in blue. The matched filter's output is shown in red. Since the

chirp is limited to low frequency bands, the matched filter effectively eliminates the

electronic noise. The component of low frequency noise specifically in the <1kHz

range is the most significant. One possible way to address this issue is to reduce

electronic noise on the power circuits in hardware, and then transmit a chirp in a

higher frequency band.

We compute empirical SNR values for each trial presented in our experimental
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Figure 4-1: Power spectral density (PSD) plots for acoustic waveforms received
at pyramidal array. (Top:) Single sample of background noise color-coded by array
element. (Bottom:) PSD of raw waveform from a single array element shown in blue
and its matched filter output shown in red. Background noise averaged over 100
samples is shown in black. Beacon chirp is in the range 200-2050Hz. Computed SNR
for this datapoint is 10dB.
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results. Section'5.1 provides the details of each trial. Fig. 4-2 shows histogram distri-

butions for a stationary beacon and a drifting beacon. The total number of samples

per mission is approximately 300-500. This varies based on the length of the mission,

while the beacon transmits a chirp every 1 second. The average SNR of the signal

is approximately 10dB for these trials. Fig. 4-3 shows histogram distributions for

a Beacon towed by a motorboat. These experimental sets report a wider spread of

SNR and on average lower SNR, most likely due to the presence of noise from the

motorboat's engine.

Stationary 80 Drftn
508

70 -

40 - 60 -

50-
830

0 40-

20 - 30

20
10 -

10

10 12 14 16 4 6 8 10 12

Figure 4-2: Histograms of empirically estimated SNR after matched filtering, with

uniform bin widths. (Left:) Stationary Beacon, 300 waveforms at a chirp-transmit

rate of 1Hz. (Right:) Drifting Beacon, 400 samples over mission length.

The output of the matched filter can now be used to obtain an empirical discrete

distribution over the Time-of-Flight (TOF) of the waveform and thus, with a sound

speed profile, the range from the receiver to the beacon. For the purpose of our

experiments with a fixed array, the speed of sound in water is assumed to be c=

1481m/s.

Ri = C(4.23)

The theoretical output of the matched filter on a signal corrupted by stationary

white noise is an impulse response centered at time delay A at which the signal was

detected. In practice, this response is a distribution over time delays. A Gaussian fit

can be used to implement a range factor or constraint in a typical SLAM framework.

The non-Gaussian SLAM framework works with samples drawn from arbitrary prob-
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Figure 4-3: Histograms of empirically estimated SNR after matched filtering, with
uniform bin widths and normalized by total number of samples for cross-set com-

parison. (Left:) Transit Beacon Set 1, 2100 samples in two trials. (Right:) Transit
Beacon Set 2, 700 samples in two trials. These trials are characterized by a lower

average and wider spread of SNR
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ability distributions, thus we need a method to both represent and sample arbitrary

discrete probability distributions.

4.2.2 Alias Scalar Sampler

The general alias method is an algorithm that, provided with a set of discrete ran-

dom values and their respective probabilities, returns samples from that arbitrary

probability distribution in 0(1) time 1186]. An intuitive explanation of the method

is, more probable random values are generated aliases with less probable values until

the uniform distribution over the set of original samples and aliases corresponds to

the desired arbitrary distribution.

Consider an arbitrary probability distribution over the set M of discrete out-

comes with probability weights pi, i E 1...m. The alias method constructs a uniform

distribution over the same number of events m, i.e each event is equally probable

with likelihood 1/m, represented in implementation by a table indexed i. Store in

each entry of the table a probability of selecting either the corresponding value from

the original set Mi of discrete outcomes, or an alias Aj, also from the same set but

Ai # MI. The alias is chosen with the following ruleset: if the probability of that

random value is greater than the uniform probability pi > 1/m, arbitrarily choose

another entry j of the table such that p3 < 1/m. Set the alias Aj = Mi. Update the

stored value of pi = pi + ki - 1/m. Repeat until all stored probabilities are nominally

equal to 1.

Alias Sampler:

1. Generate a probability table P and an alias table A of size m, instantiating

Pi = npi.

2. Store a list L of unaliased indices i = 1 ... n

3. While the length of L is greater than 1

(a) Find i E L such that Pi > 1, arbitrarily choose entry #i such that

P. < 1.
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(b) Set the alias Aj = i.

(c) Set the probability Pi = Pi + P - 1

(d) Remove the aliased index j from the list

4. Set the probability of the last remaining index to 1

Samples can then be drawn using set of aliases as follows: Roll a fair m-sided die

to determine the index i. Then, flip a biased coin, selecting Mi with probability Pi

and the aliased value Ai otherwise. A new sampler is pre-computed for every distinct

probability distribution in O(nlogn) time, in this case, every recorded waveform

processed with the matched filter. The construction of the probability weights is

presented below, and an aliasing sampler algorithm as described above is provided by

the Julia package Statsbase under the function alias sample.

In order to build an empirical distribution from an arbitrary signal, we first remove

elements in the lowest specified quantile (typically 60%-80%), so as to mitigate the

effects of noise in the estimate. The remaining elements are then adjusted so that the

resulting vector is non-negative and sums to unity. Algorithm 2 details the process

of generating discrete probability weights.

Algorithm 2: Compute Alias Sampler Discrete Probabilities

Data: y(t), an input signal to be cast as a sampled distribution, po,
probability lower bound

Result: p, probability weights for each discrete sample
Function compProbabilityWeights(yi, c, F , po):

begin

S[' < 0] = 0

:[< 0] = 0

P~Z

return P
end

return

Alias sampling is constructed from the output of the matched filter (Section 4.2.1)
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to represent the probability distribution over range, and from the output of the beam-

former (Section 4.2.4) to represent the distribution over azimuth. For each discrete

sample we need to compute the probability that the signal s(t) was detected with

some time delay 6t in the measurement x(t). Following from [195], the probability

density of a sample n(t) of white, Gaussian noise can be written:

p(n) = k exp - n2(t)dt (4.24)

i6 2 (t) Nwhere N,/2 is the double-ended spectral density of the noise, i.e. -, k
2F, 2

is a constant and I is the observation integral.

Then, the likelihood that the observed waveform sample x(t) represents the signal

is the likelihood that the noise assumes the form n(t) = x(t) - s(t - A) [175].

p(A) = k exp [_- j(x(t) - s(t - A)) 2 dt (4.25)

= kexp 1 +x2(t)dt+ (4.26)

2, 1
2 js(t - A)x(t)dt - 1js2(t - A)]

N, I N, ,

The first term is the energy of the measurement, the second term we recognize as

the output of the matched filter, and the last term is the energy of the chirp. For

discrete samples, the integral becomes a sum over the observation length.

Figs. 4-4 and 4-6 present the output of the matched filter by range to the beacon

in meters (Eqn. 4.23. Chirps have been vertically grouped as a sequence of 8, where

8 elements is the default length of our synthetic array. Each subgroup is sequential in

time at a rate of 1Hz, and vertical axes have been scaled within each chirp sub-group

to reflect the maximum number of samples. We observe in some of the returns poor

performance in the form of a relatively wide spread of ranges, ex. Chirp 310 and 311.

Additionally, the first chirp group 70-78 in the Stationary Beacon experiment display

a consistently strong second peak, which is most likely an echo from the hard seawall

several meters behind the dock. Although the experimental data is characterized
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with reasonable SNRs, we find that a procedure of consistent, robust estimation is

still necessary to locate the source accurately.

Figs. 4-5 and 4-7 present the set of histograms generated by alias sampling 1000

samples from each chirp's matched-filtered output as a distribution, at a lower bound

quantile of 0.6 (i.e. all samples below cumulative probability density of 40% are

discarded). These can be interpreted as a visual representation of the discrete proba-

bility distributions over range sampled by the non-Gaussian SLAM solver, which we

argue the alias sampler is an effective method of expressing.

4.2.3 Chirp Z-Transform

Before beamforming, a Chirp Z-Transform (CZT) is applied to convert the recorded

waveforms to the frequency domain. We choose to use the CZT instead of a conven-

tional DFT as this procedure samples the recorded waveform within a given set of

bandwidth frequencies, i.e. that of the known beacon signal, and at a smaller bin size.

This step reduces computation required for the beamforming step as it disregards ir-

relevant frequencies, and improves the resolution and accuracy around the desired

output signal. The algorithm for the CZT leverages the speed of an Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) operation to efficiently evaluate the z-transforms of a discrete se-

quence of samples at arbitrary complex intervals [136]. Note that this 'chirp', referring

to the waveform with linearly increasing frequency in time is a discrete sequence used

by the algorithm to efficiently evaluate convolution with arbitrary complex numbers

and is not directly related to the chirp sent by the acoustic source, although it is

informed by the frequency range in which the beacon chirp varies.

The purpose of the CZT algorithm is to evaluate the z-transform of a finite number

N of discrete samples = [xi - -... X -. x N] at the sequence of complex points =

[zi1 - - z... ZAI, where T in this application is the output of the matched filter.

N-1

X = zz-- k = 0 -.. M - 1 (4.27)
n=O
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If points Zk = ej 2
7rk/N k = 0, 1, ... N - 1 are equally spaced around the unit circle,

then this transform is the DFT. Instead let Zk be a general contour described by

points Zk = as-k, where a is the origin of the contour and iik. If the origin and the

contour are arbitrary complex numbers:

a = ace (4.28)

Fk = Woej 27ro (4.29)

Then the contour in the s-plane is described by a straight line-segment whose length

and sampling density can be arbitrarily defined.

Sk = so + k(A0 + jAo) = - (ln(a) - k ln(0k)) (4.30)
T

k = 0 -.-. M - 1 (4.31)

The CZT is the z-transform of the signal at these points is:

N-1

X= xa~"ni"n k = 0 M - 1 (4.32)
n=O

Applying the substitution from Bluestein's algorithm 118]:

12
nk = -(n2 + k2 - (k - n) 2 ) (4.33)

2
N-1

= xna-" W" 2 /2Wk 2 /2W-(k-l) 2 /2 (4.34)
n=O

Since the summation is taken over the length N of the original signal, for each

index n, the term dependent only on n, namely xna-nWn 2
/2 can be precomputed as

a weighting of the original signal. The term dependent only on k, namely Wk 2
/2,

can be computed after the sum as an elementwise multiplication. Thus, from the

substitution we find that the remaining step of multiplication by the term W-(k-")2/2

can be efficiently performed as a convolution. The Chirp Z-transform algorithm

following this logic is given below.
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Chirp Z-Transform:

1. Weight x, by a-W"2 /2

xi = xna-nWn2/2 n = 0 -. N (4.35)

2. Convolve xn with the chirp sequence vn W- 2 /2.

N-1

X 1=k XVk_ k = 0 - M-1 (4.36)
n=O

3. Elementwise multiply XbyW 2 /2

X k 2 /2 k = 0 M - 1 (4.37)

Applying circular convolution over a vector of length L > N+M - 1 where

L is a power of 2 means preconstructing the transform vectors A = a-"W 2 /2, F

DFT(W-T 2 /2) and 74 = WO/2 takes one DFT operation on a vector of length L, and

computing the transform takes one DFT and one Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform

(IDFT) on a vector of length L, returning a vector of length k. The algorithm is

presented below, and we refer the reader to [1361 for more implementation details.

We evaluate the transform at evenly spaced points between lower and upper chirp

frequencies fi and f2.
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Algorithm 3: Chirp Z-Transform
Data: n, the length of the input signal, m, the length of the transformed

signal, t, the input signal, fi, f2 chirp frequencies, F,, sampling
frequency, a, origin of the sequence

Result: p, the transformed signal, A, P, k, vectors comprising a czt
operation on a signal of n length

Function prepCZT(n, m, fi, f2, F, a):
begin

w= e-j2x(f2f-)/(nFs)

k= [0 ... max(n, m)-1 // linear range vector of length n

k 0.5(k)2

F[1:rn]= (k[n:1:1])-1

[n: n+m- 1] (7k[1 in])
P <- DFT(P)
return A, P, k[1 I n]

end

Function czt (U, A, P,'k):
begin

9= DFT(.*A)
<- DIFT( p.* F)

<- /* Wk

return y
end

return
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4.2.4 Conventional Beamformer

Where the matched filter is a temporal filter that allowed us to estimate the signal's

TOF and thereby the range from array to beacon, beamforming is the process by

which the signal's Direction-of-Arrival (DOA) is estimated, i.e. the look-angle from

array to beacon. In general, a beamformer is defined as a spatial filter that linearly

weights and combines spatially sampled waveforms from an array of sensors [1801.

This in turn can be applied to many purposes in addition to DOA estimation, such

as signal detection or noise filtering. The process of selecting weights steers the

beamformer such that the gain of the output is maximized along a specified look-

angle. If the DOA of the source is known, this can be used to maximize the SNR of

the signal. If the DOA of the source is not known, as in our application, iterating

through all possible look-angles and computing the maximum power allows us to

estimate the most probable DOA of the source.

Beamformers can be classified into data-independent and adaptive methods. Data-

independent methods such as the conventional delay-and-sum beamformer used in this

thesis do not assume any specific noise or input signal structure, these methods are

typically more robust to errors such as sensor calibrations and uncertainty in array

element locations. When the weighting is chosen based on minimizing the expected

noise or maximizing SNR, this is known as adaptive beamforming, for which there

are many well known methods such as Maximum Likelihood (ML) methods [162],

subspace methods [153]. Adaptive methods can result in higher resolutions and better

interference rejection, although as the name suggests they require model assumptions

that are subsequently error-sensitive.

Ultimately the SAS-factor applies the principles behind CBF to produce both an

approximate discrete probability distribution over the look-angle from a synthetic

array to the acoustic source, and vice-versa, a distribution over the positions of the

synthetic array given a source location. This construction of both 'forward' and

'backward' paths then allows the process of simultaneous inference over the factor

graph with SAS-factors.
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An array of acoustic receivers can be used to estimate the angle between the array

and a sound source through CBF 1174], as illustrated in Fig. 4-9. Assuming the wave

of sound incident onto the array is planar (a valid assumption when the source is in

the far-field), we use trigonometric principles and the known array geometry to apply

time-delays (or phase-shifts in the frequency domain) to the received signals for a

user-specified look-angle. The far-field assumption holds when the distance from the

source to the array is large relative to the length of the array, and our field trials are

prepared so as to preserve this assumption, as detailed in Section 5.1. The aim of

beamforming is to estimate the angle to the sound source by varying this look-angle

over a set of candidate directions. The look-angle which results in maximum power

(constructive interference on all received signals) then corresponds to the true bearing

of the source. Define the geometry of the two-dimensional CBF:

Cartesian: Spherical:

x = r cos(o) cos(i9) r = /x 2 -+y 2  (4.38)

y = r cos(p) sin(O) 0 = arctan(Y) (4.39)

z = sin(p) (4.40)

where r is the range, p is the elevation angle and 0 is the azimuth angle to

be estimated. The reference directions are d the positive x-axis and positive rotation

defined by the right hand rule counter-clockwise about the origin, p measured counter-

clockwise from the x-y plane. Therefore the unit vector pointing towards the beacon

9, p is:

cos(p) cos()

U(Oyp) =cos(p) sin(V) (4.41)

sin(p)

Let the velocity of propagation be c, the speed of sound in water, A the wavelength

of the incident wave and Fc, the frequency of the incident wave, then the wavenumber

vector is:
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27rF, 2-Fr
k(O, p) = - = - (4.42)

c A

The array we consider for this application is a 1-dimensional linear array for the

purposes of synthetic aperture sonar. This simplification is mainly for experimental

concerns, where the ASV is used as a stand-in for an underwater vehicle at a fixed

depth and the ASV's positions in time function as array elements. However we

note that extending this approach to three dimensions can be done by extending

the beamformer over a two or three dimensional array, which while not trivial, has

been widely studied. Conventionally the line of the array is defined along the x-axis,

although it is here algorithmically convenient to define the array element positions in

space as i, = [i, yi]T, with the origin of the array arbitrarily defined at the first (and

for a synthetic array oldest) element. The field of view of this array is Q= {(0, p)

9 E [0°, 180°) , O = 0°}.

Notably, the geometry of a linear array does not distinguish directions which are

symmetric with respect to the line of the array, nor can elevation be distinguished.

This becomes important as Non-Gaussian SLAM is able to effectively retain multi-

modal solutions, which are the natural result of our acoustic data. Consider a linear

array of N elements with locations p. In order to check the far-field assumption,

define the array aperture:

la = max|pi - pg|| (4.43)
Vi~j

If the range r > 21'/A then the source is in the array far-field (the Frahofer zone)

and assuming an incident plane wave is valid [1061. This distance is approximately

20-200m for our synthetic array lengths. Let the waveform recorded at the origin

array element at time t be f(t). Let ri represent the propagation delay between a

plane wave incident onto the origin element and then arriving at array element i.

Then the waveform arriving at element i is a time-delayed version, f(t - T).

For array geometry as in Fig. 4-8, the propagation delay is:

i= - (4.44)
C
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Figure 4-8: Geometry of plane wave incident on element i of linear array

where c is speed-of-sound in water. This time-delay applied to the signal f; from

array element i is identical to a phase-shift in frequency:

F [w] = f (t - rFje-jwtdt (4.45)

= f (te-jw-iwe--wtdt (4.46)

= F[w]e-wri (4.47)

= F[w]e-(Idkio)) (4.48)

,DFT/IDFT
- fr[n - T] T Fi[w]e-iPTveci(') (4.49)

where W is the vector of frequencies where we evaluate the n-point DFT. The array

manifold vector a, defined as the complex array response to a unit amplitude plane

wave from look-angle' can then be written as:

a -()* e-j(Ii(O)) (4.50)

= [ai. - -aN] (4.51)

These time delays are induced by the array geometry, and beamforming works

to negate these by using an element-wise spatial filter es5's that applies opposing
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phase-shifts, followed by a summation over all signals for a single look-angle V, as in

Fig. 4-9:

Y[w,] = ZHi [w,,] -Fi [] (4.52)

where H [w.] ejT

The output power of the beamformer averaged over all frequencies W is then:

If/[t] Y w, :] 2
n

(4.53)

. look angle

Po Pi P2 P3 P4

recorded signal phase shifter beamforned output
+To /.eoo for look angle

+ T() /. e) -

+T /.eIW

recorded signal phase shifter beamformed output
fto for look angle

p o p4 pagle

PO Pi P2 P3 P4

Figure 4-9: Conceptual Illustration of Conventional Beamforming. (Top:) The out-
put power of the beamformer is low when the look-angle is not directed toward the
incoming acoustic plane wave. (Bottom:) Signals received by each element construc-
tively combine when the look-angle is directed toward the acoustic source, which is
reflected by a high beamformer output power.

Conventional beamforming is typically performed using a geometrically fixed array

of acoustic receivers. SAS extends this concept: if a single element coherently receives

acoustic energy over time (either by actively ensonifying an object in the environment

at every timestep or, as in this application, by receiving chirps from an acoustic
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beacon in sync with the receiver recording), then the aperture can be increased with

distance. In other words, after the receiving element has traveled a distance 1a, the

effective length of the synthetic array, the received signals resemble those received

by the elements of a physical linear array over that distance, and processing those

signals by the same operations as a physical array produces the effect of a much larger

aperture. One downside of SAS is the memory overhead associated with storing these

signals over time and possibly the bandwidth required to communicate them with

collaborating vehicles. A change to Eq. 4.44 that reflects this dependency over the

most recent n timesteps:

-Ir
i U Pt '  where i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n (4.54)

C

Accurate estimation of the positions of the receiver(s), ft, the micronavigation

problem is critical to the performance of the SAS system, and must be performed

using the few measurements available: received signals, odometry estimates, and oc-

casional absolute positioning measurements. The half-power beamwidth, in radians,

of a linear array with identical elements can be expressed as:

A (4.55)

We do not include a factor of 2 as our onboard transducer only receives signals from

a beacon assumed to be distant. The linear resolution in azimuth can be written in

terms of the range to the source R, and the beamwidth [40]:

6o9 =OR (4.56)

AR 
(4.57)

la

Thus, increasing the resolution of the beamformer usually incurs the cost of increasing

the frequency of transmission (and the power required to overcome increased atten-

uation), or increasing the size of the aperture. With SAS, the latter does not have

to correspond to building or towing a larger physical array. The sampling rate of the
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synthetic aperture should be finer than A/2 172]. For our single-receiver vehicle, the

along-track speed is constrained by:

A 7.4
Va < (4.58)

In order to resolve the most probable azimuth, the output of the beamformer is

evaluated over the space of azimuths [0, 27] at the beamformer's maximum resolution

of A/la ~ 20. As always, the algorithm is defined in such a way that the linear filter

can be pre-computed and stored in memory.

Algorithm 4: Conventional Beamformer

Data: p array element locations, V vector of azimuths in [0, 27r] of length k, c
the speed of sound in water, f the vector of FFT frequencies of length
m, f waveforms for i E1 ... N array elements, t a temporary array of
length m

Result: , beamformer power output, H a CBF filter of size (k, m, n)
Function prepBF(p, j, c, f):

begin
foreach 1 c do

= [-cos(t9), - sin(O)]

C

for i +- 1 to N do
H[d,:, i]= exp[-j27rrTj]jj //element-wise exponent
H[9, :,):] +(H H , .: . // matrix adjoint

end
end
return H

end

Function delaysum(, H):
begin

foreachd c E ido

=E] (f) F(H[t,: i

end
return

end
return
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Figs. 4-10 and 4-11 show the output power of the conventional beamformer by

azimuth (or beampattern) for a single beacon chirp, and by length of the synthetic ar-

ray. Each array element corresponds to approximately 1m of additional array length.

This is not always the case depending on the vehicle's trajectory for that experiment,

which are presented in detail in Fig. 5-1. The output power of a longer array is always

greater as the power has not been normalized by number of elements.

4x10

150 3x105 30

180 -

210

300

150 0'

0 210

240

Figure 4-10: Stationary Beacon, CBF beam patterns for Chirps 70, 160 and 310

respectively, color-coded by the number of elements in the synthetic array. Chirps are

representative of the start, middle and end of the elliptical mission trajectory. The

ground truth azimuths of the stationary beacon are 98, 108, 149 respectively.
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Figure 4-11: Drifting Beacon, CBF beam patterns for Chirps 1520, 1720 and 1920
respectively, color-coded by the number of elements in the synthetic array. Chirps are

representative of the start, middle and end of the circular mission trajectory with the

beacon at the center of the circle. The ground truth azimuths of the drifting beacon

are 1310, 1170, 130° respectively.

We observe two results of note to the SLAM implementation. Firstly, the linear

array does not resolve ambiguity symmetric about the axis of the array, usually re-

sulting in two equally favored modes, see Fig. 4-10 left and middle, and Fig. 4-11

left. In some cases, due to unmodeled errors in the synthetic array's geometry, one
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symmetric peak is of greater magnitude, see Fig. 4-11 middle and right. However,

this peak is not necessarily the true azimuth. While this kind of error may adversely

affect a ML result, the non-parametric SLAM solver does not discard information

regarding the smaller symmetric peak.

A second and related effect is that for some trajectories (i.e. synthetic arrays) the

beampattern becomes spread over a wide number of possible azimuths, see Fig. 4-10

and 4-11 right. Additionally, computing over a larger synthetic aperture is not always

possible or optimal, as errors in position and linearity of the array accumulate over

time. As we discuss in Section 4.2 and Chapter 5, the SLAM formulation does not

optimize over the length of each synthetic array (i.e. number of elements) to minimize

positioning error across the entire array, however the length of the array can vary by

factor and data pre-processing can be applied to this purpose during construction

of the factor graph. One solution could be to pre-preemptively check for and cull

results from highly non-linear trajectories, however, we also show below that after

sampling, useful azimuthal information is still returned. Another possible solution is

to reformulate the beamformer to allow for additional dimensions of variation for the

array.

Figs. 4-12 and 4-13 plot representations of the beam pattern that is modeled by

the aliasing sampler of Section 4.2.2 as a probability distribution over azimuth. Beam

patterns are color-coded by the length of the array, ranging from 5 to 12 elements.

For figure display purposes, the output power is floored at the minimum power.

Discrete samples above the 80% quantile of power are shown as points on the beam

pattern, these are the samples passed as probability weights to the aliasing sampler

as described in Algorithm 2.

The aliasing sampler is an algorithmic representation of the non-parametric prob-

ability density over azimuth computed by the beamformer and sampled directly by

the Non-Gaussian SLAM algorithm. At the cost of increased computation and space

requirements, the inherently ambiguous, multi-modal aspect of the response is pre-

served without the need to fit a parametric distribution. Poorer resolution resulting

from unmodeled errors in the synthetic array still contribute information to the solu-
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Figure 4-12: Stationary Beacon, CBF beam patterns for Chirps 70, 160 and 310

respectively. Chirps are transmitted at 1Hz and time-stamped from the start of the

mission. The discrete 80% quantile samples are shown as points on the beam pattern,
which is floored by minimum power for this plot only. This representation of the beam

pattern is modeled by the SLAM solver as a probability distribution using the alias

sampling algorithm discussed in Section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4-13: Drifting Beacon, 80% quantile CBF beam patterns and discretized

samples for Chirps 1520, 1720 and 1920 respectively.
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tion, as we discuss later, the greater spread over likely azimuths is corrected by the

sum-product method.

Figs. 4-14 and 4-15 plot each element of the synthetic array, arranged by length,

and the beam patterns from Figs. 4-12 and 4-13 over the origin element. Both axes

are plotted in meters. This is a visual representation of the measurement from the

SAS-factor associated with that series of poses. In general we find there is a trade-off

to be made when increasing the length of the synthetic array, as trajectory errors

accumulate that violate the linear array assumption (see Fig. 4-14 Chirp 310, the

12-element array at top).
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i r - ----- ------------------~-~f--. ~ -
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Figure 4-14: Stationary Beacon, CBF beam patterns for Chirps 70, 160 and 310

respectively, represented at the origin of element their synthetic arrays. Since the CBF
assumes a linear array and beacon in the far-field, small deviations in the trajectory
of the ASV (as in Ping 310) reduce the total power at the peak, and the accuracy of

the azimuthal estimate.
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Figure 4-15: Drifting Beacon, CBF beam patterns for Pings 1520, 1720 and 1920
respectively, represented at the origin element of their synthetic arrays. The ground

truth azimuths are 131°,1170,130 respectively.
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4.3 Caesar: Multi-Modal Inference

This section covers in brief the multi-modal incremental smoothing and mapping in-

ference algorithm (mm-iSAM) [601 for performing inference over Non-Gaussian factor

graphs, and the design of a SAS-factor that consistently describes synthetic aperture

sonar with acoustic measurements within this framework. The reader is referred to

Fourie (58],1591) for a detailed exposition of this algorithm, which will be used as the

non-Gaussian SLAM back-end. We posit that non-Gaussian (and multimodal) fac-

tor graph formulations (with inference) provide greater flexibility when representing

challenging real-world environments, events and measurement paradigms. More com-

plicated measurement processes such as the present SAS likelihood factor require

a much richer non-parametric (multi-modal and non-Gaussian) structure.

The underlying inference problem that estimates state variables e from non-ideal

sensor measurements Z is described by a bi-partite factor graph language 192]. The

true measurements z* are assumed to originate from the true hidden variable states 0*

and the associated measurement process z* - [ Zi I 8 = O* ]. Factors (measurement

models) are modeled by means of algebraic structure along with meaningful stochastic

models. While much of the existing state estimation, localization, and mapping work

in autonomy relies on point estimates and/or unimodal Gaussian approximations

these yield less computational intensive algorithms, but they can over simplify the

representation of uncertainty, miss important mission-relevant information, and yield

brittle performance.

In this work, the measurement likelihood model shown in Fig. 4-29 is completely

non-Gaussian and used along with multimodal incremental smoothing and mapping

(mm-iSAM) to perform belief space inference over all sensor data without having to

resort to unimodal Gaussian assumptions. Modeling and computing non-Gaussian

posterior densities is potentially exponential in computational complexity and mm-

iSAM uses nine principles in a combination of exact and asymptotically correct ap-

proximation to reduce this load. One major feature of mm-iSAM is that the full

marginal posterior belief of any or all variables in the factor graph can be estimated.
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We outline the two methods unique to this formulation of the non-Gaussian SLAM

problem: The algorithmic representation of non-parametric probability distributions

and their products in a computational tractable way (i.e. computing marginals), and

the sum-product approach to inference on the Bayes tree (i.e. propagating marginals).

4.3.1 Belief Propagation on the Bayes Tree

A set of random variables E, and independent measurements Z is fully described

by the joint probability belief [81Z] E P, where P is the space of functions that

describe their probability densities. By the Chain Rule, the theoretical posterior joint

probability density is proportional to the product of independent measurements in

the form of likelihoods [ Zi 98] and variable prior potentials [8 ]:

[E Z ] oc 1 [ Zi I E ] [8 ] (4.59)
t 3

The state of each variable can be correctly estimated given their joint probability

density. Unfortunately, computing the full joint is typically intractable, especially for

high-dimensionality SLAM systems with many robot states to be inferred over, and

furthermore, for the purposes of robot localization and navigation, we are usually only

interested in solving for actual state estimates, as opposed to a detailed representation

of the full posterior. This suggests the form of a solution that is able to bypass or

approximate computing the full joint.

iSAM2, the current state-of-the-art SLAM solver 1861, solves the problem by com-

puting a max-product optimization for 0*, assuming Gaussian likelihoods:

zi= hi(0i, 1) + Vk (4.60)

-- [ Izi| , I ] oc exp [ |hi(0i, ( ) ,- zi11 (4.61)

where l1 indicate landmarks, hi is a measurement equation andwi, Vk are zero-mean
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Gaussian noise with respective covariance matrices Fi, Ek. ||x J denotes the Maha-

lanobis distance xTEx. Then, Eqn. 4.59 can be written as a nonlinear least squares

problem [431:

0* =argmax[| Z] (4.62)
0

- argmin - log ([8 Z ]) (4.63)
0

= argmin - log -lo ( hi(i, ) - zi l1 (4.64)

= argmin Eil hi(0i, Ij) - zJ' (4.65)

Eqn. 4.65 can subsequently be linearized about a current estimate, producing a lin-

ear least-squares problem that can be solved by very efficient methods, i.e. Cholesky

factorization, QR factorization etc. The resulting joint posterior distribution is a

multivariate Gaussian distribution and the max-product approach resolves the mean

(first moment). This approach has been extended to resolve multi-modal or multi-

hypothesis likelihoods as well, by tracking and maintaining the various modes in a

bank [79], and to Non-Gaussian distributions by an algebraic transformation of the

distribution [1451.

For Gaussian likelihoods only, the max-product and sum-product algorithms are

identical [192]. This is not the case for non-parametric distributions. mm-iSAM

approaches the problem of computing Eqn. 4.59 from the sum-product algorithm for

factor graphs. Computational concerns are addressed in two broad categories, exact

(operations on the special structure of the Bayes Tree), and approximate (stochastic

sampling-based approximate density products and convolutions).

Consider a general set of variables xiVi E- 1 ... n, taking values in the domain Di.

Let f(xi, - - , x,) be a function with domain S = Di x D2 x ... x D,, and codomain

R. S is known as the configuration space for the variables xi, and each element of S

is a configuration of xi that assigns each variable a value.

Associate each function f(xi, - -- , x') with n marginal functions fi(xi). For each
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value d - Di, fi (d) can be obtained by summing the value of f(xi, -. •, IX) over

all configurations where xi = d. The following example introduces the notation for

summing over all variables except xi [92]

f (1, 2 , X 3 ) f (1, X2, X3) (4.66)
\{x2} xiED 1 X3E9 3

Then the marginal function for xi of f is:

fi(Xi) = 5 f (i ... x") (4.67)
\{xi}

If the functions fi represent probability distributions and the variables xi, random

variables Xi, this representation recovers the standard marginal distribution for a

subset of a collection of random variables. If [ X1 ... XN ] is the joint probability

distribution forX 1 ... XN random variables, then the marginalization rules are:

[X1| = j[ X1 .- -XN] dXi (4.68)

[X1] = j[ X1X 2... XN] [X2 ... XN] dXi (4.69)

With the discrete case:

[X 1 ]= E [X1...XN (4-70)
\{X 1 }

[X 1 1=5fX1\X 2... XNj (4.71)
\{X1}I

The sum-product algorithm terminating on an arbitrary factor graph computes

and stores the marginal posterior probability distributions for every variable node

in the graph, and the conditional probabilities in every factor node. An assumption

is made that summation and products are well-defined over the functions fi. Of

those, the product of two probability densities is non-trivial and the implementation
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is presented in more detail in Section 4.3.2.

A factor graph is a bipartite graph with nodes representing variables xi and func-

tions fi. Variable nodes are connected only to function nodes and vice-versa. A

variable node is connected to a function node only if the variable is an argument of

that function. In other words, the factor graph is a graphical model of how the joint

probability distribution can be factored. Fig. 4-16 is a small example that represents

the following relationship:

f (x1 , X2, 33, 1, 12) = fi (x , x 2)2(x1, li)f3(x2, i)4(x2)5(li, 12)6 (,3, /2) (4.72)

5x1fi fA

ff

Figure 4-16: Example factor graph with five variable nodes and six function nodes.

The marginal function for each pose can be written:

fi(X 1)= fi(i, 2 )f4 (X 2) f 2(i, li)f3(2, li)
X2

(f(lil2) (f(x3, l2)
\12 \ X3///

(4.73)

(4.74)
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f2(x2) = f4(x2) fi(1 x2() f(1 l1i)f(x2, l1) (4.75)

Ef5(li, 2) fEMX3, l2) (4.76)
\12 \ X3////

f3(x3)= f(x2) f(XI, X2) (4.77)

( f(x1,li)f(X2,l) f5(1,12)f6(X3,12) (4.78)

This general framework is a good description of the SLAM inference problem,

as function nodes encode measurements and variable nodes encode poses or states

those measurements are made from or of. Functions represent the constraints of

the optimization carried out over the graph for the value (or expected value) at the

nodes. Fig. 4-17 shows a typical factor graph formulation of a general SLAM problem.

Landmarks variables denoted11,12are typically expected to be associated with ground

truth information. State variables x represent robot poses.

Zi-1 110 ZEm~ ZXri2

. xi-1ee Xm Xm+ 1 •ee

Oi _ i Om,+1

A Pm+1

Figure 4-17: Factor graph formulation of a general SLAM problem, where xi may

represent robot poses, 1i represent landmarks in the world. zi are observations made

of each landmark at instance i, and pi are priors.

Given a factor graph, the sum-product algorithm computes all marginal functions

by, as expected, a series of sums and products. Messages are passed along the edges

of the factor graph, terminating when two have passed on each edge, one in each di-
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rection. The appropriate variable marginals can then be computed at each respective

node as the product of all incoming messages.

A message mo,, passed from a variable node x1 along an edge e to node fi

is the product of all messages received at that node other than along e, then x1 is

marginalized out:

mx ,fi(x)= fJ Tflx, (xi) (4.79)
fjEN(xi)\{ff}

where N(xi) is the set of all neighbors of xi. This can also be written as a conditional

belief over the subset of measurements other than the one along e.

mei4 Zk = ] [Z | Z] (4.80)
ZjEN(E,)\{Zk}

As the factor graph is bipartite, the set of all neighbors for a variable node contains

only functions, and vice-versa for function nodes, thus only two messages need to be

defined. Fig. 4-18 illustrates this set of messages. A message passed from a function

node fj along an edge e to node x is the product of that function with all messages

received at that node other than along e, and marginalized for x.:

mfy ,(x) = E fi (N(fi)) N mxj->f, (4.81)

\{r,} xjEN(fi)\{xj}

This can be written as:

mZk-ei = ( [Zk Io ]J [Zj I (]) (4.82)
\{8l N(xi)\{Zk}

Message-passing using this set of update rules will terminate in a non-cyclic factor

graph after two messages have passed on each edge. The marginal belief of each

variable then contains all the information introduced by the factors in the graph:

[5bi| Z ]= J[ 0| Z ] d\0i. (4.83)
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f C N(xi)\fi x E N(f3 \x

4fi

%

Figure 4-18: Sum-Product Message-Passing on the Factor Graph

If the factor graph is cyclic, which occurs often in SLAM formulations, the re-

sulting factor graph has implicit algebraic loops. The consequence of which is the

sum-product algorithm does not naturally terminate as messages can arrive and be

passed multiple times on a given edge. This increases the complexity of computing

over the graph and affects the accuracy of the final result.

So far a general factor graph framework has been described, with few assumptions

made over the variables and nodes. A factor graph representation is in one sense

simple to construct as the relationships between edges and nodes are straight-forward

to construct from a given set of functions. mm-iSAM builds the SLAM inference

problem starting from a factor graph representation. The problems associated with

the cyclic factor graph can be addressed by converting the graph into a Bayes network,

which is a directed acylic graph, and from there, into a Bayes tree, which allows for

efficient computation and termination of the sum-product algorithm [861. Message-

passing on the Bayes net or Bayes tree is also known as belief-propagation [1291. We

now assume that each variable is a random variable and each factor is associated

with a residual prediction model J (6., z.) representing a probability density over with

measurements z*.

A variable elimination algorithm is used to convert a factor graph into a directed

Bayes net that is algebraically equivalent to the original graph [861. One variable is

converted to the Bayes net at a time, eliminating it from the factor graph, proceeding
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until all variables have been eliminated from the factor graph. We modify our previous

notation \{xi} to define in a probabilistic sense, xi as the frontal variable, and the

set of all variables not including the frontal as the separator Si. This notation, in the

probabilistic context of the factor graph, indicates all variables xi is conditioned on.

Variable Elimination:

1. Let O be the variable to be eliminated and add it to the Bayes net. Remove

from the factor graph all neighboring factors [Z |8 ] E N(Oi), that is all

variables 8- in the separator S.

2. Form the local joint density [0i, Si| Zi] oH C Zj][8 ])

3. Using the Chain Rule, factor out the separator variables:

[ ei, Si | Zi ] = [ E8 Si, Zi ] [ Si | Zj ].

4. Add the factor [ S| Zj ] back to the factor graph. Add the conditional [E Si, Zi]

to the Bayes net.

112

Z2 IZ3 4 Z5

x1Z1
P1

Figure 4-19: Example factor graph with five variable nodes, five relative measure-
ments and one prior.

Consider the factor graph in Fig. 4-19, representing the following joint probability:

(4.84)[E)|I Z] c [ [X2] [Zi I X1,X2] [Z2I Xi ,Li] x

[ Za l X2, Li ] [ Z5 | Li, L2] [Z6 I|X3, L2]
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Fig. 4-20 shows the steps of the variable elimination algorithm carried out in

the orderx 3 ,12, 1, 1 , x2 . In Step (2), eliminating the variablex 3 removes the factor

[ Zs 12, Xs ] from the factor graph. The separator S3, contains only12. The local joint

density is factored as [x3 ,1 2 I Z 5 ] = [x3 1 2 , Z5 ] [12| Z5 ] and the new marginal [121 Z5 ]

is added back to the factor graph as a prior.

In step (4, eliminating variable 1i removes the factors [Z2 |11, xl1] [Z3 11, x2 ]. The

separator contains S = x 1 ,x 2 . The local joint density is factored as[li, x 1 , x 2 Z2 , Z3 ]

[l1 x 1 , x 2 , Z2 , Z3 ] [x 1 , x2 Z2 , Z3 ] and the new marginal[ x 1 , x2 Z2 , Z3 ] is added back

to the factor graph as a factor between nodesXi,x 2.

(1) 11 12

X" X

A(3) 

11 

1

X2

(5) 1

4(2) 
1, 

12

(4) 12

x21X

X2

Figure 4-20: Variable elimination to convert the factor graph in Fig. 4-16 to an
equivalent Bayes net, using variable orderingx 3 ,12, 11, x 1 , x 2 -

The variable ordering carried out by the elimination algorithm is arbitrary and

different orderings may produce a different network. A poor ordering produces a

factorization that has a negative impact on the performance of the algorithm. An

ideal ordering minimizes the size of the cliques, that is, it attempts to enforce sparsity
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in the resulting conditionals on the Bayes net. As shown in 187], in the parametric case

a poor ordering results in the equivalent of fill-in, wherein variable reordering during

factorization destroys the sparsity of the information matrix. mm-iSAM, following

from iSAM1 and iSAM2, uses the Constrained-COLAMD heuristic to obtain good

variable orderings 142].

The resulting Bayes net is chordal (or triangulated), i.e. any cycle of length

greater than 3 must have a chord, a node connecting two non-consecutive vertices

in the graph. This is guaranteed since the variable elimination algorithm means the

variable order is a perfect elimination ordering. Each frontal variable and its separator

form a clique. We now construct a Bayes tree as in [86], by discovering the cliques in

the Bayes net 11691.

Algorithm 5: Bayes Tree Construction from Bayes Net after Variable Elim-
ination

foreach [ O| Sj, Zj ] in reverse elimination order do
if S {} then

Start a new root cliqueCRcontaining E
else

Identify parent clique Cp that contains the first eliminated variable of

Si as a frontal variable
if the nodes of the parent are equal to the separator: GF,P U OS,P =S

then
Insert [ I Sj, Z3 ] into clique Cp

else
Start a new clique C' as a child of Cp containing 8j

end
end

end

For the example given in 4-20, the following conditional probabilities, given in

variable elimination order, are added to the Bayes tree:

[| Z]= [X3 | L2 ,Z5 | [L2 | Z] [L 2 | L1,,Z5 ] [L1 I Z] [L1 | X1 , X 2 , Z2 ,Z3 ] (4.85)

[X1 Z2 ] [X1 IX2 , Z1 ] [X2| Z1] [X2]

Using reverse variable orderingX2, Xi, li, 12, X3, the Bayes Tree shown in Fig. 4-21
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(X 2 ) (Xi) X 2 1Xll

(11) X 2 1 l 1 l   (12)

,(X3)

12 ,X 3 l1

Figure 4-21: Example of Clique Finding Algorithm (Alg. 5) on the Bayes Network
in Fig. 4-20, using variable orderingX2, 1, i, 12, X3. The variables inserted at each
step is shown on the left. An equivalent Bayes Tree with two cliques is produced.

is generated. Two cliques were found by Algorithm 5, one of dimension 3 and one of

dimension 2. The message passed up from the leaf contains the conditional marginal

probability of 11 only.

We can show that this Bayes Tree is not unique, nor is the variable ordering

the most efficient. Intuitively, a tree representing the most factored form of the

joint probability is preferred, reducing the computational complexity within each

clique. Consider the variable elimination orderX2, £3, X1, 12, 11 instead. This adds the

following conditionals to the Bayes tree given in Fig. 4-22:

[ Z ] =[2X 1, L, Z 1, Z3][X3 L2 , Z5 ]x (4.86)

[X1 I L1, Z1, Z 3 ] [ X 1 L1, Z2] [ L2 |Z5] [ L2 | L, Z4]

[L L1 Z21] [ L1|I Z1, Z3 ] [ L1|I Z4 ]
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where Clique 1, the root, and its two children 2 and 3 contain respectively:

Clique 1: [L 1, L2 |Z] = [L2  |Z5  L2 Li,Z4 ] x (4.87)

[ L1 Z2] [L1 | Z1 ,Z3] [ L1 | Z4]

Clique 2: [X1, X 2 Li, Zi, Z2, Z3] = [ X 2 X 1, L1 , Z1, Z3 ]x (4.88)

[ Xi I Li, Z2] [ X1 Li, Zi, Z3]

Clique 3: [X3 IL 2 , Z5 ] (4.89)

(li) (12)

(Xi) i,12 (X2) 11,12

(X3)

zil IX3|12 XI, 2 ili X3|12

Figure 4-22: Example of Clique Finding algorithm to convert the Bayes Network in
Fig. 4-20 to an equivalent Bayes Tree, using variable ordering 11, 12,X1, X 3 , X2. The re-
sulting Bayes Tree has one more clique than the previous ordering and each clique has
at maximum 2 frontal variables. This tree structure is preferred as more computation
has been factored into individual cliques.

The Bayes tree representation has special structure that can be exploited for

efficiently computing the marginal likelihoods of each frontal variable 1851. Frontal and

separator variables within a clique are always disjoint, and frontal variables between

cliques are also always disjoint. Intuitively, a variable will not be conditioned on

itself, and its marginal probability can only be added to the tree once, after which it

has been removed from the factor graph. It also follows that frontal variables do not

travel up the tree, i.e. parent cliques never contain frontal variables of their children.

Therefore, cliques are only related through their separator variables, which travel up

the tree until they appear as a frontal variable.
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The special structure of the Bayes tree stores in each clique the partial pos-

terior belief calculated over that clique's frontal variables, which are subsequently

marginalized out of the up-message. That is, at each level of an ideal Bayes Tree,

the maximum number of sibling cliques with the minimum number of frontal vari-

ables in each are present. Let the variables of a clique Ci where i E 1 ... r be the

set 8(c,i) ={E(Fk,0),e(Sk,i)} where(Fk,i) is the k-th frontal variable of the clique

and 0 (Sk,i) is the k-th separator variable. The full marginal posterior over the frontal

variables E(,) of any clique can be written as:

I E(FT,i) | Z ] -- [ E)| Z ] dE)\Ty,i) (4.90)

oc D][ Zj |8(cj) ] dE)\Ty,i)
j=1

The frontal variables can be marginalized out, but the partial belief is still con-

ditioned on the clique's separator. In particular, marginalizing the frontal variables

of the root, which by definition has no separator variables, factors the joint product

over the domains of each clique:

[(, 1 ) ] c [Z 2E(C,2) ] [ Z3 (C,3) de(,3) x ... (4.91)
D2 , 3

X r [ IE(C,r) I ' dE (,r)de(F, 2 )

where each expansion denoted by(---) contains the children of that clique. From our

example in Fig. 4-22, this is:

[Li, L2 I Z ] oc [ Z4 | L1, L2 ] x [ Z5 I L2 , X 3 ] dx 3 x (4.92)

J[ Z1| X1, X2 ] [ Z2| X1, L1 ] [ Z3|I L1,X2 ] [ X21] dx2dx1

By traversing the tree from the leaves to the root and passing up each computed

partial belief, reaching the root which by definition contains no separator variables
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is equivalent to having enough information to compute the full joint posterior. This

distinction in wording is important as in practice the algorithm never specifically

computes the full joint. Rather, for a SLAM formulation, we are interested in the

estimate at each variable. Information can then be propagated back down the tree

to compute full posterior marginals for each frontal variable.

Through the factorization represented by the Bayes Tree, the problem of com-

puting the joint posterior distribution is divided by clique into problems of lower

dimension, and the sum-product algorithm sketched out earlier defines the belief

messages that are passed on the Bayes Tree. If Gaussian likelihoods are assumed,

per iSAM2, the max-product and sum-product approaches are identical. Belief can

be propagated as max-products and computed using linear least-squares to obtain a

very fast solution. Furthermore, as we note later, the structure of the Bayes Tree can

also be exploited for incremental inference each time the factor graph is updated.

In order to compute inference over non-Gaussian distributions, we now define how

belief messages can be constructed based on the general sum-product approach. First

we derive the messages to be passed along the tree and the general belief propaga-

tion algorithm that generates the marginal probabilities of every variable. Then in

Section 4.3.2 we describe how these messages are stochastically approximated by the

inin-iSAM implementation of approximate density sums and products.

With a slight abuse of notation, let Zj be the collection of measurements of clique

i and all of its children, and denote any priors contained within as P. Therefore,

the root i = 1 has Z' = Z, the collection of all measurements, and each leaf j has

Z = Zj, the collection of measurements the leaf is conditioned on. The message that

is passed up from each clique i is:

mi := [1(s,i) Z (4.93)
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At any leaf clique L, this is equivalent to:

mL:= [(S,i) ZL]= j[ (C,L) ZL] dE(F,L)

C( [ZL E(C,L) ]J L de(F,L) (4.94)

Subsequent messages passed from any clique that is not a leaf also include mc, all

messages that are passed up from their children. The Bayes tree structure guarantees

that parent nodes are not conditioned on the frontal variables of their children, i.e.

frontal variables never travel up the tree. Marginalizing local frontal variables out of

messages passed up reduces the necessary complexity of the density product at each

clique.

mi := [(s,i) I Zi] =~ [8E(c,L) I O] E(F,L)

cxfl [ Zi lE(c,1 ) ]7 J Pm c d8(F,L) (4.95)

Eqns. 4.94 and 4.95 are equivalent to the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. Simi-

larly, to recover full marginal densities over every frontal variable, belief messages are

then passed from parent to each child back down the tree, starting from the root. The

down-message from every parent is the belief over the separator variables of the child.

As in the sum-product approach on the general factor graph, the mm-iSAM algorithm

concludes when two messages have been passed on each edge. If full marginals on

variables lower in the tree are not required by the implementation, down-message

passing can be terminated early.

The factor graph for a small marine range-only example as shown in Fig. 4-23, and

its corresponding Bayes Tree in Fig. 4-24. Nine variables 1 ... xg encode a vehicle's

2D position in time. 11 is a beacon variable whose 2D location is considered unknown.

Relative odometry factors connect each consecutive pose. The first and last pose in

the chain have GPS priors, representing a vehicle periodically surfacing. Finally,

the vehicle ranges the beacon three times, providing relative range measurements on
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x 1 , x4 andx 7 . These factors are provided in Section 4.4.3.

x2x3f I
x3x4fl

x5 x2

x5x6flI x4lir xflf

x6 
XIf

x6x7fl 1x711 ft

x7x8flI

x8x9fl

x9f

Figure 4-23: Example factor graph for a marine Range-only SLAM formulation with

ten variables shown in red. Factors are shown in blue. Each subsequent pose is linked

by an odometry factor. Priors are provided at the start and end of the chain (typical

of a periodically surfacing vehicle). Three range factors onx 1 , x 4 andx 7 respectively

link the vehicle poses to the beacon, whose position is considered unknown.

Fig. 4-25 shows the association matrices for up-message generation from each

clique, representing the sources of information available to each clique. For example,

the clique with frontal variable x1 processes a relative odometry factor ([Zxi, x 2 ])

(row 1), a prior on itself (row 2), and an up-message from its child node overx 4 and

X 7 -
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x9,: x8, x4,: x7,x2,x3,x5,

x1,: x4,x7,x2,

11,: x1,x4,x7,

Figure 4-24: Bayes Tree generated for the factor graph shown in Fig. 4-23. Vari-
ables present only in the odometry chain appear at the root of the tree. The left
branch forms due to the presence of a prior on x. The right branch encodes the
information provided by the range factors and the prior on x1 . Since the variable
ordering has pushed the unknown beacon to the leaf, its up-message is expected to
be uninformative.
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Figure 4-25: Bayes Tree for factor graph in Fig. 4-23 showing association matrices
for up-message generation. Columns are labeled by variable, rows are labeled by
factor. No association is shown in blue. Frontal variables, separator variables and
children up-messages are shown in different intensities of red. The association matrix
in the leaf node indicates the are three range factors between the beacon and its
separator variables, as well as a prior on x1 shown in the last row. In its parent
clique, the first row indicates the odometry factor betweenX1, x 2 , the second is the
prior on x1 and the last two are up-messages propagating belief on x 4 , x7 up the tree.
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Since the position of beacon 11 is considered unknown, its up message to its par-

ent is a wide distribution over position, as shown in Fig. 4-26. While this message

contributes very little useful information to the state of x 1 in its parent, via the sum-

product approach, it does not negatively affect the estimate as probability density

is concentrated by products against other factors. The final distribution over the

vehicle's poses are shown far right in Fig. 4-26.

A iid ill

Figure 4-26: (Left, Middle:) Up-message from leaf clique in Fig. 4-24 expressing

belief over the position of variablex 4 , expressed as histograms in dimensions x, y (m).
The uninformative distribution is a consequence of the beacon's unknown location.

(Right:) In a sum-product approach, the tight accuracy over the final estimate over

each vehicle pose is unaffected.

A consequence of the structure of the Bayes Tree, in which information only travels

up the tree, comprising the full joint posterior in the root, is the computational savings

to be gained from incremental inference. That is, if the factor graph is updated with

new variables and factors incrementally to the old structure, cliques that remain

unchanged can be re-used. Since frontal variables do not travel up the tree, pre-

computed up-messages from cliques that are siblings to any cliques being added or

changed, can be reused in the updated Bayes Tree. Fig. 4-28 illustrates this, where

the clique shaded in grey remains unchanged if variablex 4 and factors z, z6 are added

to the example in Fig. 4-19.

In practice, mm-iSAM uses a functional state machine to step through operations

that happen at an inter-clique level. Additional steps of implementation are required

to perform initialization on the Bayes Tree. The initialization algorithm chooses

frontal variables to initialize heuristically, Variables with high inferred dimensionality
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Figure 4-27: (Left:) Down-message from clique with frontal variable x1, from sepa-
rator variable X4 towards beacon 11. (Left:) Marginal posterior distribution over the
location of X4 after down-solve. On down-solve step, the tightly estimated location of

X4 now informs an accurate marginal posterior over li. (Right:) X-Y 2D-Histogram
showing distribution generated by approximate convolution over the range factor

[ Z I X4, 11] towards beacon 11. This fully non-Gaussian distribution is captured by the
mm-iSAM solver as a KDE.

11 Z4 1

Z2 Z3 Z5 Z7

1 X2 X3

Z1 Z6

Figure 4-28: (Left:) Incrementally updated factor graph adding variable X4 and
factors Z 6 , Z 7, shown in red. (Right:) Bayes Tree generated using variable ordering

11, 12, 1, 13, X4, X2. The clique to be updated is shown in red, while its sibling clique
shown in gray can be reused.
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of information over their posteriors are preferred, and variables that are deeper in

the tree are preferred. Once a variable is initialized, partial up or down messages

are passed to allow neighboring cliques to initialize as well. In summary, this section

detailed a belief propagation algorithm on the Bayes Tree, an acylic graphical model

with special structural properties. Subsequently, we complete the summary of the

mm-iSAM algorithm with a discussion of the process by which the density sums and

products that are necessary to construct the belief messages passed on the tree can

be approximated.

4.3.2 Approximate Density Products

This section summarizes the current mm-iSAM strategy for representing and operat-

ing on non-Gaussian likelihoods. Generating clique up-messages (Eqns. 4.94, 4.95),

i.e. computing the Chapman-Kolmogorov integral, requires evaluating the product

between two non-Gaussian densities in the same function space.

Density estimation falls into three primary categories, parametric, semi-parametric

and non-parametric [681. Parametric estimation is applicable if the underlying dis-

tribution is known or simple to model. Semi-parametric methods such as mixture

models are more flexible than the former, and non-parametric models assume the

least about the structure of the modeled distribution. While non-parametric models

stand to provide the most accurate representation of an arbitrary distribution, there

is a significant computational cost to take into account.

mm-iSAM uses Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) to approximate non-Gaussian

beliefs. Consider the problem of modeling the density of a set of sample points E,
for example, the output of the matched filter which represents the probability of

the beacon being at a certain range. KDE is a widely used non-parametric density

estimation method that represents the density of a particular point as a weighted sum

of kernels centered on each sample representing that distribution.

N

j= 1
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where wij is a weighting parameter, K is a kernel function centered on the sample

point e and Aij is a bandwidth parameter that scales the kernel. Specifically, mm-

iSAM uses N evenly weighted Gaussian kernels, with leave-one-out likelihood cross

validation for bandwidth selection Ai [154].

N

N jA ( ; p- = 8jo, = Aij (4.97)
j=1

There are many possible strategies to selecting appropriate kernels, weights and

bandwidths. In the interest of reducing computational costs, the approximation is

limited by the following simplifications. The number of kernels is constant for each dis-

tribution. Each sample is evenly weighted (wij = wj), and share common bandwidth

parameters (Ai = Aj). Bandwidths are instead tracked across individual dimensions,

i.e. a two-dimensional sample (x, y) is represented by bandwidths A s,, Aj.

Each hypothesis in a multi-modal distribution is tracked by a Gaussian distri-

bution. When taking the product of two multi-modal distributions, the resulting

number of modes may exponentially increase, but the number of kernels used to rep-

resent the product remains constant. This trade-off tracks the N most dominant

modes of the distribution, with approximation accuracy increasing with N. In Chap-

ters 4 and 5, distributions represented by KDEs are plotted as histograms of samples

drawn from that distribution and contour plots enclosing the probability quantiles

computed based on the number of contours.

The remaining step is to compute the Chapman-Kolmogorov integral on a dis-

tribution represented by the KDE of a given set of sample particles, which consists

of two general iterative steps. The first is sampling the conditional distribution over

every variable in the clique (Eqn. 4.95) through approximate convolution of the mea-

surement likelihood residuals, any priors, and any incoming up-messages. The second

is propagating those samples in such a way that their distribution reflects the true

conditional posterior. When done stochastically with Markov chain transitions, this

is an MCMC procedure.

Gibbs sampling is an Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique that draws
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samples from the approximate conditional posterior distribution through a stochastic

iterative process [64]. If the desired posterior distribution can be represented by the

stationary distribution of a Markov chain, then iterative sampling on that Markov

chain will converge to samples from that distribution. Consider the following first-

order Markov chain on a sequence of random samples 1, 2, .. .t, represented by

the transition probability:

[ o t = otIt-1 = t-1..., 1  1]= [= 01e-t = 1` -1] (4.98)

Let the state transition probabilities be the conditional distributions of each vari-

able within a clique. Let 8,k be the jth sample of the kth variable of a clique, where

k E 1 ... K, j E1 ... N. Z' indicates all measurements and up-messages passed to

that clique. Samples are drawn and propagated in batches according to a Gibbs se-

quence. At each iteration step i, N samples are drawn for each variable according to

the distributions:

{8E1,1 -. - N - i -N, 1 2

{01,2 -. - - N,21 - 21 , -) 1Z'

{8E)1;3 .. - N,3 i- 31 -1Z'K

2' Z/i-Z
{8(1,K .. ' N,Ki - KI 61 K-1, '499)

As each variable is iterated over, its conditional belief estimate is updated and

used for the next sample. After sufficient iteration, the MCMC procedure eventually

propagates each vector of samples E,k towards a set of samples drawn from the

Markov chain's stationary distribution. Samples are drawn by solving for the roots of

each measurement residual. Consider a measurement function Z1 ,2 of which E 3 ,1 , 82,2

are arguments. The conditional prior belief estimate over E computed during a

previous iteration of Gibbs sampling is:
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[ -1] =KDE({81j,- ,e8 }) [ 2|5'i, 2' (4.100)

j[ 2 1 , Z1 ,2 ]5 d8yd 1 (4.101)

Samples can then be drawn using a nonlinear trust-region solver to find E, for

which the measurement residual is satisfied.

01 = solve [612 >1, 8 ni, 2) = 01 (4.102)

where 61,2 is the measurement residual and ni,2 is its associated noise model.

The roots of the equation exist if the set of equations defined by Eqn. 4.103 is full-

dimensioned, for example, an odometry factor with additive white Gaussian noise

on every Cartesian dimension. If the measurement is under-constrained, for example

a range factor fixing one dimension less than a full Cartesian pose, the root-finding

algorithm is replaced with a nonlinear minimization that performs gradient descent

iterating the sampling procedure over one dimension at a time. The optimizer then

draws samples according to:

( argmin[61,2 (E5, 1, 8 , ni,2)] (4.103)

The necessary conditions for the MCMC method to converge to the true condi-

tional posterior distribution are that the Markov chain represented by Gibbs sampling

the measurements residuals given to the factor graph is ergodic, has a stationary dis-

tribution and is reversible. These conditions are satisfied if the Markov chain satisfies

the detailed balance criterion (Kolmogorov's Criterion):

[ i [j | i, Zi [ ] = [ 8j I e8, Zi',j1 (4.104)

Factors designed for the non-Gaussian mm-iSAM algorithm must define measure-

ment residuals that satisfy this criterion for the estimated marginals to converge to

the true distributions. Additional proof of convergence is discussed in [581. Finally,
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the product between two kernel density estimates is computed through a multi-scale

Gibbs sampling method described in [81]. Assuming each likelihood is represented by

a kernel density estimate with N Gaussian kernels, the algorithm draws samples from

the product of k = 1 ... K kernel density estimates with mean and variance pk, Ak by

computing the weights and parameters of the resulting product:

Kw - = (4.105)
k(1; pi, Aj)

K

A= EAkm (4.106)
k=1

A/pt = . Akmnk (4.107)
k=1

If the exact product of K mixtures is computed, then the number of compo-

nents scales exponentially as N. Instead, the product can be efficiently computed

using a Gibbs sampling strategy to select the individual components to be sampled

from. This individual component of the product mixture is then used to sample from

the posterior product, and following earlier discussion on Gibbs sampling, converges

asymptotically towards samples from the true product distribution after iteration.

Let each component be labeled lk for k 1 -. K. As an initialization step, the Gibbs

sampling algorithm randomly selects K - 1labels, then subsequent labels are selected

by iterating:

i l- 1 , , l47]= Cat[pip2, -- (4.108)

l2 [12|li, 1if , K i Cat [ Pi, P2, -' ,pN 41

where the sampling weights are computed by normalized weight the mean of each

component N against the quasi-product of k - 1 components, as in Eqn. 4.105.

While the strategy of approximate Gibbs sampling in mm-iSAM allows for highly
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non-Gaussian measurement models in the factor graph, incorrect modeling of the mea-

surement process would still yield an inconsistent system and result in unpredictable

behavior - therefore providing an accurate measurement model remains critical.

4.4 SAS-Factor Formulation

In this section, we arrive at the 'payoff' that the non-Gaussian SLAM mm-iSAM

solver offers to an underwater multi-vehicle target-tracking mission, the formulation

of a factor over non-Gaussian, multi-modal measurement likelihoods. We incorporate

a full synthetic aperture sonar procedure from raw acoustic waveform recordings into a

SAS-factor that can then be inferred over as part of a larger factor graph containing a

variety of other sensor data. Fig. 4-29 shows the multi-variable SAS-factor connecting

every element of the synthetic array (that is, poses that may be generated by a vehicle

in time, or multiple vehicles simultaneously), with the acoustic beacon 11 and with

other odometry factors, range factors, GPS priors, etc.

see Xi-1 Xi 00 S Xm± 0*

Oi-i i Omn,+1

i "mA+1

Figure 4-29: Illustration of a SAS-factor zx...,, between m vehicle poses and the
landmark 11 used in combination with other variables and factors in a factor graph
representation. Each consecutive vehicle pose xi corresponds to a single element of
the synthetic array and contains the associated acoustic waveform measurement. The
residual defined by zx,...Xmh, is fully non-Gaussian.

The SAS-factor describes a SAS-measurement residual function for the probabilis-

tic convolution of factors with current belief estimates of the dependent variables. In

order to satisfy the detailed balance criterion (Eqn. 4.104), the likelihoods must be

reversible, that is, providing a sample to any argument of the factor should inform
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the other arguments. We define the 'forward' projection (akin to conventional SAS)

as using receiver positions and recorded waveforms to resolve a likelihood over the

position of the acoustic source. Similarly, we define the 'backward' projection to es-

timate a single receiver position from the beacon's position and all other neighboring

poses. Note that this is not conventional inverse beamforming but a leave-one-out

cross-correlation procedure over every sample pose. The naming scheme reflects the

reversible operation taken by the solver during the Gibbs sampling step, depending

on which argument variable of the factor was selected to be sampled, and does not

imply sequential evaluation.

4.4.1 Forward Convolution

'Forward' probabilistic convolution is computed 'towards the beacon L', i.e. to com-

pute a marginal conditional distribution over the position of L from the current

marginal beliefs of each pose {X Vi E 1 ... m} where m is the length of the syn-

thetic array. In order to compute the approximate convolution via Gibbs sampling

(Eqn. 4.103), a residual function 6 (L1 , X 1, . - - , X,; Z 1) is defined where Zi represents

the recorded acoustic waveforms associated with the SAS likelihood factor.

X1, - -Xrt-, , [Z1 L, X1, -- , Xm ] [ (4.110)
j= 1

Conventional SAS beamforming quantifies the distribution in received acoustic

energy over azimuths for a series of vehicle poses and acoustic measurements. For

the forward case, the beam pattern produced by the CBF over azimuth angle [0, 27r)

is converted into a representative probability density 5 X = X. , Xm; Z = ZI

after a process of noise floor truncation and re-normalization. This is illustrated

in Fig. 4-34, and corresponds to the distribution represented by an alias sampling

procedure described in Algorithm 2. The output power of the beamformer averaged
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over all frequencies W, and the resulting distribution computed by:

Y[w", 1O]= Hi [W ,9] - Fi[w,] (4.111)

where Hi[w,, 0] = e)Lri (4.112)

i = - i i E [0, m] (4.113)
C

N

iY[t]|= [ Z]Y[wn;9]| (4.114)
rt=1

[][11 dd (4.115)

such that Q is a hypothetical partition function that normalizes the beamformer out-

put so that it sums to 1. This density is re-calculated each time a unique set of poses

is sampled, i.e. each Gibbs sampling step. Strictly speaking the beam pattern also in-

cludes reproducible structure dependent on the environment and physical setup which

can be deconvolved from the calculated beam pattern [1701; that process of channel-

modeling and calibration is not in the scope of this work. The model in Eq. (4.115)

can then be used to sample azimuth angles dN for numerical approximation of the

convolution:

6fn) ~ [8X=x 1,--- ,Xm,Z=z 1]. (4.116)

For both time-synchronized one-way, or active SAS two-way time-of-flight oper-

ation, the range between beacon and transducer r" can be calculated via matched

filtering, and the correlator output of the matched filter is used to construct an addi-

tional pseudo-probability density for the SAS-factor:
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r f"} ~ [P I X = X1, ... Xm, Z = zi ] (4.117)

The combination of range and bearing samples then informs a bearing-range con-

straint between the SAS reference frame and beacon location:

F (X , •• • , X 1,", ;61"n), r In) (4.118)

Using numerical root-finding, and given the independence of the kernels in each

of the pose marginal estimates, each of the pose values pf"l are used in conjunction

with fresh samples }, rl"n}to find the best value for each In}, Vn E [1, N]

*L "}= argminll 6F (X 6n114n};r (4.119)
Li

A synthetic example over one SAS-factor with ten elements is presented in Figs. 4-

30 and 4-31. In this example the array elements are located between [-4.5,4.5 (m)]

on the x-axis. Received waveforms are simulated from a beacon traveling in arc

between azimuths of (2,5) radians at an SNR of 10dB. To demonstrate the marginal

distribution produced over the unknown beacon location li, for this example each

pose variable x1 ... x 1o is given a tight prior over its position. The multi-variate

construction of the SAS residual results in a Bayes Tree (not shown) with a single

clique containing all variables as frontals.

x9 X1 x8 X5 x4 11 x3 x2 x10 x7 x6

Figure 4-30: Example factor graph consisting of a single SAS-factor with ten receiver

variables x1 .- xm and a single beacon 11 to be localized. Approximate convolution

is computed over this factor graph for Figs. 4-31 to 4-39
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Beam patterns and matched-filter range estimates are shown in Fig. 4-31 for the

simulated data. The resulting beacon location and the direction of its travel is am-

biguous about the central axis of the array. In a target-tracking application, the

trajectory of the vehicle should be motivated towards resolving this ambiguity.
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Figure 4-31: Azimuth and Range measurement distributions for Synthetic dataset
consisting of a Moving Beacon with chirp received at 10-element array located on the
x-axis. (Left:) Beam patterns over time as the source translates from a look-angle of
2 to 5 radians. The location and velocity of the source is ambiguous over the central
axis of the array. (Right:) Matched Filter range estimates over time.

Fig. 4-32 illustrates the marginal posterior distribution generated by a single in-

stance of forward convolution from the array elements (shown in blue) towards an

unknown beacon at time steps t = {1, 3,6}. A histogram of the samples LIl from the

distribution is plotted over a probability contour plot of the kernel density estimate,

with each contour corresponding to 20% probability mass. The beam pattern from

Fig. 4-31 is overlaid at the origin of the array for reference. The location samples are

concentrated at the approximate convolution of the range estimate and the beam-

former azimuthal estimate, resulting in an arc of samples around the multi-modal

ambiguous peaks of the beam pattern. At time t = 3, endfire effects result in a much

wider distribution over azimuth.

A single factor example using an arbitrary sample set of acoustic waveforms

recorded during field experiments is shown in Fig. 4-33. The output beam pattern of

the CBF for a single array of five elements is drawn in magenta at the array's first
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Figure 4-32: Marginal posterior probability densities over the beacon 1i for Synthetic

dataset, at times t = {1, 3, 6}. The look-angle translates from 2 to 5 radians over 6

time steps. Array elements shown in blue are located on the x-axis between (-4.5,
4.5)(m). The marginal posterior estimate for the beacon's x-y position is plotted as

a histogram of samples and a KDE probability contour. Each contour contains 20%

probability mass. A scaled CBF beam pattern is shown in magenta for reference.
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pose arbitrarily chosen as its origin. The range and azimuthal probability distribution

is sampled to form a proposed posterior distribution for the beacon's location, here

shown as a histogram of sampled locations and a contour plot of the resulting kernel

density estimate representation. As typical for a CBF, the likelihood is symmetric

about the linear array. Here, the beacon is located at (17.0, 1.78). In this exam-

ple, with an array of shorter length and noisier data, the distribution over range and

azimuth is larger than in the synthetic dataset.

75

50 * *

25 CoUnt

-75
-50 0 (M) 50 100

Figure 4-33: Marginal posterior probability density over the beacon 11 for Field
dataset of Stationary Beacon located at ground truth (17.0,1.78) (m), after a single
step of forward convolution over one SAS-factor, represented by a histogram of prop-
agated samples and a KDE probability density contour plot. Each contour contains
20% probability mass. Without any prior information, the CBF resolves two equally
likely modes symmetric about the axis of the linear array, resulting in a non-Gaussian
distribution with two main modes.

4.4.2 'Backward' Convolution

'Backward' approximate convolution is the process by which the position of the beacon

Li and the remaining m - 1 elements of the array inform the position of the element

currently being sampled. This is a result of the reversibility criterion required for the

measurement residual likelihood to converge to the true marginal posterior. As the
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process of Gibbs sampling iterates through each variable and subset of dimensions,

the SAS residual iterates through a set of conditional probabilities consistent with

the acoustic measurements. We note that this is not a forward-backward solve in the

typical sense. The backward convolution is approximated by the mm-iSAM infras-

tructure using the factor residual function for all kernels n E [1, N] as in Eqn. 4.119,

however, in the backwards case we directly optimize the correlation of one element

at a time in a leave-one-out strategy:

*¾ = argmin (x .n':i7 fl' ,ijH (4.120)

A leave-one-out strategy is used to ensure pose estimates are calculated indepen-

dently of their previous estimates, such that s, j E 1...m\i. When solving for the

leave-out element xi, the leave-in array element measurement waveforms are time

shifted according to their positions xi = j].

The origin of the synthetic array is arbitrarily chosen as one of the leave-in ele-

ments x 0 , 0 E j, and the estimated position of the beacon is [Li I - ). The relative

azimuth between pose and beacon is computed from the current belief over the bea-

con's location and the origin. The conventional beamformer filter is applied to all of

the leave-in elements, and combined with the proposed phase-shifted waveform. This

produces a residual function as shown in Figs. 4-34 to 4-39, the largest peak of which

is the position that most accurately resolves the current look-angle.

9= tan- I(B ) (4.121)
XL - O/

xi - (4.122)
C

r where: U= [cos(O) sin(t)]T (4.123)

Y[o;jc]= . Fj[w] + e ] (4.124)
m , -1 n.\w

jE(1,mr)\i
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Algorithm 6: Leave-one-out CBF Measurement Residual
Data: N, the length of the recorded waveforms, m, the number of receiver

elements, , proposed receiver poses, PL, proposed beacon's location, i
the label of the leave-out element, 0 the label of the array origin, Yjj,
associated waveforms of size (m x N), H, the CBF filter
pre-constructed from p, I the vector of FFT frequencies of length N,

Result: 6, the measurement residual
Function LIECorr(Yij,H):

begin
Y +-(Y)ij (H)ij

Y (Y)
Y <-

(lflj
end

Function LOOPhaseShift (pLO, A,):
begin

A PL- PO

0= tan-'Ay)
(~Ax}

it -cos(0), sin(0)]

C

F= exp [(-j27rr)f

Yj +-- (FH) H y)
end

Function compResidual(z, A,P,wk):
begin

6= LIECorr(Yij,H)
-+ LOOPhaseShift (L,PO, if)

o <- -||6||
end

return
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The measurement residual computed by a leave-one-out procedure for a single

synthetic array is illustrated in Figs. 4-34 to 4-39, on both synthetic and field data as

in the previous section. The CBF beam patterns for each respective dataset are shown

in Fig. 4-34. Although the measurement residuals are plotted against both deviation

from ground truth position and azimuth to illustrate their overall structure, at each

sampling step the mm-iSAM back-end solver batch-samples from the residual, holding

all other variables constant (i.e. at a single azimuthal angle only). That is, a set of N

samples describing the KDE of the beacon's position will each be propagated through

the computation at one sampled look-angle. The resulting measurement residual is

nonlinear and retains the ambiguities inherent to a CBF process with a linear array

as shown below.

8.0x10 ~~1
6.0x10 2.510

4.0 1G 2.0-x10

2 O x105 1

0 1Ox10
0 2 4 6 0 4 U

Azimuths (rad) Azimuths (rad)

Figure 4-34: Beam patterns against azimuth angle (radians) for Synthetic and

field datasets presented in Figs. 4-35 to 4-39. The distribution of SAS measurement

residuals by azimuth is the leave-one-out CBF beam pattern.

Figs. Fig. 4-35 and Fig. 4-36 show the measurement residuals generated as the

leave-out array element is perturbed along and perpendicular to the true azimuthal

direction respectively. In Fig. 4-35, two sharp peaks are resolved at zero deviation

from the ground truth position of the leave-out element. The phase-shifted signal

correlates strongly with the CBF output when the array element is in its true location.

We observe from the left view that the distribution along azimuth resolves the CBF

beam pattern. In Fig. 4-36, the position of the leave-out element is perturbed along

the direction perpendicular to the true azimuth. In this case, due to the far-field

assumption, the phase-shift experienced by this element of the linear array remains
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constant despite the deviation in position, and the residual does not distinguish a

clear peak.

14- 12-

12 46

- a

Figure 4-35: Backward Convolution correlation SAS measurement residual towards
array element x2 , for a Synthetic dataset, where ft is the unit vector pointing along the
true look-angle. (Top-Right:) Distribution along azimuth angles returns the beam
pattern of Fig. 4-34. (Bottom-Right:) Intensity map shows that the residual has
a maximum centered around zero variation in position, which is the ground truth
location of that array element. In practice, the residual function is implemented with
a sign-change for the minimization algorithm.

Fig. 4-37 shows the sample histograms and probability density contours for the

second element of the ten-element array along the x-axis after one step of backward

convolution, at time t = 1, 3,5. The average error is around 0.2m along the look-angle

and up to 2m in the perpendicular direction. Notably, the case of endfire (9 = 1800,

middle plot) computes a tighter distribution around the receiver's position despite the

forward convolution computing a wider distribution around the beacon's position.

The residual distribution for sample experimental data with a stationary beacon

and an array of five elements is shown in Figs. 4-38 and 4-39. The residual is signifi-

cantly noisier, but the same double peak pattern is observed for the along-azimuthal

direction at the two modes of the CBF beam pattern, and wide envelope for the

perpendicular direction.

Sampled solution locations for a single array element x2 are shown in Fig. 4-40.

GPS ground-truth for five synthetic array elements are shown as red crosses. The

clear line of solutions perpendicular to the ray from array to beacon represents the

far-field assumption, as moving linear array elements perpendicular to the correct
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Figure 4-36: Backward Convolution measurement residual towards array element

x2 , for a Synthetic dataset, where fi is the unit vector pointing perpendicular to the

true look-angle. (Top-Right:) Distribution along look angles returns the beam pattern

of Fig. 4-34. (Bottom-Right:) Intensity map shows maximum of residuals does not

distinguish variations in position along the angle perpendicular to the true look angle

as the phase shifts applied to the waveform are unchanged.

look-angle does not change the phase-shift applied to the measurement waveform and

its corresponding correlation.

We have shown here that the marginal distributions for the SAS-factor along range

and azimuth are typically non-Gaussian and multi-modal. Traditional approaches to

fusing TDOA and DOA measurements typically estimate over the full non-Gaussian

distribution to track a maximum likelihood point measurement. The mm-iSAM factor

graph formulation maintains each mode using a kernel density estimate, and the sum-

product approach to belief propagation on the Bayes Tree ensure unlikely modes are

stochastically eliminated during the approximate convolution.

4.4.3 Other Factors

This section presents the other variables and factors used in the full formulation of

experimental factor graphs that will be described in Section 5. These are standard

measurement residual functions implemented in Julia as part of the Robot Motion

Estimate (RoME) package [61]. The measurement noise distributions are experiment-

dependent and may vary.
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Figure 4-37: Marginal posterior distributions after a single step of backward con-
volution towards array element x2 , for a Synthetic dataset. The 10-element array is
located on the x-axis, as shown in blue. The distribution is represented by a his-
togram of samples and a kernel density estimate probability contour for the beacon's
x-y position. Most of the probability mass is concentrated at the right location, how-
ever the likelihood residual constructed from the linear array CBF does not resolve
ambiguity along the direction perpendicular to the look-angle.
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Figure 4-38: Backward Convolution measurement residual towards array element

X2 , for a single sample from a field dataset with a stationary beacon located at ground

truth (17.0, 1.78)(m). (Top-Right:) Distribution along look angles returns the beam

pattern of Fig. 4-34. (Bottom-Right:) Intensity map does not resolve the peak as

strongly in the presence of noise.
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Figure 4-39: Backward Convolution measurement residual towards array element

x2 , along the direction perpendicular to the look-angle. (Top-Right:) Distribution

along look angles returns the beam pattern of Fig. 4-34. (Bottom-Right:) Intensity

map.
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Figure 4-40: Example of coherence during backward convolution, on a field dataset.
GPS ground-truth for five array elements are shown as red crosses. The stationary
beacon is located at (17.0, 1.78)(m). Samples are drawn from the residual distribution
and plotted as a 2D histogram. The estimated marginal location of the array element
being sampled is ambiguous along the line perpendicular to the true look-angle.
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Variables

Variables are represented by N samples of dimension m, where m is the dimension of

the variable's domain D.

(Point2) 2D Cartesian Point with 2 sampled dimensions E = {x, y}.

(Pose2) 2D Cartesian Pose with 3 sampled dimensions E = {x, y, 0}.

(DynPoint2) 2D Dynamic Cartesian Point with 4 sampled dimensions E=

{x, y,:x = v,y= y} and user-defined time index t, which is not sampled.

Factors

Factors are represented by the argument variables, the distribution of noise over the

measurement and the measurement likelihood residual.

(PriorPoint2) Direct observation of a Point2 variable. Samples are drawn di-

rectly from a distribution given over = {x, y}. For example, a prior given by 0

is defined:

z ~[Zi l e1 9i ) = A' (p = 60, E)

0 a7y

(4.125)

(Point2Point2) Odometry measurement likelihood observing Z = AO in Point2

dimensions E = {x, y}. For example, with Gaussian noise:

(4.126)z ~ [ Z68 = 0 ] = M (p- = 6 (0, by, Z*) , E)
= AO - (0i - 0)

E =oX 0

-0 or Y
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(Point2Point2Range) Range measurement likelihood observing Z = r, one in-

ferred dimension over Point2 dimensions E,= {x, y}. For example, with Gaussian

noise N over range r and uniform distribution U over bearing E[0, 27r):

z ~Z I e = ]= M (p = 6 (o, a, Z*) , E) (4.127)

= ||8; - (r[cos(4), sin(#)]T

4~U (0, 27)

(PriorDynPoint2) Direct observation of a DynPoint2 variable. Samples are

drawn directly from the distribution. For example, a prior given by 0 is defined:

z [Zi I e = ?] = N (p = Xo, E) (4.128)

o-u  0 0 0

0 O-u 0 0

0 0 o, 0

0 0 0 o-

(DynPoint2DynPoint2) Odometry measurement likelihood observing Z = AO

in DynPoint2 dimensions 89 = {x, y, o w}, propagating velocity as a first-order

system. For example, with Gaussian noise:

z ~ [oZi l 8 = 0;] = 6 (0,o , Z*) , E) (4.129)

6 = (Z - (8ei- 83))2 + - ([v, w]i + [v,w])2 (4.130)

or1  0 0 0

0 o-Y 0 0

0 0 o7V 0

0 0 0 Or
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4.5 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a non-Gaussian Synthetic Aperture Sonar factor, the gen-

eral multi-modal factor graph SLAM framework in which it is used, and the specific

mm-iSAM non-Gaussian SLAM algorithm for solving the inference problem. Re-

sults from field trials in the Charles River and evaluation of the overall method are

presented in the following chapter.

Raw acoustic waveforms from a single receiver are incorporated directly into the

SLAM inference problem through a novel procedure of generating reversible SAS

measurement likelihoods. A process of sequential match-filtering and conventional

beamforming computes non-Gaussian likelihoods over the measurements of range and

look-angle that can be efficiently and discretely sampled by an alias sampler. Fig. 4-

41 provides a schematic of this process, outlining the steps that take place inside

the iteratively computed SAS-factor. Pose samples are computed by first sampling

from the range distribution. Those samples are propagated in a Gibbs sampling

step that approximates samples from the conditional posterior distribution defined

by the SAS measurement residuals. We construct residuals for forward and backward

convolution such that the received TDOA and DOA measurements can inform either

the location of the acoustic beacon, or the pose of the receiver element, whichever is

the current variable being sampled. The forward likelihood function is derived from

the beam pattern of a conventional beamformer. The backward likelihood function

is computed by a leave-one-out correlation approach. The fundamental ambiguities

arising from the TDOA and DOA beamformer approach result in multi-modal residual

distributions that are enabled by the non-Gaussian framework.

The factor graph and its respective Bayes Tree were presented as a framework for

describing the inference problem. Inference on the factor graph to compute the joint

posterior of a large set of variables was posed as a message-passing algorithm on the

Bayes Tree. In particular, the sum-product algorithm for belief propagation takes

advantage of the tree's special structure to reduce overall complexity. The cliques of

the Bayes Tree were used to distinguish between frontal variables, which can be safely
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Figure 4-41: Schematic representation of acoustic waveform pre-processing and
computation taking place within a SAS-factor. Pre-processing steps are computed
once for each factor, while sampling within the factor happens iteratively during
inference.

marginalized out of the inference at that level in the tree, and separator variables,

whose conditional distributions are propagated up the tree. The up-solve step passes

messages from every child defining the conditional distributions over their separator

variables. The down-solve step passes messages from every parent defining marginal

distributions over the frontal variables of the parent. The sum-product approach on

the Bayes Tree concludes after a full up-solve and down-solve with marginal densities

computed for every variable in the factor graph.

We apply the mm-iSAM algorithm to solve the non-Gaussian inference prob-

lem [58]. The belief messages passed on the Bayes Tree are marginal conditional

distributions for each variable in a clique, and can be computed by evaluating the

Chapman-Kolmogorov transit integral over every other variable in the clique. mm-

iSAM computes this approximate convolution by batch sampling each variable in a

Gibbs sequence, as illustrated in Fig. 4-42. The samples are updated by non-linear

minimization over a measurement residual.

The sum-product approach to passing non-Gaussian likelihoods represented by

kernel density estimates captures multiple hypotheses without the need for explicit
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Figure 4-42: Schematic representation of mm-iSAM Batch Gibbs Sampling and
Belief Propagation on the Bayes Tree

hypothesis tracking. Each Gaussian kernel potentially represents an individual hy-

pothesis. The product of arbitrary distributions during belief propagation naturally

eliminates unlikely modes from the posterior density, provided that consistent mea-

surement models are used. Perhaps most importantly, unlikely modes are still cap-

tured in the conditional probabilities and are not permanently eliminated. If new

information is added to the factor graph, modifying the Bayes Tree, those modes can

re-emerge from the updated inference operation.
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Chapter 5

Field Experiments and Results

In this chapter we present results from performing non-Gaussian SAS-SLAM infer-

ence on four experimental datasets collected in the Charles River. We demonstrate

that a factor graph SAS formulation with just a few SAS-factors accurately localizes

an unknown acoustic beacon and simultaneously informs the trajectory of a moving

receiver to correct for inertial drift. mm-iSAM captures the multi-modal aspect of

marginal distributions produced by ambiguous range measurements or linear array

CBF range and bearing measurements, and the multi-modality collapses to the cor-

rect mode given enough measurements to resolve ambiguity. Kernel density estimate

mean and max values are presented as convenient representations of the distribution,

keeping in mind that the inference is fully non-parametric. The performance of the

inference algorithm is analyzed by several metrics, namely the accuracy of localization

compared to RTK-GPS ground truth, the multi-modality of the conditional and pos-

terior distributions, along with the number of factors, computation time and size of

the graph. Additionally, we present for comparison a conventional range-only SLAM

formulation on the same datasets. Navigational and acoustic data in this chapter

were recorded onboard our testbed ASV, and a discussion of experimental conditions

is provided.
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5.1 Field Experiments

Let the experimental datasets be designated by labels Stationary, Drifting and Transit

in reference. to the trajectory of the acoustic beacon for each type of experiment.

Within each experiment we designate as separate trials those windows in which the

ASV travels a full planned trajectory once. Fig. 5-1 shows full ground-truth RTK-

GPS trajectories for the Stationary and Drifting experiments. In both experiments

types, the ASV autonomously travels in an elliptical or circular loiter pattern relative

to the beacon at a constant forward speed of approximately 1m/s. In the Stationary

experiment, the beacon was mounted off the dock at the MIT Sailing Pavilion. Its

ground truth location was independently verified by differential GPS to be [x

17.05, y = 1.78] (m). The trajectory of the drifting beacon is shown in red.
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Figure 5-1: Full ASV and Beacon ground truth trajectories by experiment, color-

coded by time. In 3D, the vertical axis is mission time in minutes. (Top:) Stationary

Beacon at [17.05,1.78] (Bottom:) Drifting Beacon with trajectory shown in red
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In the Drifting experiment, the beacon was hung off an anchored motorboat in an

open section of the Charles River. The motorboat is free to drift with surface waves

up to the limit of the anchor cable, estimated to be a maximum radius of 10m, and

with its engine fully off. In this dataset, ground truth positions for the beacon are

reported as a trajectory, with covariances up to the accuracy of RTK-GPS.

The ASV has three pre-planned behaviors relative to the moving beacon for the

Transit experiment. Simple-Parallel and Simple-Perpendicular describe trajectories

that run parallel to the beacon at a constant stand-off. These two trajectories are

shown in Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-3. In the final behavior, Loiter, the vehicle executes a

circular loiter pattern of constant radius around the moving beacon.
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Figure 5-2: Full ASV and Beacon ground truth trajectories by experiment, color-
coded by mission time in minutes. (Top:) Simple-Parallel and Simple-Perpendicular
behaviors, where the trajectory of the ASV is parallel or perpendicular to the beacon
(Bottom:) Constant-Follow behavior where the ASV follows the beacon at a constant
stand-off distance.
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For the purposes of trajectory planning and control, the ASV is provided with

the ground-truth location of the beacon (motorboat). Trajectories are planned in

advance, and the SLAM solution is not computed online. We note that although the

autonomy behavior is intended to emulate an AUV, the experimental ASV is able

to travel much faster (up to 4m/s) and has a smaller turning radius than a typical

AUV, as mentioned in Section 2.2. Therefore, we assume the ASV is always able

to execute the planned trajectory. The overall mission autonomy comprises of the

system of tuned PIDs for low-level thrust and heading control onboard the vehicle,

the mission-level MOOS-IVP track-line, waypoint and loiter behaviors, and the WiFi-

based communication infrastructure of MOOS.
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Figure 5-3: Full ASV and Beacon ground truth trajectories by experiment, color-

coded by mission time in minutes. (Top:) Stationary Beacon at Dock (Middle:)

Drifting Beacon (Bottom:) Beacon in Transit
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There are several additional considerations to keep in mind for field experiments

conducted in the Charles River. The presence of significant stochastic spikes in am-

bient acoustic noise may be observed from passing ships such as ferries, other motor-

boats, and changing weather conditions over the course of the mission. These may

be noted in the relevant discussion where applicable. Additionally, while the ASV is

configured to autonomously cut power to its motor during receive windows in order

to reduce noise, the motorboat does not have the same capability and actively affects

SNR during experiments where it is towing the beacon. During experiments where

either the ASV or the motorboat are a significant distance (>200m) away from the

shore station, intermittent dropouts may affect WiFi connectivity. WiFi dropouts

do not affect the transmit or receive schedules of the acoustic beacon and transducer

array, the trajectory of the human-driven motorboat or the onboard autonomy of the

ASV. However, they will alter the planned trajectory of the ASV due to late or missed

updates for the ground-truth location of the beacon. Similarly, RTK-GPS requires

WiFi connectivity to the base station server, and will default to a local fix when it

drops out.

For reference of scale, Fig. 5-4 shows each ground-truth mission trajectory on a

satellite image of the operational area around the MIT Sailing Pavilion. The Station-

ary and Drifting trials are plotted in blue and orange respectively, while the trajectory

of the ASV during two Transit experiments is plotted in purple and yellow. Each

dataset takes place on a separate experimental day. Since the ASV does not experi-

ence inertial drift, its trajectory is collectively perturbed with simulated cumulative

drift between any provided GPS priors, and its poses in the factor graph are informed

by the drifted measurements. Both ground truth and drifted trajectories are provided

in the results. Localization error is compared directly to ground truth.

Acoustic waveforms are recorded with a stern-mounted pyramidal hydrophone

array at a fixed depth of 1.5m (Section 2.2.3). Waveforms are recorded at all five

elements of the pyramidal array. Since the ASV is a stand-in for an AUV equipped

with a single receiver, only one element is used during synthetic aperture beamform-

ing, although in the future, LBL measurements from the array could potentially also
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Figure 5-4: ASV Mission Trajectories relative to satellite image. Stationary Beacon

and Drifting Beacon trials are shown for reference in blue and orange respectively.

Simple and Loiter transit trajectories are shown in purple and yellow.

be included in the factor graph representation as additional factors 11481. Acoustic

waveform measurements are recorded onboard the vehicle at the rate of 1Hz and

sampled at a frequency of 37.5 kHz for a total of 8000 samples per waveform. Vehicle

poses are generated at a rate of 10Hz, and recorded synchronously with the waveform

measurement.

A Lubell acoustic beacon is used to transmit a known, time-synced waveform.

The waveform is a Linear Frequency Modulation chirp in the range 250 to 2050Hz,

with a bandwidth Af = 2kHz. The theoretical distance resolution achievable with

this chirp is:

c 1481
Jr= - ~ 0.37m (5.1)

2A f 4000

Fig. 5-5 presents the FFT of the chirp waveform in the frequency domain, and

a representative spectrogram of the received signal before and after the CZT filter.

Banding observed in the spectrogram is identified as electronic noise on the power

distribution circuit, which we have shown in Section 4.2.1 to be effectively filtered

out by the matched filter. In all field trials, the beacon is mounted or towed at an

approximately constant depth of 1.5m.
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Figure 5-5: (Left:) Frequency content of pre-generated beacon chirp waveform
after a Fourier Transform (Top) unaltered chirp and (Bottom) after taking a chirp
z-transform (Right:) Spectrogram of sample waveform received at single element of
pyramidal array (Top) unaltered (Bottom) after taking a chirp z-transform
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5.2 SAS-SLAM Results

Experimental results are presented categorized by dataset and by construction of the

factor graph. Two variable-types are used to describe the vehicle and beacon, Point2

and DynPoint2 (see Section 4.4.3). To investigate the performance of the SLAM solver

in detail, we vary the availability of ground-truth navigation information in the form

of GPS priors. First we show results from a range-only SLAM formulation in which

matched-filtered acoustic data is used to generate range measurement likelihoods for

alias-sampling within range-only factors. This formulation differs from a conventional

implementation in that non-Gaussian inference is performed over the fundamentally

multi-modal range returns. Next we describe several factor graph SAS formulations.

These are differentiated by the frequency of SAS factors (observations), the number

of elements in the synthetic array, and the type of inertial pose assigned to the vehicle

and beacon. In each SAS-SLAM implementation, no prior is assigned to the beacon's

position, which is assumed to be entirely unknown.

The 2-norm error from both a Mean-Fit (Mean) estimate and a MAP estimate

over the posterior distribution compared against ground-truth is presented as a simple

parametric indicator of performance.

eb= (z- z)2 +(- y) 2  (5.2)

Where relevant, the average 2-norm error e, for vehicle poses compared to ground

truth is also tabulated. The multi-modality of the posterior is evaluated by computing

the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between the KDE and a fitted multivariate

normal distribution.

DKL (p(8)|q(0)) p(s) log (j)ds (5.3)

Since the KLD is not symmetric, and does not obey the triangle inequality, we

take the maximum divergence as representative.
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5.2.1 Range-Only Results

As a basis for comparison, a non-Gaussian range-only factor graph (Fig. 5-6) is con-

structed from the same experimental datasets. Range measurement likelihoods are

generated from the output of the matched-filter, as in Figs. 4-4 and 4-6, and for-

mulated as range-only factors. During the Gibbs sampling step, the measurement

likelihood is alias-sampled, and residual root-finding is performed to find the optimal

sample value for that step.

Goo Xi *¾+i 00 0 M XM+1I

P,i+1 0m,M+1 Pk+1,n+1

Figure 5-6: Range-only Factor Graph representation with measurements every m
poses and priors every k poses.

Fig. 5-7 shows the results of a formulation in which every vehicle pose is provided

with a tight GPS prior, essentially posing the equivalent of a mapping-only or acoustic

localization problem. The beacon's approximate marginal posterior distribution is

presented as a kernel density estimate contour plot, with each contour corresponding

to 20% of the probability mass.

As the number of range measurements provided along the vehicle's trajectory

decreases (from top to bottom, left to right), the posterior distribution over the

beacon position is increasingly multi-modal. With only 6 factors, as in the bottom-

right plot, the stochastic sampling method draws samples from two equally likely

hypotheses of the multi-modal distribution. In this specific case, the MAP estimate

would land on the wrong mode. With at least 10 poses and range factors, the true

position of the beacon becomes strongly localized, and as expected the error decreases

as the number of measurements increase.
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Figure 5-7: Marginal Posterior probability distribution over the unknown bea-

con's location, shown as probability contours each containing 20% probablity mass

(20/40/60/80% confidence). All vehicle locations shown as blue points are pose priors

with RTK-GPS covariances. (Top-Left:) 30 variables and range factors. (Top-Right:)

13 variables and range factors. (Bottom:) Two equally likely posterior distributions

given only 6 variables and factors.

This proceeds into a full SLAM formulation by introducing inertial odometry

factors between each vehicle pose. GPS priors are provided only at the very start

and end of the trajectory, simulating the fix received by an underwater vehicle at the

surface between dives. Fig. 5-8 and Fig. 5-9 are an example of the factor graph and

equivalent Bayes Tree from a 290 pose formulation for the Stationary dataset. The

factor graph is characterized by long odometry chains, forming a loop closure with

each consecutive range observation of the beacon. This results in a Bayes Tree with

a deep branch containing the landmark as a frontal variable.
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Figure 5-8: Example Factor Graph generated for 290 poses of the Stationary dataset, with 21range factors intotal. Factor
nodes are shown as ovals andvariable nodesare shown asrectangles.Long odometry chains formloopclosureswithin each
consecutive pairof rangefactors. Thebeacon isplotted atthe center ofthe graph.
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Figure 5-9: Example Bayes Tree generated for truncated trajectory shown in Fig. 5-12. This range-only acoustic beacon
localization solution is characterized by a deep branch containing the range factors, and a series of shallow sibling branches for
unaffected odometry factors.
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From Table. 5.1, we observe that the range-only localization can be as accurate as

sub-5m to the beacon's true position, and any accuracy beyond this point is beyond

the resolution of the method. We emphasize that the mm-iSAM solver represents the

final result over each variable as a set of samples, and the mean or max error tabulated

here is a simplifying parametric result that might not capture the true behavior of

the posterior distribution. The Drifting dataset is characterized by lower errors in

general as the circular loiter trajectory taken by the vehicle clearly resolves ambiguity

after half the trajectory. This can also be seen from Fig. 5-12.

Table 5.1: Range-Only SLAM

Fig. 5-11 shows the marginal posterior distribution over the beacon's position for

Stationary and Drifting datasets as a contour plot and a histogram of samples. The

maximum and mean estimates computed over the KDE for the beacon position are
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Experiment Poses #-Factors eb (M) KLD

(.Trial) Range Mean Max

Station.1 290 12 39.27 28.13 0.003

Station.2 295 11 38.99 28.43 0.011

Station.3 290 12 33.42 64.08 0.034

Station.1 290 20 40.40 21.87 0.04

Station.2 295 20 42.34 46.18 0.29

Station.3 290 20 51.84 50.16 0.059

Station.1 290 58 8.49 9.56 0.04

Station.2 295 59 8.45 7.41 0.03

Station.3 290 58 7.07 7.42 0.056

Drift.1 400 16 24.02 28.45 0.059

Drift.2 398 16 21.52 17.89 0.25

Drift.3 398 16 21.70 29.36 0.087

Drift.1 400 25 12.52 11.13 0.02

Drift.2 398 25 12.62 10.07 0.042

Drift.3 398 25 14.16 16.54 0.060

Drift.1 400 65 2.67 4.77 0.012

Drift.2 398 65 7.92 9.46 0.042

Drift.3 398 65 2.75 1.63 0.011



plotted in orange and labeled. For simplicity, final vehicle poses are shown in blue

as their MAP estimates over their marginal posterior distributions, and the ground-

truth RTK-GPS trajectory is shown as a green trace. By varying the frequency of

range measurements used during factor graph construction, we can observe that the

estimate converges to its best achievable accuracy at greater than 20 observations dis-

tributed along the entire trajectory. Additionally, With trajectories that are designed

to resolve ambiguity, as in the Drifting experiment, this convergence can be much

faster. Similarly, Fig. 5-12 and Fig. 5-13 plot the posterior distribution by mission

time along trajectory and by intra-mission trial.

5.2.2 All Priors

000Xi* Xi OSS Xm Xmn+1 Xm+2 SooX6

Pi-1 i Pm Pm+1 Pm+2 2m

Figure 5-10: All Priors Factor Graph representation with one SAS-Factor every m

poses and GPS priors on every pose.

First, we show results with the assumption that every vehicle pose is supplied

with an accurate GPS ground-truth prior, i.e. a surface vehicle SLAM formulation,

represented by the factor graph in Fig. 5-10. Since the vehicle's globally-referenced

poses inform the position of the acoustic beacon, this is acoustic localization via syn-

thetic aperture sonar in a non-Gaussian SLAM framework. We specifically analyze

the performance of the forward convolution optimization step via the synthetic aper-

ture sonar factor. Fig. 5-14 shows an instance of the Stationary dataset with six SAS

factors, each comprising of eight poses (synthetic array length of approximately 8m)

selected at equal intervals around the mission's elliptical trajectory.
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Figure 5-11: Marginal Posterior beacon distribution by number of range measurements. (Top:) Stationary Beacon {12,20,58}
range factors total. (Bottom:) Drifting Beacon {16,25,65} poses total.
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Figure 5-14: SAS-SLAM result with GPS priors on every pose for the Stationary

dataset. Ground truth GPS trajectory of the vehicle is traced in green, with poses

used for SAS shown as points. Estimated beam patterns are shown as magenta

traces at the origin of each array (arbitrarily selected as the earliest pose). The

true, MAP, and mean-fit beacon locations are shown, underlaid by the full posterior

distribution represented as a density contour plot, with each contour containing 20%

of the probability mass.

With accurate positioning, the beamformer strongly identifies the correct azimuth

(and its equally likely symmetric second mode) for every synthetic array, with the

exception of the very first one (closest to the beacon). The first circular pattern

represents the case where no resolution in azimuth is obtained due to the very short

effective array length (as the vehicle was relatively stationary at the start of the

mission). This type of inconsistent data is accounted for by testing the effective

length of the array before contributing the beamformer measurement. The ability to

resolve the correct look-angle is also affected by end-fire conditions, as shown by the

third and seventh factor (counting counter-clockwise).

We conclude that given even just three SAS-factors, inference over the joint dis-

tribution produced from the CBF resolves the posterior probability of the beacon's
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location very accurately. The observed increase in prediction error from 7 factors

to 16 can be attributed to the increasing number of SAS-factors with uninformative

beamformer distributions (as discussed in Fig. 5-14).

Table 5.2: SAS-SLAM All Priors

5.2.3 Static Point Odometry

*** Xj X 00 X,,+I XTYL+2 *** 4"m 6

Pk,i Pk+1,m+1

Figure 5-15: Static and Dynamic Odometry Factor Graph representation with one
SAS-Factor every m poses and GPS priors every k poses.

Subsequently, GPS priors are provided on poses at different rates simulating dives

of varying length. Navigational data is corrupted with a specified amount (0.2, 0.4

m/s) of cumulative navigation drift as a proxy for the accumulation of inertial error via

odometry on an underwater vehicle. Drift is only accumulated between GPS priors,

reflecting fixes obtained at the surface. Vehicle poses are initialized with corrupted

position estimates, and consecutive vehicle poses are related with odometry factors

(o = 0.5m in x, y). Fig. 5-16 presents the evolution of the beacon's density estimate

as the factor graph is incrementally supplied with SAS observations.
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Experiment #-Factors eb (m) KLD

(.Trial) SAS Mean Max

Station.1 3 5.50 6.22 0.018

Station.1 7 3.12 4.52 0.025

Station.1 16 7.42 7.05 0.033

Drift.1 3 5.51 8.05 0.359

Drift.1 8 4.10 6.70 0.027

Drift.1 14 4.53 4.40 0.048
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Figure 5-16: Evolution of posterior distribution over beacon represented as a density

contour plot with the addition of each synthetic array to the factor graph
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Here, GPS priors are shown as green diamonds and ground truth GPS trajectory

is in green. Drifted position estimates (proxy inertial measurements) are shown as

red points. The final MAP values of poses after inference is shown as blue circles, and

the raw CBF beampatterns is shown as a magenta trace. The beacon locations are:

ground truth (solid red line), MAP estimate and Mean-Fit estimate (blue points), and

its posterior distribution is represented as a density contour plot, with each contour

containing 20% of the probability mass. Five SAS-factors are created, each with eight

array elements. X-Y scale is shown in (m). Array poses are shown in red. The CBF

output of each synthetic array is shown in cyan. Each grey contour contains 50% of

the probability mass.

Fig. 5-17 (Left) shows an instance of the Drifting dataset with five SAS-factors,

instantiated at equal intervals around the trajectory encircling the beacon from ap-

proximately 75m. As a comparison, using the same dataset, Fig. 5-17 (Right) shows

the density estimates from each of the five synthetic arrays and their beam patterns

where each synthetic array is computed only from drifted position data (no SLAM).

While ultimately the most probable location for the beacon lies on the interior of the

trajectory, the fusion of the non-Gaussian acoustic measurements is key to identifying

the posterior distribution of that probability given relevant symmetric modes.

-so

Mean
-1100(m)

-D /00 o
so 100(m) IS -100 0 100(m) 200 O

Figure 5-17: (Left:) Full SAS-SLAM result with inference over GPS, odometry and
SAS factors. (Right:) Comparison without SAS-SLAM: The overall beacon location
predicted with a Max-Fit (orange point) over all five distributions after 'forward'
convolution only.
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In addition to beacon localization errors, we compute the initial (drift) and final

errors in vehicle positions ep, and evaluate estimation performance under different

conditions: number of GPS priors, number of SAS factors, and variance of the veloc-

ities drift in the position data (o).The MAP estimate was used to compute both

eb and ep. The results, tabulated in Table 5.4, show that the algorithm succeeds in

estimating the position of both beacon and vehicle to comparable levels of accuracy,

bringing eb and ep to the order of a few meters. Increasing the drift in odometry

measurements appears to have a more noticeable effect on the accuracy of the beacon

estimate rather than the vehicle's.

Table 5.3: SAS-SLAM (Static Point)

Experiment #-Factors eb (M) ep (m)
(.Trial) GPS SAS Mean Max Initial Final

3 5 0.2 15.3 26.3 0.258 7.6 2.6

Station.1 3 11 0.2 4.48 5.16 0.173 16.9 4.8

3 16 0.2 2.92 3.12 0.035 13.7 2.6

13 10 0.2 2.28 4.65 0.456 48.3 4.4

Station.1 13 10 0.4 3.38 4.30 0.037 72.9 6.4

13 10 0.6 6.66 14.5 0.024 65.1 5.87

2 5 0.2 35.5 36.5 0.030 57.2 8.01

Drift.1 2 12 0.2 6.77 11.0 0.044 22.4 5.7

2 21 0.2 22.2 21.2 0.015 25.7 3.5

5 5 0.2 6.07 8.24 0.006 18.3 3.81
Drift.1 18 5 0.2 6.27 5.56 0.006 3.08 2.29

35 5 0.2 2.33 3.67 0.051 2.75 1.91

For the Stationary dataset, the increase in the number of observations quickly

resolves the initially unknown beacon position estimate to within 10m of its true

value. Platform position error, despite the low number of absolute measurements,

remains low (<5m). For Trial B, even with only five SAS-factors, the localization

performance was within 10m. The maximum initial squared error as a result of drift

and the maximum final error in each pose e, are reported. We observe that with very

few GPS priors, increasing the number of SAS observations successfully decreases the
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localization error and resolves the unknown position of the beacon as well as the case

with all GPS priors.

5.2.4 Dynamic Point Odometry

We extend the factor graph formulation from static poses to dynamic poses by adding

to the measurement residual a dynamic model that takes into account the first-order

correlation between the vehicle's observed position and x-y velocities (see Section

4.4.3). This simple model observes the dynamic relationship between subsequent

poses in time, inferring over four dimensions, but does not model the vehicle's non-

holonomic maneuvering characteristics. For now, the landmark is still modeled as

a static point. Representative intermediate results showing the change in posterior

density over two iterations of the Drifting dataset is shown in Fig. 5-18, with respective

factor graph (Fig. 5-19) and Bayes Tree (Fig. 5-20). Each SAS-factor of array length

8 is separated by an odometry chain of length 16 (in mission time 16 seconds).

0
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Figure 5-18: Sample intermediate SAS-SLAM solves with 4 and 6 SAS-factors and
1 and 2 GPS Priors respectively.
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Figure 5-19: Intermediate factor graph generated for Fig. 5-18, with 6 SAS-factors along half of the full trajectory. Factor
nodes are shown as ovals and variable nodes are shown as rectangles. SAS-factors (drawn at center) are loop-closures that
connect every element of the array to the landmark.
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Figure 5-20: Respective Bayes Tree for Fig. 5-18 and Fig. 5-19. Deep branching structure is observed with frontal variables
over the elements of each synthetic array.



The beacon's location is unambiguously resolved after 5 SAS-factors have been

observed along the vehicle's trajectory. While keeping in mind that the max and mean

estimates may not be good representations of the true multi-modal distributions, we

show the change in localization error for the acoustic beacon in Figs. 5-21 and 5-

22, for different datasets and specified number of GPS priors. Here, at each solve

iteration the odometry chain is extended along the ASV's trajectory until another

SAS-factor of the specified length can be added to the factor graph, and the factor

graph is incrementally re-solved. Iteration does not refer to specific minimization

iterations within the mm-iSAM back-end solver, and errors are computed after the

final inference down-message passing concludes.
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Figure 5-21: Mean (Solid) and Max (Dotted) KDE Estimates Error over beacon

location by Incremental solve iteration for the Stationary dataset, color-coded by trial

and array length. 5 GPS Priors total. Final errors are indicated in text.

Since the linear array beamformer is ambiguous about the axis of the array and

the measurement distribution typically results in two modes, we observe that the

Max KDE estimate that represents the mode with more likelihood density is more

accurate than the mean that lies between both modes. Large spikes in max error

such as at the 9th iteration in Fig. 5-22 occur when the Gibbs sampling procedure

generates more samples around the incorrect mode.
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Figure 5-22: Mean (Solid) and Max (Dotted) KDE Estimates Error over Beacon
location by Incremental solve iteration for the Drifting dataset, 2 GPS Priors total.
Final errors are indicated in text.

Non-Gaussian inference over the factor graph SAS-SLAM formulation accurately

observes the beacon's position even when the number of GPS priors is reduced to 2

(one at the start and one at the end) of an approximately 7 minute mission. Four to

five SAS-factors distributed along half or all of the mission trajectory is sufficient for

resolving ambiguity around the beacon's position, much less than for the range-only

formulation and preserving the ability to sample less likely modes without explicit

hypothesis tracking. The numerical performance of this formulation is summarized

in Table 5.4, with the key parameters being, the number of GPS priors provided, the

number of SAS-factors provided, and the length (number of elements) of the synthetic

array. Several representative plots along different metrics are shown in Figs. 5-24, 5-

25, 5-26 and 5-27.

The length of the synthetic array in number of elements is an interesting trade-

off. Longer synthetic arrays provide better resolution but require longer trajectories,

increasing the likelihood of navigation errors and decreasing the rate at which obser-

vations are generated. Less total SAS observations can be made over the trajectory,

but faster updates can be generated. In our results computed offline, we observe that
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increasing the array length reduces total navigation error. However, one advantage of

the factor graph formulation is that factors with differing array lengths can be used

in the same graph.

Results were computed on (4) Intel Xeon E5-263 CPUs (8 cores, 2.40GHz), with-

out multi-threading. The computation times and allocated memory usage of the

factor graph construction and mm-iSAM back-end optimization are presented in

Fig. 5-23. Incremental construction of the SAS-SLAM factor graph benefits from

the additional computational strategies of quasi-fixed-lag and incremental solving

on the Bayes Tree. The former reduces iteration over variables older in time and

the latter reuses computation on the Bayes Tree for incremental update. For fur-

ther detail, the reader is referred to the mm-iSAM codebase maintained at https:

//github.com/JuliaRobotics/Caesar.jl.
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Figure 5-23: Computational performance of Range-only SLAM. (Left:) Varying the

number of range factors in a trajectory of fixed length. (Right:) Varying the number

of poses with range-factors at a fixed frequency.

In summary, this chapter has presented an effective Synthetic Aperture Sonar

factor that fuses non-Gaussian range and bearing measurement likelihoods in a general

factor graph SLAM inference framework, accurately localizing an unknown beacon

and the vehicle even with very sparse global GPS reference. Inference was performed

directly over non-Gaussian and multi-modal measurement likelihood distributions

representing the experimental acoustic and navigation data collected onboard our

testbed ASV in the Charles River. In the next chapter we conclude with a discussion

and analysis of the overall method.
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Table 5.4: SAS-SLAM (Dynamic Point)

Experiment Poses Array Observations eb (M) KLD e, (m)
(.Trial) Length GPS SAS Mean Max Initial Final

Station.3 262 6 2 10 12.0 7.98 0.66 1.95 1.28

Station.1 290 6 2 15 2.14 2.91 0.007 2.62

Station.1 290 6 3 10 3.87 4.69 0.14 3.51 2.45

Drift.1 400 6 3 14 3.57 4.46 0.005 3.04

Drift.2 395 6 3 15 5.89 6.01 0.025 3.97 2.35

Drift.3 395 6 3 15 6.65 6.14 0.028 2.91 2.68
Drift.1 400 6 6 14 1.20 2.12 0.001 2.84 3.07

Station.3 276 8 2 9 13.52 5.52 0.019 2.30 1.28

Station.1 280 8 2 10 12.38 3.39 0.96 2.56 1.97

Drift.1 400 8 2 10 7.94 9.43 0.055 2.68

Station.1 290 8 2 12 6.61 5.95 0.016 2.21

Drift.1 384 8 3 8 7.55 7.78 0.17 2.07 2.79

Drift.1 400 8 3 10 4.81 5.22 0.027 2.28 3.84

Drift.2 398 8 3 19 4.25 8.58 0.04 2.27

Drift.3 371 8 3 13 4.01 1.68 0.001 3.71 1.74

Station.1 290 8 3 22 3.41 5.31 0.034 2.54 2.59

Station.1 280 8 4 10 5.52 4.65 0.77 2.51 1.26

Drift.3 371 8 6 13 1.82 3.22 0.010 3.60 2.18
Drift.1 400 8 6 9 7.80 7.93 0.025 3.36

Drift.1 400 8 6 22 1.96 1.84 0.031 1.88

Drift.1 397 8 6 22 1.91 2.16 0.001 2.38 2.08

Station.1 256 10 2 8 2.64 1.64 0.23 2.66 1.78

Station.3 278 10 2 9 10.25 9.09 0.12 2.70 3.23

Station.1 290 10 2 10 2.89 1.19 0.015 2.76

Station.2 295 10 2 11 11.4 6.12 0.82 2.90 1.52

Drift.1 360 10 2 12 2.79 3.81 0.03 2.46 2.39

Drift.3 373 10 3 12 1.44 3.60 0.03 2.39 1.65

Drift.1 398 10 4 19 1.01 0.15 0.006 2.77 2.93
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Figure 5-24: Marginal Posterior beacon distribution by number of SAS-factors. (Top:) Stationary Beacon {7,14,21} factors
total, 2 GPS Priors. (Bottom:) Drifting Beacon {9, 13, 21} poses total, 3 GPS Priors. Each array has 8 elements. Ground truth
trajectory shown in green and drifted trajectory shown in light blue.
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(Bottom:) Drifting Beacon. A few SAS-Factors are sufficient to resolve the ambiguous mode.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

There are a wealth of important reasons for studying, monitoring and working in our

oceans, however operating in an underwater environment has been and remains a

challenging, expensive and dangerous task, particularly for humans. Rapid advances

in autonomous robotic systems over the last few decades provide an effective low-risk,

low-cost solution, as navigation, autonomy and computation technology becomes in-

creasingly sophisticated, and individual robotic platforms are now commercially avail-

able and exploited in many underwater applications. In the fields of ocean science,

mapping, archaeology, oil and gas industry, fishing industry, naval operations, etc.

these systems have already made a huge impact.

Now we look forward to fielding fleets of co-operating underwater robots able to

carry out missions of increased complexity and capability, however the marine domain

is fundamentally challenging for collaborative multi-robot operations. An unknown

underwater environment is time-consuming to map and accurately model, especially

with robots that have limited access to a high-quality localization solution such as

GPS. Communications over distances greater than one hundred meters necessitates

the use of acoustics (acomms), resulting in bandwidth and networking challenges.

To successfully perform a highly dynamic co-operative task such as target-tracking in

this environment, we must optimize the process of information-gathering, probabilistic

inference over disparate, noisy sensor data, and communication of local information

over a costly communication link.
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The central topic of this thesis has been the behavior and control of co-operating

robotic vehicles in order to enhance their collaborative capabilities of sensing, maneu-

vering and task-completion. We have shown two formulations of a dynamic target-

tracking underwater mission, and validated both with experimental data collected in

the field on our custom-built testbed ASVs.

6.1 Critical Analysis

Chapter 3 presented a de-centralized joint estimation and control framework for mul-

tiple underwater agents collaborating to track a maneuvering target. Range-only

(TDOA) pursuit was experimentally demonstrated in a shallow-water acoustic envi-

ronment with acoustics-in-the-loop, in which the acoustic modem was used as the

measurement as well as the main communications channel. An experimental fre-

quency analysis of the dynamic system showed that the TDMA cycle time was the

main factor limiting performance when packet losses were low and vehicle speeds were

relatively fast, i.e. the vehicles tracked the target up the maximum Nyquist rate of

the information link. This articulates the distributed sensing challenge of increasing

time delays when moving to larger fleets tracking over longer distances, which cannot

be easily addressed from a filtering or control design perspective.

There are many possible solutions. Introducing a system of packet buffering could

help to smooth trajectories and predict control inputs over a horizon, i.e. model

predictive control and trajectory planning. Improving the modeling fidelity of the

local dynamics places less emphasis on the capability of the communication net-

work. Improving the communication link itself, through multiplexing, advanced cod-

ing/decoding techniques, is another rich field of research. The direction of this thesis

has been to address and formulate the more general inference problem for the marine

domain, of which tracking and pursuit is one possible mission, that is SLAM, or the

simultaneous construction of a map of a robot's environment and the estimation of

its state. Specifically, we have presented a novel non-Gaussian, multi-modal factor

graph SLAM formulation for the underwater domain.
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Much work has been done with point estimate representations and noisy sensor

data represented by Gaussian distributions, and the state-of-the-art is an extremely

powerful and capable tool. However, the marine domain presents two significant

challenges to the usual formulation. Firstly, measurements are usually obtained from

diverse sensors such as ranging and imaging sonars, optical modems, oceanographic

instruments (pressure, temperature, bathymetry), and often require extensive filtering

and parametrization to fuse in a Gaussian syntax. Secondly, acomms-in-the-loop be-

tween multiple robots significantly limits the amount of local information that can be

shared over the network. Chapters 4 and 5 presented a non-Gaussian, non-parametric,

multi-modal factor graph formulation of SLAM for marine robots undertaking a co-

operative maneuvering target-tracking task underwater, utilizing the method of syn-

thetic aperture sonar (SAS) to relate disparate acoustic measurements together in a

consistent probabilistic framework. Although the method may be relatively slow and

memory-intensive at present, there are many functional improvements being imple-

mented on the codebase for significant speed-up, including multi-threading, in-place

memory operations and fixed-lag solving.

Thus, the two main challenges are addressed by this work as follows. A matched-

filter and conventional beamforming pipeline expresses raw acoustic data as measure-

ment likelihood densities over bearing and range to the source. These are used directly

to construct a reversible synthetic aperture sonar factor, i.e. informing the location

of the beacon from the receiver and vice versa by computing a cross-correlation resid-

ual that can be used in the general minimization framework. The factor is a novel

formulation of direct data fusion between raw acoustic waveforms and navigational

measurements, used in a completely general SLAM framework. mm-iSAM 158] was

the backend algorithm used to solve the joint inference problem. We showed results

on experimental datasets collected in the Charles River that demonstrated the effec-

tiveness of the SAS-factor, and the multi-modal nature of the resulting approximate

marginal posterior distributions.

In terms of computation speed and resource-usage, the non-Gaussian multi-modal

solver cannot be compared with existing state-of-the-art Gaussian solvers, with solve
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times on the order of hours for factor graphs of approximately 1000 nodes. Per-

formance with the approximate MCMC sampling method, however, only stand to

improve with greater access to parallel-processing capabilities. Additionally, while

the front-end is able to represent highly non-Gaussian measurement likelihoods, the

measurements must remain consistent for the inference to be accurate, an ongoing

challenge with acoustic data corrupted by non-white ambient noise.

6.2 Future Work

There are a number of logical extensions to the method that are the subject of ongoing

future work. Distributing the information captured by each agent's factor graph to

multiple collaborating agents such that they are able to share their local measurements

in an efficient way is an important step to multi-vehicle operations. One solution is

a local, incrementally updated fixed-lag factor graph onboard each vehicle, that may

be iterated over in a short time, while agents intermittently communicate with a

server-based factor graph that iterates over the full solve to produce more accurate

estimates. Collaborating agents should be able to share full measurement likelihoods

over the acoustic channel, as opposed to large amounts of raw data, or parametric

point estimates.

Another interesting possibility is the addition of belief-space planning for future

trajectories. We have seen that the performance of acoustics can vary spatially, most

dramatically observed as acoustic dead zones, and that path-planning for multiple

agents in the presence of ocean currents, mission objectives and accumulated inertial

drift is a challenging problem. New factors would have to be formulated to represent

potential information obtained in the future, tied to navigational, such that the infer-

ence solver can be used to simultaneously optimize future trajectories for maximum

information gain.
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Appendix A

ASV Specifications

Figure A-1: MRG-ASV Nostromo on the Charles River, Boston.
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Table A.1: Hardware Components and Specifications

Part Specification

Power

LiFePo4 Batteries 100Ah, 4 cells, 12.8V nominal.
Energy Density: 75.26 Wh/kg

Motor and Steering

Minn-Kota Riptide 55 Trolling Motor 551bs Maximum Thrust, 12V Nominal

Robotec LDC1430 Motor Driver 35V Maximum Battery Voltage, 30V
Maximum Motor Voltage
120A Maximum Current
RS232, 0-5V Analog or Pulse (RC)
Command Modes
Forward and Reverse Control

Servocity MEGA MS530-1 Servo 2000 oz-in Maximum Torque
0.9s Transit Time (60)
7.4V nominal

Sensors

OceanServer OS5000 3-Axis Compass 0.50 RMS Heading
Roll & Pitch Rotation to 10
Tilt-compensated (Electronically
Gimbaled)
1"xl"xO.3" footprint
Hard and soft-iron compensation

uBlox NEO-6 GPS receiver GPS and PPP
2.7V - 3.6V Nominal
2.5m Horizontal Position Accuracy
0.1m/s Velocity accuracy
0.50 Heading accuracy

Novatel GPS-701-GG Antenna 4.6V - 18V, 35mA current
Li Frequency

Tritech PA500 Altimeter 0.1-10m range
12V Nominal
500kHz 6°
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Table A.2: Hardware Components and Specifications

Part Specification

Electronics and Communication

Arduino Mega 2560 Microcontroller

Ubiquiti Bullet-M BM2HP Wireless Radio

Freewave FGR2-PE 900 MHz

Gumstix Duovero Zephyr COM

54 I/O pins (15 PWM)
16 Analog Inputs, 4 UART Serial
Ports
7V-12V nominal, 20mA draw per I/O
Pin, 50mA draw per 3.3V Pin
256KB flash memory

24V Maximum, POE
7W Maximum Power Consumption
28dBm Output Power, up to 54 Mbps

97km Range (with clear LOS)
1W Maximum Output Power
902-928 MHz Frequency Range
115.2 kbps Standard RF Data rate
6V-30V Nominal
550mA Transmit, 150mA Receive,
71mA Idle Draw

Texas Instruments OMAP4430 Pro-
cessor
ARM Cortex-A9 Architecture
1GHz base clock speed, dual core
1GB LPDDR RAM
Wireless and bluetooth modules
3.3V - 4.2V nominal
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